DEKALB PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION AGENDA
Monday, August 15, 2022
6:00 P.M.
DeKalb Police Department
2nd Floor Training Room
700 W. Lincoln Highway
DeKalb, IL 60115
A. ROLL CALL
B. APPROVAL OF AGENDA (Additions or Deletions)
C. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

1. August 1, 2022
D. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (Open Floor to Anyone Wishing to Speak on Record)
E. NEW BUSINESS

1. Public Hearing – City of DeKalb 2022 Comprehensive Plan Update.
2. Public Hearing – A petition by the City of DeKalb for text amendments to Chapter 23 “Unified
Development Ordinance” of the Municipal Code, to amend Article 5.12 “HI” Heavy Industrial District to
add “solar energy generation facility (solar farm)” as a special use and to amend Article 7.16 “Solar
Energy Systems” to establish regulations for solar energy generation facilities (solar farms).

3. Public Hearing – A petition by SunVest Solar, LLC d/b/a DeKalb Taylor Solar, LLC for a special use
permit for a solar energy generation facility (solar farm) located on an approximately 49-acre site along
the north side of Pleasant St. across from the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport.
F. REPORTS
G. ADJOURNMENT

COVID-19 Notice: The corporate authorities of the City of DeKalb intend to conduct this meeting in-person with a physically present
quorum that is open to the public and in compliance with all applicable public health requirements. Pursuant to current public
health guidelines, persons attending this meeting are not required to wear protective face masks/coverings.
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MINUTES
CITY OF DEKALB
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
August 1, 2022
The Planning and Zoning Commission held a meeting on August 1, 2022, at the DeKalb Public
Library in the Yusunas Meeting Room located at 309 Oak Street, DeKalb, Illinois. Chair Max
Maxwell called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.
A. ROLL CALL
Planning Director Dan Olson called the roll. Planning and Zoning Commission members
present were: Steve Becker, Trixy O’Flaherty, Maria Pena-Graham, Shannon Stoker, Bill
McMahon, and Chair Max Maxwell. Jerry Wright was absent. City Manager Bill Nicklas,
Planning Director Dan Olson, and City Engineer Zac Gill were present representing the
City of DeKalb.
B. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA (Additions/Deletions)
Chair Maxwell requested a motion to approve the August 1, 2022, agenda as presented.
Mr. McMahon motioned to approve the agenda as presented. Ms. Stoker seconded the
motion, and the motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.
C. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1. July 18, 2022 –Chair Maxwell requested a motion to approve the July 18, 2022,
minutes as presented. Mr. Becker motioned to approve the minutes as presented. Ms.
O’Flaherty seconded the motion, and the motion was approved by unanimous voice
vote.
D. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (Open Floor to Anyone Wishing to Speak on Record)
None
E. NEW BUSINESS
1. Public Hearing – Project Wildcat - A petition by ChicagoWest Business Center and
Trammell Crow Company-Chicago and JJK 343, LLC, property owner, for approval of
the annexation, rezoning, and a preliminary development plan for an approximately
160-acre property located at the northwest corner of Gurler Road and Peace Road to
accommodate a distribution, packing and storage company and accessory uses.
Chair Maxwell recused himself due to a conflict of interest. Vice-Chair McMahon took
over as Chair for the hearing.
Jerry Krusinski, on behalf of ChicagoWest Business Center and JJK 343, spoke on
the request. He stated its for approval of the annexation of 160 acres directly east of
the Ferrara and Amazon projects in the ChicagoWest Business Center. Mr. Krusinski
added they are requesting approval of a site plan for Project Wildcat which will consist
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of two buildings, one being approximately 1.2 million square feet for a distribution,
packing and storage company, and another building being added in phase two.
Josh Udelhofen of Trammell Crow Company described phase one of Project Wildcat
being a building approximately 1.24 million square feet on the west side of Peace
Road. Mr. Udelhofen pointed out a unique characteristic of the building will be an
automatic storage and retrieval system which consist of about 1/3 of the building. He
explained the system uses rack heights up to 120-130 feet which results in the building
being just under 140 feet tall.
Josh Udelhofen said all the truck traffic will be accessed off Gurler Road with a secure
truck entrance and egress in the middle of the site. He explained this may ultimately
service both sites (Phase I and II) but that will be determined after a traffic study is
completed. Mr. Udelhofen told the Commission the building will also be serviced by
rail with a private Union Pacific spur that would come in on the northern side of the
building into an enclosed train shed. He spoke about the south side of the building
being office space which will be about 50,000 to 60,000 square feet. Mr. Udelhofen
stated total employment for the entire building will be at approximately 700 people
across a two-shifts and there is adequate parking for the number of employees on both
shifts.
Mr. Udelhofen spoke on the proposed phase two of Project Wildcat and stated they
will hopefully break ground in 2023, although they do not have a precise timeline yet.
He explained Phase II will likely have two phases of its own: the first being a building
around 500,000 to 600,000 square feet with a potential addition taking it up to 850,000
to 950,000 square feet.
Mr. Udelhofen focused on phase one of Project Wildcat and stated the timeline is
accelerated and they hope to break ground in September of 2022 with mass grading
activities, roadway expansions, and utility connections. He discussed the need for an
accelerated timeframe even though the building is not opening until 2025. Mr.
Udelhofen added the core of the building will be completed in the first or second
quarter of 2024 which will then allow the erection of the ASRS space. He mentioned
there will be phased occupancy starting in early 2024 with the final occupancy coming
in early 2025.
Mr. Udelhofen mentioned all aspects of the development are being worked out with
City staff including proposed roadways and utility connections. He added there will be
an updated plat of subdivision that creates three separate lots, two for the buildings,
and one for a future ComEd substation to service the facility and others in the area.
Planning Director Olson went over the staff report dated July 28, 2022, and said this
is an expansion to the ChicagoWest Business Center and stated two buildings will be
constructed in two phases in an area that is not in the City so that is the reason for the
request for annexation. Mr. Olson added as a part of the request, the petitioner is
requesting rezoning to the Planned Development Industrial District, approval of a
preliminary development plan, and approval of a final plat.
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Mr. Olson explained there are three points of access along Gurler Road, two being for
employee parking, one for truck traffic with emergency vehicle access being off Peace
Road. He added there is adequate parking and two large detention areas. He also
noted sanitary sewer will be extended from the west, and water will be brought to the
site from the south side of Gurler Road.
Mr. Olson touched on the timing of the project noting grading will start in early
September of this year and completion of the project occurring in 2025. He stressed
the plan has been reviewed by City staff and the Kishwaukee Water Reclamation
District. He mentioned one of the conditions is the final plan can be reviewed by the
City staff, and not the Commission or City Council, if it’s in substantial compliance with
the preliminary plan.
Mr. Olson explained the three variance requests to the Unified Development
Ordinance. He stated one is exceeding the maximum building height which is 75 feet.
He said the petitioner is requesting 140 feet in the phase one building. Mr. Olson added
the maximum site coverage which is 70% and the petitioner is requesting up to 80%.
Finally, he noted the applicant is requesting the parking spaces be reduced from 19
feet long to 18 feet. Mr. Olson stated the City supports all three requests.
Planning Director Olson said the proposed plan for rezoning meets the intent of the
Comprehensive Plan, is compatible with the trend of development in the surrounding
area and meets all the requirements of the UDO except for the three requests for
variances discussed previously. Mr. Olson stated there were no public comments
received for the proposal.
Mr. Olson stated the Staff recommends approval of the rezoning, upon annexation,
the preliminary development plan and final plat
Vice Chair McMahon asked if there were any questions from the Commission
members.
Steve Becker questioned the amount of potential employment with phase two since it
was discussed phase one will employ close to 700 people. Josh Udelhofen replied
they do not have clarity at the moment, but it will be proportional to the phase one
building in regard to building size and the number of employees. Mr. Becker asked if
there was an approximate count for truck traffic coming in and out daily. Mr. Udelhofen
conferred with Mr. Krusinski, and stated they did not have a count but said it will be
typical of an industrial area and similar to Ferrara.
Mr. Becker requested clarification as to the number of bays for the trucks. Mr.
Udelhofen said there are 120 dock doors with an additional 70 punchouts that could
be added later. He added a preliminary traffic analysis has been conducted, however
he doesn’t know the number of trucks off the top of his head.
Mr. Becker voiced his concern with the impact on the ingress and egress to the facility
and entrance and exit from Peace Road to I-88 and wondered if there will be a
congestion of trucks along the roadways that serve the site.
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City Engineer Zachary Gill said he has not seen the traffic numbers but stated the
roundabout (Peace and Gurler) should allow for no backup on southbound Peace
Road traffic. Mr. Gill added a right turn lane has been added on Peace Road for tollway
access for eastbound traffic. He said the only location he possibly could see an issue
is on Peace Road exiting I-88 wanting to make a left turn. He added other sites add to
this issue. Mr. Becker mentioned with the continued development in the area the
development opportunities are fantastic but does not want to see traffic congestion on
Peace Road doubling out onto the interstate.
Bill McMahon asked about the height of the building and questioned if the City had the
fire protection necessary for this request. Planning Director Olson stated the Fire
Department has reviewed the plans and they do not have any concerns regarding the
height of the building. He added they want the ability to access the front and sides of
the building which can be cleared up when they go into the final plan design.
Mr. McMahon questioned the railroad spur and where it is going to connect to. Mr.
Olson showed the tracks at Route 23 going along the north side of Ferrara and
Amazon and will connect along the north side of the two proposed buildings.
Mr. Krusinski added with the annexation of the original 343 acres (ChicagoWest
Business Center) they planned for a rail spur along the north side of the site and the
subject site. He added the rail connection is on the east side of Route 23 so there is
no disruption for Route 23 traffic.
Trixy O’Flaherty had a question on the building height (Phase I) compared to I-88. City
Engineer Gill informed the Commission there is an 18-foot vertical difference between
the bridge deck at Peace Road and I-88 and the roundabout at Gurler and Peace
Roads, but he is not sure where the foundation will be for the Phase I building.
Shannon Stoker asked with the facility being a two-shift operation, would there be
large amounts of time in which the building would be empty. Josh Udelhofen stated it
would be like other distribution centers where the facility will not fully operational during
some overnight times.
Vice Chair McMahon asked if there were any questions or comments from the public.
Paul Borek, Executive Director of the DeKalb County Economic Development
Corporation, located at 2179 Sycamore Road in DeKalb read a letter stating his
support for the annexation, rezoning, and preliminary plan for this project. Mr. Borek
stated the detailed material provided shows the project conforms with the accepted
standards for zoning map amendments and the Comprehensive Plan. He added this
proposal will not have a detrimental effect on future development in the area. Mr. Borek
stated the project will expand the DeKalb County economy, diversify the tax base, and
provide additional jobs which will increase the need for residential development and
lead to potential population growth.
Mr. Borek continued by stating the project fully addresses the county wide economic
development policy. He went on to state the DeKalb County Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy calls for DCEDC and DeKalb County communities to identify
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and recruit industries. Mr. Borek summarized this project will expand the DeKalb
County economy, create jobs, and increase tax revenue which will allow taxing bodies
to reduce taxes. He respectfully asked for the Commission to approve this proposal.
Bill McMahon stated this is an exciting opportunity and will be great for the community.
Steve Becker inquired if the jobs are going to be union jobs. The applicant stated they
could not answer the question at this time.
Mr. Becker moved that based on the submitted petitions and testimony presented, the
Planning and Zoning Commission forward its findings of fact and recommend to the
City Council approval of the rezoning, upon annexation, from the “SFR1” Single-Family
Residential District to the “PD-I” Planned Development Industrial District for a 160acre property located at the northwest corner of Peace Road and Gurler Road for the
construction of an approximately 1,240,000 sq. ft. phase 1 building and an
approximately 936,000 square foot building in phase 2 to accommodate a distribution,
packaging and storage company and accessory uses per preliminary development
plan, architectural elevations and final plat of subdivision as listed in Exhibit A subject
to the standards listed in Exhibit B and subject to all comments being addressed to the
satisfaction of City staff prior to any permits being issued for the subject property and
prior to the recording of the final plat.
Ms. Pena-Graham seconded the motion.
A roll call vote was taken. Mr. Becker - Yes, Ms. O’Flaherty – Yes, Ms. Pena-Graham
- Yes, Ms. Stoker – Yes, Vice Chair McMahon – Yes. Jerry Wright was absent and
Max Maxwell recused himself. Motion passed 5-0-2.
Chair Maxwell returned to the meeting after the public hearing was closed.
F. REPORTS
Planning Director Olson announced the next scheduled Commission meeting will be
held on Monday, August 15 at the DeKalb Police Department and there will be three
hearings. He noted the first one will be on the update to the Comprehensive Plan, the
second will be a text amendment on solar farms and the final one being a special use
request for a solar farm on Pleasant Street. Mr. Olson informed the Commission that
on July 25 the City Council approved the three requests from the previous Commission
meeting (modular classroom at Brooks School, special use permit for 922 S. 4th St.
and the final plat for the Midland Trust Co. – Jim Planey).
G. ADJOURNMENT
Ms. O’Flaherty motioned to adjourn, Ms. Stoker seconded the motion, and the motion
was approved by unanimous voice vote. The Planning and Zoning Commission
Meeting adjourned at 6:36 PM.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT
August 11, 2022
TO:

DeKalb Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Dan Olson, Planning Director

RE:

2022 Comprehensive Plan Update – Public Hearing

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
City staff is presenting the 2022 Comprehensive Plan Update to the Planning and Zoning
Commission for a public hearing and recommendation for approval. The Commission
reviewed drafts of the Plan at the April 4, May 2, May 16, and June 6 meetings. Open
Houses to gather further public input were held on June 30 and July 14. A legal notice
regarding the hearing was published in the Daily Chronicle on July 27. Drafts of the Plan
have been on the City’s website the last few months and have been publicized on the
City’s social media outlets.
The Plan consist of five chapters including the Introduction, Inventory and Analysis, Goals
and Objectives, Land Use Categories and Plan and Urban Design Guidelines. Also
included is the 2022 Land Use Map. The Plan will guide future development in the City
for the next five-ten years. A comprehensive plan communicates a community’s goals
and objectives, provides a blueprint for future land use, and serves as the basis for zoning,
subdivision, and land use codes.
The primary features of the 2022 Land Use Plan are identified below:
1. A designation of additional industrial sites on the Gurler Road axis, as well as
additional industrial sites east of Peace Road between Gurler Road and IL Rt 38.
2. Industrial development along the Peace Road axis north of IL Rt. 38 to Wirsing
Parkway, consistent with the City’s boundary agreements with Sycamore and
Cortland.
3. A designation of limited, new low density residential sites at the northwest and
southwest periphery of the corporate limits, but only a parcel “out” from the existing
low density residential designations. Given the large number of preliminary and final

platted but unbuilt residential lots within the corporate limits and the few single-family
house starts in recent years (see the tables on p. 26), very measured residential
expansion seems prudent.
4. Large swaths of agricultural uses defined to the northwest and west of the corporate
limits where the preservation of farmland is merited. This approach is also consistent
with the DeKalb County Unified Future Land Use Plan, with a preference for urban
growth extending outward from the municipal core rather than leapfrogging to remote
sites.
5. The preservation of open space largely within the Kishwaukee River branch
floodplains but also where dedicated park lands and retention areas provide both
active recreation spots as well as “passive” recreation in the form of walking and bike
paths.
6. “Mixed Use” designations to highlight historic trends and current market interests. For
instance, the Village Commons property on W. Lucinda Avenue has offered a mix of
commercial retail uses for decades. More recently, there has been some development
interest in redeveloping the property with a mix of ground level commercial uses and
upper-level residential uses that would assure rental incomes through market highs
and lows.
7. Institutional designations to identify the large land areas comprising Northern Illinois
University (State of Illinois property) as well as public schools, Township facilities, City
facilities, etc.
8. The updating of uses in parcel-by-parcel fashion to register changes recommended
by the Planning & Zoning Commission and approved by the City Council since 2005.
9. The redevelopment of the core of the Annie Glidden North neighborhood at W.
Hillcrest Drive and Blackhawk Road with a mixed-use center.
10. Promotion of an interdependence of land uses. Rather than promoting certain uses
on “islands” removed from normal patterns of travel, the Plan attempts to promote
“neighborhood” clusters that combine residential districts with schools, day care
centers, small markets, and other ancillary services.
PUBLIC RESPONSE/COMMENTS
The City received several written comments regarding the plan and those are provided in
the background materials. Some of the comments request specific detailed action be
taken or that past City approved plans be fully incorporated into the Plan. A
Comprehensive Plan is a general land use guide and not a zoning document. Language
was added to the Plan to recognize past City approved plans such as the Sustainability
Plan, 2022-2024 Financial Plan and AGN Revitalization Plan. Any past City approved
plan, policy or guideline is not automatically negated with the approval of this Plan. Based
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upon comments received, additional wording was added to strengthen the language
regarding the encouragement of affordable housing, allowing smaller lot sizes and
consideration of accessory dwelling units on single-family lots.
RECOMMENDATION
We appreciate the efforts and input of the Planning and Zoning Commission, other
agencies and the public and would recommend approval of the Plan. A sample motion
has been prepared below.
Sample Motion:
I move the Planning and Zoning Commission recommend to the City Council approval
of an amendment to Chapter 30 “Official Comprehensive Plan” of the Municipal Code to
adopt the City of DeKalb 2022 Comprehensive Plan dated August 9, 2022.
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Chapter One: Introduction
A comprehensive land use plan is a synthesis of ideas and recommendations drawn from public
discourse that suggest a blueprint for managing growth in the community. A comprehensive
plan typically consists of three components: (1) a history that includes an inventory and analysis
of the community; (2) a formulation of goals and objectives for a period of, for instance, five
years; and (3) a future land use plan that explains the ways that the community wants to grow.
The inventory and analysis establish the community’s needs, constraints, and opportunities.
The goals and objectives represent the community’s vision in general value statements and
provide tangible steps to realize that vision. The future land use plan defines the desired
character of land uses with reference to these goals and objectives.
The current DeKalb Comprehensive Plan was adopted on March 14, 2005. Since the adoption of
that Plan, the City Council has approved several sub-area and corridor plans noted below. This
Comprehensive Plan draws from these previous plans and also recognizes unique City-approved
plans such as the City of DeKalb Sustainability Plan, 2022-2024 Financial Plan, and 2018 Annie
Glidden North Revitalization Plan.










East Lincoln Highway Corridor Plan – Adopted June 13, 2005
2007 Downtown Revitalization Plan – Adopted February 26, 2007
Pleasant St. and Greek Row Plans – Implementation Review – Adopted April, 2007
Sustainable Community Redevelopment Plan for the Fourth Street Corridor and Pearl
Street Neighborhood – Adopted April 21, 2008
Pearl Street Neighborhood Revitalization Plan – Adopted August 11, 2008
Downtown DeKalb – Design Guidelines for New Construction – Adopted 2011
Ellwood Historic Neighborhood Implementation Strategies – Adopted September 2011
DeKalb City Center Plan – Adopted July 8, 2013
Annie Glidden North Revitalization Plan – Adopted November 26, 2018

Notwithstanding the attention to the detailed planning of specific sub-areas in the community,
a comprehensive land use plan is long overdue. This Plan identifies goals and objectives for the
following elements of community development:










Community Appearance
Residential Development
Commercial Development
Industrial Development
Downtown Enhancement
Economic Development
Community Facilities
Natural Features
Transportation
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History
The City of DeKalb is an urban community with a vital commercial base situated in a rural
setting. It is located approximately 60 miles west of downtown Chicago. The City’s current land
area is 17.2 square miles, all of which is located within DeKalb County. Neighboring
communities include Sycamore, Malta, and Cortland.
The City of DeKalb was incorporated in 1856 and since that time has continued to expand as
new residents move farther west of the Chicago area to find quality affordable housing in a
congestion-free community with a premium quality of life. The regional road system serving
the City includes Annie Glidden Road, Peace Road, State Routes 23 & 38, and two full
interchange connections with I-88. The DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport accommodates private
aircraft from one-seater planes to large corporate aircraft.
DeKalb’s downtown is the heart of the community, playing host to numerous annual events and
providing unique dining, shopping, entertainment, and residential alternatives. The community
offers excellent City services, easy mobility around the town, and access to cultural, sports and
educational activities.
DeKalb is home to Northern Illinois University, which hosts 16,234 students and employs 3,300
faculty and staff. NIU’s operations, capital projects and visitor spending generate over $400
million in local economic impact. The marriage of community and university provides DeKalb
with a solid foundation as a regional hub with major retailing and employment opportunities.
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The DeKalb Community Unit School District No. 428 serves the City of DeKalb with six
elementary schools, two middle schools, and one high school. Kishwaukee Community College,
the DeKalb Public Library, and the DeKalb Park District all serve the DeKalb community and
provide expanding opportunities for its residents.
Council-Manager Form of Government
The City of DeKalb’s municipal government operates under the Council-Manager form of
government. Policy-making authority is concentrated in the elected City Council and the Council
hires a professionally trained manager to oversee the delivery of public services. DeKalb is also
a home rule community. The most significant powers granted to a home rule community under
the Illinois Constitution pertain to finance. Home rule communities have the ability to issue
bonds without referendum, are exempt from property tax caps under the Property Tax
Extension Law Limit (PTELL), and have the ability to establish taxes and fees with local public
approval and without state legislative action.
Population
DeKalb was incorporated in 1856 and designated a City in 1877. At the first decennial census
after that designation, the population of DeKalb was 1,598 (1880). Since the beginning of the
twentieth century, our population has generally increased at each decennial census except in
1920 and 2020, as shown in the table below:

Census Year
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020

Population
5,904
8,102
7,871
8,536
9,146
11,567
18,408
32,949
33,157
35,076
39,018
44,095
40,290

Change
NA
2,198
(231)
665
610
2,421
6,841
14,541
208
1,919
3,942
5,077
(3,572)

% Change
NA
37.23%
-2.85%
8.45%
7.15%
26.47%
59.14%
78.99%
0.63%
5.79%
11.24%
13.01%
-8.14%
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Demographics & Housing
In addition to raw population counts, the U.S. Census Bureau typically publishes demographic
and housing data as part of its “American Community Survey (ACS)”. The ACS based on the
2020 decennial census has not yet been published but is expected by mid-2022. Based on ACS
data published in 2018-2019 and shared by the DeKalb County Housing Authority, the following
demographical information has been derived:
DeKalb
40,290
-8.14%

DeKalb County
100,420
-4.51%

9.7%
15.3%
39.7%
17.5%
8.7%
9.1%
100%

12.1%
15.0%
28.6%
22.7%
10.4%
11.2%
100.0%

25

31

Educational Attainment
High School Diploma or Higher
Bachelor's Degree or Higher

92.4%
38.9%

92.4%
31.4%

Household Incomes
Median Household Income

$45,020

$61,086

Owner-Occupied Units
Renter Occupied Units
Median Value, Owner-Occupied
Median Gross Rent

6,200
9,299
$157,900
$903

21,746
16,406
$173,100
$924

Household Income by Age
Under 25 years
25-44 Years
45-64 Years
65 Years and over

$19,864
$44,083
$83,468
$46,625

$24,963
$65,834
$86,188
$51,360

Population

Growth

Population by Age

Less than 10 Years
10-19 Years
20-34 Years
35-54 Years
55-64 Years
65 Years and Older

Median Age

Housing
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Rent Expense as Percentage of Income
Less than 15%
15% to 25%
25% to 35%
35% or more
Context for Affordability
Median Household Income
80% MHI*
30% of 80%--Rent/Month**
Affordable House Price***
Rate of Persons in Poverty

11.7%
20.4%
20.0%
47.9%
100.0%

12.9%
24.3%
20.9%
41.9%
100.0%

$45,020
$39,016
$900
$117,052

$61,086
$48,869
$1,722
$158,824

28.5%

(Figures based on 2019 ACS Survey. Note that this is the most recent data available)
*Affordability in this context assumes a household earning 80% of the median household
income can still rent or own without being cost-burdened in terms of non-housing demands
on income (e.g., education, health, etc.).
**What a household earning 80% of the median household income can afford using 30% of
their income for housing costs.
***”Affordability index is 2.6 times the median family income

Race & Ethnicity
DeKalb is a diverse, welcoming community. While 66% of the population identifies as White, 13%
identify as Black or African American, 13% identify as Hispanic or Latino, and 5% identify as Asian.

Population by Race

Hispanic or Latino
13%

Asian
5%

Identified by Two or
more
3%

African American
13%
White
66%
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Economic Factors
Although the City’s property tax base is primarily residential, significant expansion in the
community’s commercial and industrial property values is an integral component in the
diversification of the City’s tax base. In the 2020 tax year, the equalized assessed valuation
(EAV) for residential properties was $381,550,762 or 62.5% of the total EAV. The Commercial
EAV was $216,039,502 or 35%% of the total EAV. Farm, industrial and other EAV was
$72,423,226 or 11.87% of the total EAV. In the 2021 tax year (taxes payable in 2022), the
overall DeKalb EAV is expected to increase from $610,333,062 (2020) to about $704,000,000.
The community’s Industrial EAV grew by $11.7 million owing to the new Ferrara distribution
and packing center in particular, and by another $1,675,499 owing to a small, partial
assessment of the first phase of the Meta (Facebook) data center now under construction.
Included in the overall jump in community EAV was $59 million owing to the one-time
“recovery” of TIF increment as the City’s Central Area TIF district is terminated. EAV
approximates 33 1/3% of the market value of real property within the City’s corporate limits.
Property taxes imposed on property within the City’s corporate limits provide a stable revenue
source. Because the City is a home rule municipality, it is not subject to the Property Tax
Extension Limitation Law.
The City’s principal employers have been stable. The following table identifies those top
employers and their number of employees:
Employer
NIU
Target Distribution Center
Northwestern Hospital (Kish)
DeKalb School District
Tegrant Sonoco
3M
Walmart
Ferrara Candy
American Marketing & Publishing
Ideal Industries
Nestle Distribution

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2020

Employees
3,291
1,250
1,200
931
700
572
525
500
358
336
265

Rank
1
6
2
3
7
4
5
N/A
8
N/A
9

2010

Employees
3932
500
1297
785
370
609
525
N/A
295
N/A
265
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Planning and Development Activity Since 2005
Since 2005, a wide range of development and planning activity has occurred. Most recently,
light industrial development on an unprecedented physical and financial scale has dominated
the attention of the Planning & Zoning Commission and the community.
Residents and visitors alike cannot get a sense of the changing development interest over the
past 17 years without taking a glance at the season-by-season, year-by-year march of public
planning and zoning decisions. The major policy and development decisions of the period 20052021 are highlighted in the following pages.

2005
March 14, 2005 – The City Council approved the “DeKalb 3D 2005 Comprehensive Plan Update.”
May 9, 2005 - Authorized the Execution of an Annexation Agreement with BGR DeKalb LLC regarding
Property Located at the Northwest Corner of Barber Greene Road and Peace Road (12101 Barber
Greene Road).
June 13, 2005 - Amended the Municipal Code of The City of DeKalb, Illinois, Chapter 30, “Official
Comprehensive Plan,” by Including an Approved East Lincoln Highway Corridor Plan.
June 27, 2005 - Approved a Final Plan and Final Plat for The Bridges of Rivermist Unit Four, Located East
of Sangamon Road and South of Rich Road in The Bridges of Rivermist PUD.
October 10, 2005 - Annexed 7.675 Acres of Land Generally Located Northeast of 201 Harvestore Drive to
the City of DeKalb.
December 12, 2005 - Authorized the Execution of an Annexation Agreement with Keating Resources,
Rockefeller Group and Others Regarding Property Located at the Northeast Corner of Gurler Road and
Route 23.

2006
June 12, 2006 Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois Chapter 21, “City Planning,”
Section 21.01, “Plan Commission,” by Increasing the Membership from Five to Seven Members.
June 26, 2006 - Approved A Final Plat for “Green Tree Villas PUD.”
July 10, 2006 - Authorized the Execution of an Amended Annexation Agreement with Paul J. Zgonena
Trust, Nancy H. Zgonena Trust, and Dalan/Midam DeKalb LLC Regarding Property Located at the
Southwest Corner of Annie Glidden Road and South Malta Road/Taylor Street.
July 10, 2006 - Annexed Approximately 21.8 Acres of Vacant Land to the City of DeKalb Located at the
Southwest Corner of Annie Glidden Road and South Malta Road/Taylor Street.
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August 14, 2006 - Authorized the Execution of a Development Agreement with Panduit Corporation
Regarding Expansion of Its Facility at Peace Road and Fairview Drive.
August 28, 2006 - Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, by adding a New Chapter
17, “Administrative Hearing Procedure,” for Ordinance Enforcement.
October 23, 2006 - Amended the Unified Development Ordinance of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Article 7,
“Supplemental Regulations,” By Adopting Article 7.14, “Design Requirements for New Residential
Construction in Older Neighborhoods.”
October 23, 2006 - Extended A Moratorium on Demolition Permits, Resubdivisions, and Construction or
Conversion of New Residential Dwelling Units in Certain Areas of the City of DeKalb Until March 31,
2007.
December 11, 2006 - Authorized the Execution of an Annexation Agreement with DeKalb 343 LLC
Regarding Property Located at the Northeast Corner of Gurler Road and Route 23.

2007
January 22, 2007 - Amended Chapter 30, “Official Comprehensive Plan” by Including an Approved
Sustainable Community Redevelopment Plan for the Fourth Street Corridor and Pearl Street
Neighborhood.
February 26, 2007 - Amended Chapter 30 “Official Comprehensive Plan,” Section 30.01, “Adoption,” by
Including an Approved Downtown DeKalb Revitalization Plan.
March 26, 2007 – Extended and Modified a Moratorium on Construction or Conversion of New Two-Unit
and Multiple-Unit Residential Dwelling Units in Certain Areas of the City of DeKalb Until December 31,
2007.
April 9, 2007 - Approved the Final Plat of Unit 2 of Park 88 and the Final Plan for Lot 9 of Park 88,
Located on the North Side of Fairview Drive, West of Peace Road.
May 14, 2007 - Approved a Final Plat for Mason Townhome Suites PUD.
July 9, 2007 - Authorized an Annexation Agreement with Park 88, LLC Regarding Property Located West
of Peace Road and South of Illinois State Route 38.
July 9, 2007 - Amended Chapter 23 “Unified Development Ordinance,” Article 5, “Zoning District
Regulations,” by Adding Section 5.14, “RC-1 Residential Conservation Districts,” as a New Zoning District.
July 9, 2007 - Approved an Amended Preliminary Plan and Final Plan for Lots 6 and 8 of Oakland Place
(Target) to Provide for a Store Expansion.
September 9, 2007 - Authorized a Second Amendment to the Development Agreement with Joyce
Pontiac, GMC, Jeep-Eagle, Inc., and Joyce Pontiac, GMC, Jeep-Eagle, Inc., d/b/a Joyce Toyota of DeKalb,
Regarding Property Located at 1890 Sycamore Road.
October 8, 2007 - Amended Chapter 13, “Housing and Property Maintenance Regulations,” in its
Entirety and Adopting the International Property Maintenance Code 2006 with Commentary.
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November 13, 2007 - Approved a Property Tax Abatement for Property Located at 1111 Macom Drive
(Target Distribution Center).
November 13, 2007 - Authorized a Property Tax Abatement Agreement with 3M Corporation for
Property Located at 2600 Wirsing Drive.
November 26, 2007 - Extended and Modified a Moratorium on Construction or Conversion of New,
Two-Unit and Multiple-Unit Residential Dwelling Units in Certain Areas of the City of DeKalb Until July 1,
2008.

2008
January 14, 2008 - Approved the Preliminary Plat of Elliott Business Park.
June 23, 2008 - Approved The 2008 Amendment to the TIF Redevelopment Plan and Project and the
Boundaries of the Central Redevelopment Project Area.
June 23, 2008 - Extended and Modified a Moratorium on Construction or Conversion of New, Two-Unit
and Multiple-Unit Residential Dwelling Units in Certain Areas of the City of DeKalb Until December 31,
2008.
August 8, 2008 - Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Chapter 30, "Official
Comprehensive Plan," Section 30.01, "Adoption," By Adopting the Pearl Street Neighborhood
Revitalization Plan.
August 25, 2008 - Authorized the Execution of an Amended Annexation Agreement with Covington
Court Partnership and Mill Creek Land Company (Shodeen, Inc.) Regarding Property Formerly Owned by
DeKalb Associates Located at the Southeast Corner of Peace Road and Route 38 – DeKalb Commons.
October 13, 2008 - Rezoned all Properties Bound by First Street on the West; Franklin Street Between
First and Fifth Streets and Grove Street Between Fifth and Seventh Street on the North; Seventh Street
on the East; and Taylor Street on the South, Excluding 612 Grove Street, from “TFR” and “MFR” Multi
Family Residential to “RC-1” Residential Conservation District.
October 27, 2008 - Approved a Property Tax Abatement for Property Located At 1211 Fairview Drive,
3M Corporation.
November 10, 2008 - Approved A Final Plat and Plan for Unit 5 of The Bridges of Rivermist Planned Unit
Development.
November 24, 2008 - Rezoned Various Properties located on Pleasant, North Seventh, State, Market and
Oak Streets From “TFR” Two-Family Residential, “MFR” Multi-Family Residential, “GC” General
Commercial and “LI” Light Industrial Zoning To “RC-1” Residential Conservation District.
November 24, 2008 - Rezoned Various Properties Bounded by South First Street, Gurler Street, Clifford
Drive, Glidden Avenue and West Taylor Street From “TFR” Two-Family Residential, “MFR” Multi-Family
Residential, and “LI” Light Industrial Zoning To “RC-1” Residential Conservation District.
December 8, 2008 – Repealed a Moratorium on Demolition Permits, Resubdivisions, and Construction or
Conversion of New Residential Dwelling Units in Certain Areas of The City of Dekalb.
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December 8, 2008 - Authorized the Execution of a Development Agreement with First Rockford Group,
Inc., Regarding A Portion of the DeKalb Shopping Center (1612 To 1718 Sycamore Road).

2009
February 23, 2009 - Renamed the North-South Terminus of Bethany Road as the “John Huber Parkway.”
April 27, 2009 - Authorized the Execution of an Annexation Agreement with DeKalb Community Unit
School District #428 Regarding Property Located at the Northwest Corner of Dresser Road and
Wildflower Lane.
April 27, 2009 - Rezoned Property at 901/907 Greenbrier Road from “MFR-2” Multiple Family
Residential to “PD-R” Planned Development Residential with approval of a Final Plan.
May 26, 2009 - Authorized the Execution of a Second Amendment to an Annexation Agreement with
Glidden Crossings LLC (formerly Paul Zgonena Trust, Nancy H. Zgonena Trust, and Dalan/Midam DeKalb,
LLC) Regarding Property Located at the Southwest Corner of Annie Glidden Road and South Malta
Road/Taylor Street.
May 26, 2009 - Amended the Unified Development Ordinance of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Article 7,
“Supplemental Regulations,” by Amending Article 7.14, “Design Requirements for New Residential
Construction in Older Neighborhoods.”

2010
May 10, 2010 - Approved the Final Plat for the Pappas-Glasgow Subdivision.
June 14, 2010 - Authorized a Property Tax Abatement Agreement with 3M Corporation for Property
Located at 1250 Macom Drive.
July 12, 2010 - Annexed Land Known as 202 Fairview Drive; 204 Fairview Drive; 206 Fairview Drive; 208
Fairview Drive; 210 Fairview Drive; 214 Fairview Drive; 216 Fairview Drive; 218 Fairview Drive; 220
Fairview Drive; 222 Fairview Drive; 224 Fairview Drive; 302 Fairview Drive; 304 Fairview Drive; 306
Fairview Drive; 310 Fairview Drive; 312 Fairview Drive; 314 Fairview Drive; 316 Fairview Drive; 318
Fairview Drive; 320 Fairview Drive; 324 Fairview Drive; 402 Fairview Drive; 613 Fairview Drive; 850
Fairview Drive; 870 Fairview Drive; 940 Fairview Drive; and 1912 S. Fourth Street.
June 28, 2010 - Approved the Final Plat of Lot 11 of Park 88, and the Final Plan for Lot 11 of Park 88,
Located on the North Side of Fairview Drive, West of Peace Road.
August 23, 2010 - Annexed Land to the City of DeKalb Known as a Portion of the DeKalb Taylor
Municipal Airport.
August 23, 2010 - Rezoned Property Known as a Portion of the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport, from
“SFR-1” Single Family Residential to “HI” Heavy Industrial.
November 8, 2010 - Amended the “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial Zoning District Ordinance
at the Southwest Corner of Enclave Boulevard and Greenwood Acres Drive by Way of Rezoning Certain
Property with Conditions Placed on the Underlying Bulk and Density Regulations.
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December 13, 2010 – Annexed Land at the Northwest Corner of Dresser Road and North First Street to
the City of DeKalb.
December 13, 2010 – Forced Annexation of 12 properties totaling about 41 acres.

2011
January 10, 2011 - Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Chapter 21, "City
Planning," And Deleting Chapter 22, "Zoning Board of Appeals."
April 11, 2011 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Retail Pharmacy with a Drive-Through Facility on
Property Zoned "GC" General Commercial, Located At 1022 West Lincoln Highway – CVS.
July 25, 2011 - Adopted Downtown DeKalb – Design Guidelines for New Construction.
November 14, 2011 - Rezoned Property Known as the DeKalb Public Library, from "RC-1" Residential
Conservation District and "LC" Light Commercial District to "PD-C" Planned Development Commercial.
December 12, 2011 - Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Chapter 30, "Official
Comprehensive Plan," Section 30.01, "Adoption," by adopting the Ellwood Historic Neighborhood
Implementation Strategies Plan.

2012
March 12, 2012 - Rezoned Property at 663 South Annie Glidden Road From “LC” Light Commercial to
“PD-C” Planned Development Commercial with Approval of a Preliminary Plan - Hampton Inn.
March 12, 2012-Rezoned Property at 545 East Lincoln Highway “CBD” Central Business District to “PD-C”
Planned Development Commercial with Approval of a Final Plan for a Restaurant with Drive-Through
Facility – McDonald’s Redevelopment.
March 26, 2012 - Authorized the Mayor of the City of DeKalb, Illinois to Sign a Development Agreement
with First Rockford Group, Inc. for the Development Of 2062 Sycamore Road.
August 13, 2012 - Rezoned Property at 722 West Lincoln Highway, 710 West Lincoln Highway, 708 West
Lincoln Highway, 702 West Lincoln Highway, and 628 West Lincoln Highway to Planned Development
Commercial “PD-C” with Approval of a Final Plan for a Two -Story, Public Facility (Police Station) and a
160’ Communications Tower.
August 27, 2012 - Amended the Municipal Code of the City of DeKalb, Illinois, Chapter 38, Section 38.20,
Relating to Gambling Devices for the City of DeKalb.
October 22, 2012 - Authorized the Execution of a Development Agreement with GMRI, Inc., a Wholly
Owned Subsidiary of Darden Restaurants, Inc. for the Redevelopment Of 2211 Sycamore Road. –
Ellwood Steak House.

2013
April 22, 2013 - Approved an Amendment to the Central Area Tax Increment Financing District and Tax
Increment Financing District No. 2 by Removing Certain Properties Therefrom.
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April 22, 2013 - Approved an Amendment to the Tax Increment Financing Redevelopment Plan and
Project Area No. 2.
May 13, 2013 - Authorized the Execution of a Development Agreement with Lincoln Inn Family
Restaurant, Inc. for the Development of 302 Grove Street.
May 28, 2013 - Authorized the Execution of a Development Agreement with Pappas-Glasgow
Development, LLC for the Development of 2211 Sycamore Road (Small’s).
July 8, 2013 - Amended Chapter 30 “Official Comprehensive Plan”, Section 30.01 “Adoption” by
Including an Approved DeKalb City Center, an Update to the Downtown Plan.
October 28, 2013 - Approved the Execution of an Annexation Agreement (and Annexation of Property
Contemplated thereby) for the Irongate Development, and Approving Zoning, Preliminary Plans, and
Granting Development Related Approvals.

2014
March 24, 2014 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Restaurant with Drive-Thru Facility along with
Signage Waivers (Culver’s) at 1262 W. Lincoln Highway.
July 14, 2014 - Approved a Preliminary and Final Plan for the DeKalb Public Library Campus and Vacating
a Portion of Dedicated Right of Way for N. Third Street, Located on the North Side of Oak Street.
September 8, 2014 - Rezoned Certain Property to “PD-R” Planned Unit Development Zoning Designation
and Authorizing the Execution of a Planned Development Agreement for University Plaza.
December 8, 2014 - Established the DeKalb County Enterprise Zone for the City of DeKalb Enterprise
Zone Designation – Tax Abatement.

2015
April 27, 2015 - Approved the Rezoning of Certain Property Located at 517-635 Roberts Lane and 650677 Roberts Circle (Oak Crest Retirement Community).
May 11, 2015 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Fast Food Restaurant Located at 913 W. Lincoln
Highway (Burger King).
July 7, 2015 - Approved the Preliminary and Final Plat of Unit 4, Lot 12, of Park 88, and the Preliminary
and Final Plan for Unit 4, Lot 12, of Park 88, Located on the North Side of Fairview Drive, West of Peace
Road, and South of Macom Drive (3M).
September 14, 2015 - Approved a Planned Development Agreement and Implementing PD-R Zoning for
Certain Property (University Village).
September 28, 2015 - Approved a Map Amendment, Preliminary Plan, and Final Plan, Allowing Chipotle
Mexican Grill, Located at 2383 Sycamore Road.
October 12, 2015 - Authorized a Special Use Permit for a Fast Food Restaurant and Drive-Thru, along
with Approval of the Final Plat of Subdivision for the DeKalb Retail Subdivision at 1127 W. Lincoln
Highway (Popeye’s Louisiana Chicken).
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2016
February 22, 2016 - Authorized a Special Use Permit for a Fast Food Restaurant and Drive-Thru Located
at 446-460 East Lincoln Highway (Dunkin Donuts).
March 14, 2016 - Authorized an Annexation Agreement (and the Annexation of Property Contemplated
Thereby) for the Puri DeKalb Development and Approving Zoning, Preliminary and Final Plans, and
Generating Related Development Approvals.
May 9, 2016 - Authorized a Modification of the Campus Roadway Plan to the DeKalb Area Retirement
Center – Oak Crest, Located At 2944 Greenwood Acres Drive, by Amending the Planned Development
Residential Zoning Ordinance, Including Preliminary and Final Plan Approval.
November 28, 2016 - Adopted an Amended Planned Development-Commercial (PD-C) and Approving an
Amended Annexation Agreement for the Property Located at 2115 Sycamore Road.

2017
January 9, 2017 - Approved the First Amendment to an Annexation Agreement, Rezoning to PD-C
Planned Development Commercial, and Final Plans for the Property Located at 2113-2131 E. Lincoln
Highway (Pearl Street Commercial, LLC - Casey's General Store).
February 13, 2017 - Authorized an Amendment to a Special Use Permit to Allow for the Development of
a Restaurant with a Drive-Through Located at 1115 W. Lincoln Highway (Boom Real Estate – Sonic
Restaurant).
March 13, 2017 - Amended Chapter 23 “Unified Development Ordinance” Regarding Video Gaming.
February 27, 2017 - Approved a Rezoning from Central Business District (CBD) to Planned Development
Commercial (PD-C), and Approved a Development Agreement with Cornerstone DeKalb, LLC for Property
Located on the Southeast Corner of First (1st) Street and Lincoln Highway.
April 24, 2017 - Authorized an Annexation and Development Agreement, Annexing certain Property,
Rezoning to PD-R Planned Development Residential, and Approving Plans for the Property Located at
1901 Sycamore Road (Kishwaukee Country Club).
May 22, 2017 - Authorized an Intergovernmental Cooperation Agreement with Kishwaukee Water
Reclamation District, Rescinding Ordinance 2006-074, Approving Rezoning to Planned Development
Residential, and Approving the Final Plat of DeKalb Sanitary District Planned Development Subdivision,
which Includes the Vacation of Hollister Avenue, for the Property Located at 303 Hollister Avenue
(Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District).
May 22, 2017 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment form the “MFR2” Multiple Family Residential
District to the “PD-R” Planned Development Residential District to Allow for the Establishment of a
Fraternity at 1114 Blackhawk Road (Blackhawk Road, LLC).
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July 10, 2017 – Authorized the Implementation of Impact Fee Waivers for New Construction Permits in
the Knolls, Rivermist, Devonaire, Wineberry, Summit Enclave, South Pointe Greens, Meadow Ridge, and
Hidden Grove Subdivisions.
August 14, 2017 - Approved a Rezoning from Central Business District (CBD) to Planned Development
Commercial (PD-C), Approval of a Concept Plan, and Approving a Development Agreement with Plaza
DeKalb, LLC for Property Located on the Northeast Corner of Second (2nd) Street and Lincoln Highway.
October 30, 2017 - Authorized the Purchase of 912 Edgebrook Drive, the Emergency Stabilization of Said
Property, the Amendment of the FY2017 Budget in the Amount of $250,000, and the Establishment of a
Posted No Parking Zone.
November 13, 2017 - Approved the Final Plat of the Unified Wire and Cable Resubdivision (333 Dietz
Avenue and 338 Wurlitzer Drive).

2018
May 14, 2018 - Amended Chapter 14 “Rooming Houses” by Adding Section 14.22 “Greek Housing Fire
Safety.”
June 11, 2018 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “GC” General Commercial District to the
“PD-C” Planned Development - Commercial District; Approval of Planned Development Plan; and
Waivers to the Unified Development Ordinance for the Property Located at 701 W. Lincoln Highway
(Pizza Hut).
August 27, 2018 - Authorized a Special Use Permit for a Video Gaming Establishment at 850-852 S. 4th
Street (Maisy’s).
September 24, 2018 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment From the “LC” Light Commercial District to
the “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial District, and Approval of a Planned Development Plan for
a Home2 Suites by Hilton Hotel (Northern Illinois Hotels, LLC) (Southwest Corner of Knolls Avenue South
and South Annie Glidden Road).
October 8, 2018 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “MFR-1” Multiple Family Residential
District to the “PD-R” Planned Development Residential District for Property Located at 1211 Sycamore
Road, and Authorizing a Zoning Map Amendment from the “SFR-2” Single Family Residential District to
the “PD-R” Planned Development Residential District for property located at 1215 Sycamore Road
(Adventure Works Counseling Center).
November 26, 2018 - Amended Chapter 30 “Official Comprehensive Plan", Section 30.01 “Adoption,” by
Adopting the Annie Glidden North Revitalization Plan.

2019
January 14, 2019 - Authorized Amendments to Ordinances 1998-037 and 1998-038 to Allow for
Additions and Renovations to the DeKalb County Rehab and Nursing Center, 2600 N. Annie Glidden
Road.
January 28, 2019 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “HI” Heavy Industrial District to the
“PD-I” Planned Development – Industrial District and Approval of a Planned Development Preliminary
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Plan for a Community Solar Garden to be Located Along the North Side of Gurler Road, Approximately
500 feet East of South First Street (SunVest Solar, Inc.).
February 11, 2019 - Designated the Proposed DeKalb Central Business District Redevelopment Project
Area Pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act.
March 11, 2019 - Approved the Final Plans for Plaza DeKalb, Pursuant to Ordinance 2017-036, for
Property Located on the Northeast Corner of 2nd Street and Lincoln Highway.
April 22, 2019 - Authorized an Amendment to Ordinance 2000-028 to Allow for the Remodeling of the
Existing McDonalds Restaurant Located at 805 W. Lincoln Highway and Providing for Updates to the
Parking Lot and Drive-Through.
May 13, 2019 - Amended Chapter 38 “Intoxicating Liquors,” Section 38.27(c)8 “Gambling Devices,” by
Revising the Fixed Number of Liquor Licenses for Establishments that Qualify as Video Gaming
Establishments to Include the Properties Located at 110-124 E. Hillcrest Drive and 1704 Sycamore Road.
May 28, 2019 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment for the “CBD” Central Business District to the “PDC” Planned Development – Commercial District; Authorizing a Planned Development Preliminary and
Final Plan; and Authorizing Waivers to the Unified Development Ordinance (Lovell’s Discount Tire – 424
E. Lincoln Highway).
May 28, 2019 - Amended Ordinance 2018-019 and Authorizing a Change to the Implementation Date for
Compliance with the Greek Housing Fire Safety Act for Specified Properties to August 1, 2019. (Pertains
to 1300 Blackhawk Road, 823 Greenbrier Road, 919 Greenbrier Road, and 920 W. Hillcrest Drive)
June 24, 2019 - Authorized an Annexation and Development Agreement, Annexing Certain Property,
Rezoning to PD-I “Planned Development - Industrial”, and Approving Plans for the Property Located at
1827 Pleasant Street (Commonwealth Edison Company).
July 8, 2019 - Authorized a Special Use Permit for a Video Gaming Establishment at 122 E. Hillcrest Drive
(RLDR, LLC).
July 22, 2019 - Authorized an Amendment to the Annexation and Development Agreement for Park 88
to Accommodate Future Growth, Rezoning from “SFR1” Single-Family Residential to “PD-I” Planned
Development Industrial and “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial (Park 88 Group, LLC).
September 9, 2019 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “LI” Light Industrial District to the
“PD-C” Planned Development – Commercial District, and Approving a Planned Development Preliminary
and Final Plan Agreement (204 N. Fourth Street and 420 Oak Street – Agora Tower – Mooney Property)
(PNG Development, LLC).
October 14, 2019 - Authorized the Exchange of Real Estate and Approving an Exchange of Real Estate
Agreement (Portion of 912 Edgebrook and Blackhawk Road (PIN 08-15-101-013).
October 14, 2019 - Provided for the Termination of the City of DeKalb Tax Increment Financing District 2
(TIF 2) and the Dissolution of the Special Tax Allocation Fund for TIF 2 on December 31, 2019.
October 28, 2019 - Amended Ordinance 2006-107 and Ordinance 2006-109 to Accommodate an
Approximately 1,222,400 Square Foot Food Distribution Center and a 466,560 Square Foot Food
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Packaging Center for Property Located Between Route 23, Gurler Road, Crego Road and I-88 (Chicago
West Business Center – DeKalb 343, LLC).
November 12, 2019 - Authorized the Implementation of Impact Fee Waivers for New Construction
Permits for Attached Single Family Townhomes in the Wineberry, South Pointe Greens, and Gardens of
River Mist Subdivisions.
November 25, 2019 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “GC” General Commercial District
to the “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial District to Allow for a Video Gaming Establishment at
1704 Sycamore Road (DeKalb-Harlem, LLC).

2020
January 13, 2020 - Authorized Boundary Modifications to the Area Known as the DeKalb County
Enterprise Zone to accommodate Project Ventus (Facebook).
February 24, 2020 - Authorized a Tax Increment Financing Development Incentive Agreement with 206
E. Lincoln, LLC (Rosa Balli) for the Rehabilitation of the Property Located at 206 E. Lincoln Highway.
March 9, 2020 - Approved a Special Use Permit to Allow for a Private Therapeutic Day School to Locate
in the Former Chesebro Elementary School Located at 900 E. Garden Street (DeKalb Community Unit
School District #428).
March 23, 2020 -Amended Chapter 23 “Unified Development Ordinance” Authorizing Text Amendments
to Article 13, “Signs,”
March 23, 2020 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Vehicle Tow Facility and Storage Yard Located at
110 Industrial Drive (J&S Tri-State Recovery and Towing).
March 23, 2020 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Drive-Through Restaurant with an Outdoor
Seating Area and Approving a Final Plan for 2411 Sycamore Road (Raising Cane’s Chicken Fingers).
April 13, 2020 - Authorized a Tax Increment Financing Development Incentive Agreement with Gullie,
LLC for the Remodeling of the Property Located at 260 E. Lincoln Highway.
April 27, 2020 - Approved an Annexation and Development Agreement with Ventus Tech Services, LLC
(Project Ventus) (Facebook).
April 27, 2020 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Cannabis Business Establishment for an Adult Use
and Medical Cannabis Dispensary at 818 W. Lincoln Highway (NuMed Partners, LLC).
June 8, 2020 – Approved a Rezoning from the “GC” General Commercial District to the “PD-C” Planned
Development – Commercial District and Approving a Preliminary and Final Development Plan to
Accommodate a Four-Story Executive Suites Residential Complex with 59 Dwelling Units and Ground
Level Commercial Space with a Banquet/Conference Room at 2675 Sycamore Road.
June 22, 2020 - Approved a Rezoning from “CBD” Central Business District to “PD-C” Planned
Development – Commercial District and Approving a Preliminary and Final Development Plan to Allow
for a Building Contractor’s Office and Materials Storage at 421 Grove Street (Christa and Matt Gehrke).
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July 27, 2020 - Approved an Annexation and Development Agreement with the DeKalb First United
Methodist Church to Allow for Construction of an Approximately 7,730 Square Foot Church and
Accessory Uses for Approximately 16 Acres of Property Located Along the West Side of N. Annie Glidden
Road Across from the DeKalb County Health Facility Campus.
September 14, 2020 - Approved the Rezoning of 822 E. Lincoln Highway from “TFR” Two-Family
Residential District to “LC” Light Commercial District (Kelly and Natalie Diehl).
September 14, 2020 - Approved the Final Plat of the Goldman Resubdivision (Lots 49 and 50 in the
Bridges of Rivermist Unit 2 Subdivision).
October 26, 2020 - Approved the Rezoning of 200 S. Fourth Street from the “CBD” Central Business
District to the “PD-R” Planned Development – Residential District and the Planned Development
Preliminary Plan (Johann DeKalb Suites).
November 9, 2020 - Approved a Special Use Permit for 2022 Sycamore Road for a Video Gaming
Establishment (CJ’s Gaming).
December 14, 2020 - Approved the Final Plat of the Theisen Resubdivision (1100 S. Seventh Street).
December 14, 2020 - Approved the Final Plat of Subdivision of ChicagoWest Business Center – Ferrara
(DeKalb 343, LLC) (Gurler Road).
December 14, 2020 - Approved the Rezoning of 217 Franklin Street from the “CBD” Central Business
District to the “PD-C” Planned Development – Commercial District and the Planned Development
Preliminary Plan (Safe Passage).

2021
January 25, 2021 – Approved a Final Plat of Resubdivision, an Amended Final Development Plan, and
Amended Development Standards for Goldframe, LLC for the Facebook Planned Development Site Along
E. Gurler Road to Accommodate a ComEd Substation.
February 22, 2021 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Parking Lot as a Principal Use when Located
Within 300 Feet of the Use Served (1030 E. Locust Street – Nehring Electrical Works).
February 22, 2021 - Approved a Zoning Map Amendment from the “HI” District to the “PD-I” District and
Amending a Development Agreement – North Side of Gurler Road, East of S. First Street (Midland Trust
Company – James Planey).
March 8, 2021 - Amended Chapter 23 “Unified Development Ordinance,” Article 5.03 and Article 5.04,
by Allowing Two-Family Attached Dwellings and Multiple Family Attached Dwellings Not Meeting the
Minimum Lot Area Requirements as a Special Use in the “TFR” Two-Family Residential District and the
“MFR1” Multi-Family Residential District.
April 12, 2021 - Approved an Amendment to Ordinance 2020-029 to Extend the Time Limit to July 1,
2022 to Obtain a State-Issued Cannabis Dispensary License for the Property Located at 818 W. Lincoln
Highway (NuMed Partners).
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May 24, 2021 - Approved a Special Use Permit for Dwelling Units Above the Ground Floor at 400 E.
Hillcrest Drive and 444 E. Hillcrest Drive (Four Forty Four, LLC) as it Pertains to the Addition of 17
Apartment Units.
June 28, 2021 - Approved the Final Development Plan for the Property Located at 217 Franklin Street
(Safe Passage).
July 12, 2021 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “RC-1” Residential Conservation District
to the “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial District and Approval of a Preliminary and Final
Development Plan for 304 N. Tenth Street (Elias Ramos).
July 26, 2021 - Authorized Amendments to Ordinance 2006-107 and Ordinance 2006-109 to
Accommodate an Approximately 700,000 Square Foot Warehouse and Distribution Center for the
Chicago West Business Center Located Between Illinois Route 23, Gurler Road, Crego Road, and Illinois
Interstate 88 [Amazon] (TC Pursuit Services, Inc. and DeKalb 343, LLC).
July 26, 2021 - Authorized Amendments to Ordinance 2002-045 and Ordinance 2019-004 to Amend Sign
Regulations for the Northland Plaza Shopping Center – Sycamore Road (B33 Northland Plaza, LLC).
August 23, 2021 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “GC” General Commercial District and
the “MFR2” Multi-Family Residential District to the “PD-C” Planned Development Commercial District
and Approval of a Preliminary Development Plan for 1221 W. Lincoln Highway (Blue Ridge LLC – 1221).
August 23, 2021 - Approved the Final Plat of Subdivision and Plat of Easement of the ChicagoWest
Business Center – Phase 2 [Amazon] (TC Pursuit Services, Inc. – DeKalb 343, LLC).
September 13, 2021 - Authorized a Zoning Map Amendment from the “SFR2” Single Family Residential
District to the “PD-R” Planned Development Residential District and an Amendment to Ordinance 2018068 for the Property Located at 1221 Sycamore Road (Adventure Works).
September 13, 2021 - Approved the Preliminary and Final Plat of Subdivision for CST Subdivision along
Harvestore Drive (CST Industries, Inc.).
October 11, 2021 - Amended Chapter 23 “Unified Development Ordinance”, Article 3 “Definitions”, and
Article 5 “Zoning District Regulations” Pertaining to Automobile Detailing, Car Washes, and Service
Facilities.
October 25, 2021 - Provided for the Termination of the Central Area Tax Increment Financing
Redevelopment Area (TIF 1) and the Transfer of Funds from TIF 1’s Special Tax Allocation Fund to TIF 3.
November 22, 2021 - Approved a Special Use Permit for a Self-Service Storage Facility with Interior Unit
Access to be Located at 1700 Sycamore Road (DeKalb – Harlem, LLC).
December 13, 2021 - Approving a Development Agreement with DeKalb Taylor Solar, LLC. (Pleasant St. –
Airport).

*******
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WHERE DO WE STAND NOW?
Chapter 2 of this planning document addresses demographic and economic trends in much
more detail, in order to provide an inventory and analysis on which a blueprint can be derived
for managing future growth in DeKalb over the next five years. The comprehensive land use
plan typically consists of three basic components:
•
•
•

an inventory and analysis of the community:
a formulation of goals and objectives:
and a future land use plan.

The inventory and analysis profiles the community’s needs, constraints, and opportunities. The
goals and objectives represent the community’s vision in general value statements and provide
tangible steps to realize that vision. The future land use plan graphically portrays the desired
character of land uses with reference to these goals and objectives.

THE PLANNING AREA
The geographic area addressed by this comprehensive plan includes all of the DeKalb corporate
limits plus the land within a mile and a half radius around the corporate limits. This combined
area is herein known as the DeKalb planning area.

PLANNING ISSUES

Many planning issues are addressed in this plan but the essential concerns are these:
1. What land uses should develop within the mile-and-a-half perimeter of the City?
2. What public policies should shape the development of these uses? How will large
areas of unincorporated agriculturally-zoned land on the edge of the City’s 1 ½ mile
planning jurisdiction be treated?
3. How can the extraordinary recent industrial interest in DeKalb be encouraged while
enhancing the range of career jobs that can support families and new generations of
residents and businesses?
4. How can the pace of residential development be stimulated to support the rising
interest in industrial development?
5. How will the City’s commercial tax base survive larger consumer trends away from
brick and mortar retail toward on-line purchasing?
6. How should the City preserve and enhance the quality of life within its corporate
boundaries? How should the City’s subdivision, planned development, and zoning
regulations be amended to more effectively implement the plan?
Chapters Two, Three, and Four of this Plan will address these planning issues.
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Chapter Two: Inventory and Analysis

This analysis identifies trends that directly impact land use, municipal and other governmental
service, transportation, and future development opportunities.
The DeKalb County Housing Authority undertook a housing needs study in 2019-2020 to
understand how the agency might best support new housing needs within the county,
especially for low-to-moderate income households. The study necessarily focused on such
metrics as population age cohorts, home values, household incomes, and affordability. The City
of DeKalb was a participant in this assessment. The resulting “Comprehensive Housing Study”
(2020), along with the official 2020 Decennial Census records and data provided by the DeKalb
Area Association of Realtors, provide much of the primary sources for the trends outlined in
this chapter.
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Socioeconomic Trends
Trends in Assessed Valuation
2017
$55,827,547
$529,629,464
10.54%

2017
$164,843,724
$529,629,464
31.12%

2017
$305,785,673
$529,629,464
57.74%

Industrial Valuation*
2019
$62,998,697
City-Wide EAV
$547,947,687
$585,726,839
% of City-Wide EAV
10.44%
10.76%
2018
$57,198,687

Commercial Valuation*
2018
2019
$170,625,427
$182,469,081
City-Wide EAV
$547,947,687
$585,726,839
% of City-Wide EAV
31.14%
31.15%

Residential Valuation*
2018
2019
$316,779,699
$336,652,943
City-Wide EAV
$547,947,687
$585,726,839
% of City-Wide EAV
57.81%
57.48%

2020
$65,682,775

2021
$85,864,902

$610,333,062

$694,171,673

10.76%

13%

2020
$189,583,406

2021
$215,495,770

$610,333,062

$694,171,673

31.06%

31%

2020
$351,406,926

2021
$388,913,054**

$610,333,062

$694,171,673

57.58%

56%

* Represents “equalized” assessed evaluation or 1/3 of the full assessed value. The minor
valuations for farmland and railroad property within the City limits are included in the Citywide EAV numbers.
**Includes recovered TIF #1 value treated as new construction.
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The City’s permit records provide another window to recent development values. The
valuations on permits are typically provided by the applicant and tend to be understated.
Nevertheless, the year-to-year trends tend to underscore the extraordinary increase in
industrial and commercial valuations, as opposed to residential valuations, as seen in the tables
that follow:

Industrial Permits and Valuation
(Based on City Permit Records)

Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Number of Permits
5
0
1
4
6

Permit Valuation
8,840,000
0
37,000,000
85,847,262
226,163,568

Commercial Permits and Valuation
(Based on City Permit Records)

Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Number of Permits
15
10
11
11
19

Permit Valuation
4,264,000
667,000
10,780,081
6,061,859
19,622,400

Residential Permits and Valuation*
(Based on City Permit Records)

Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Number of Permits
2
27
5
7
9

*New construction or additions. Excludes fences, accessory structures, etc.

Permit Valuation
390,000
3,431,507
775,000
1,442,500
3,328,000
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Housing
Number of Residential Units by Type*
SF Detached

Year

Multi-Family**

2017
2
51
2018
27
0
2019
4
25
2020
7
59
2021
9
94
*Based on City permit records. New Construction Only.
** Includes townhouses, condominiums, duplexes and apartments. Includes Pappas properties.
Residential Permit Values
Single Family
Multi-Family*
2017
$390,000
$2,000,000
2018
$3,431,507
$0
2019
$775,000
$1,500,000
2020
$1,442,500
$2,400,000
2021
$3,328,000
$10,000,000
* Includes townhouses, condominiums, duplexes and apartments.

Year

Year

Total
$2,390,000
$3,431,507
$2,275,000
$3,842,500
$13,328,000

Data on All Homes Sold in DeKalb*
Highest Price
% Change
Average Price

% Change

2017
$425,000
-10.53%
$148,872
2.01%
2018
$350,000
-17.65
$156,519
5.14%
2019
$365,000
4.29%
$165,645
5.83%
2020
$800,000
119.18%
$176,920
6.81%
2021
$875,000
9.38%
$196,303
10.96%
*Based on data from the Dekalb Area Association of Realtors. Includes sales of new homes, existing homes, and
re-financings.

Subdivision*

Housing Capacity
SF Detached

Platted***
Built
Iron Gate
1119
0
Bridges of River Mist
239
200
The Knolls
227
219
South Pointe Greens
68
32
Devonaire
330
231
Total:
1983
682
*The principal remaining subdivisions still building out.
** Includes townhouses, condominiums, duplexes, and apartments.
***Preliminary plats.

Attached Housing**

Platted**
123
216
225
228
86
878

Built
0
206
225
118
86
635
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Affordability
Year

Income/Home Cost Comparisons
Median Household
Affordable Home
Income
Price: (2.6 X Median
Household Income)

Actual Average price
of Homes Sold*

2000
45,065
117,169
2010
40,228
104,592
2020
45,020
117,052
*Based on data provided by the Dekalb Area Association of Realtors.

$141,430
$161,897
$176,920

Financing of Average Home Sold in DeKalb in 2020 ($176,920)

Down Payment (20%)*
$35,384
Mortgage Rate (30-yr., fixed)
3.125%
Mortgage Amount
$141,536
Monthly Mortgage payment
$606
Monthly Taxes (@10.3622/$100 EAV)
$509
Monthly Insurance
$132
Monthly Home Costs
$1,247**
*Excludes “cash costs” such as closing costs (points, appraisal, credit report, 15 days’ interest, recording fee,
FNMA service fee, survey, etc.)
**At the median household income of $45,020 the affordable monthly housing costs at 30% would be $1,126.

Labor Force
Category

Employment by Major Category
2000
2010

2019 5-Year ACS5

Agriculture
208
58
85
Construction
656
445
318
Wholesale/Retail
2,774
1,425
1,632
Professional1
8,977
4,393
4,873
Service2
3,872
1,769
2,250
Industrial/Warehouse3
2,995
2,272
2,805
4
Total
19,482
10,362
11,963
1
Includes health services, education, public administration and related services.
2
Includes financial, insurance, real estate, business office, information, personal and entertainment.
3
Includes manufacturing, transportation, and public utilities.
4
Tabulation changed from “Civilian employed population 16 years and over” to “Full-time, year-round civilian
employed population 16 and over.”
5
2020 American Community Survey (ACS) not released as of publication.
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Existing Land Use
As of March 1, 2022, the area within the existing corporate limits was approximately 11,015
acres, or 17.21 square miles. Of this total incorporated area, 14 square miles (82%) are
developed or serviced by roads and utilities, and 3.15 square mile (18%) are used for
agricultural purposes. The predominant land use is residential, which accounts for 3.86 square
miles or 22% of the total incorporated land area. The following table breaks down all the
existing land uses within the current corporate limits as of March 1, 2022:

Existing Land Uses
Square Feet
84,497,125.16
6,755,395.66
16,318,855.10
20,577,706.51
29,782,796.39
34,648,725.31
51,656,887.52
43,013,542.96
41,679,111.90
87,765,303.16
416,695,449.66

Land Use
Single-Family Residential
Two-Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial
Light Industrial
Heavy Industrial
Public
Open Space
Transportation & Utilities
Vacant or Agricultural
TOTAL
Rights-Of-Way
Total

Acres
1,939.79
155.08
374.63
472.40
683.72
795.43
1,185.88
987.46
956.82
2,014.81
9,566.01

Square Miles
3.03
0.24
0.59
0.74
1.07
1.24
1.85
1.54
1.50
3.15
14.95

63,099,015.61

1,448.55

2.26

479,794,465.27

11,014.57

17.21

Overlay Districts
In some instances, the regulations in the various zoning districts need to be superseded by
unique regulations serving higher purposes defined by the City Council. The following overlay
districts currently exist in the City of DeKalb:
 “FP” Floodplain Overlay District. To provide a national standard without regional
differentiation, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has adopted
the 100-year flood as the base flood for floodplain management purposes. Within
the floodplain there is a 1 percent chance that the 100-year flood will be equaled or
exceeded each year. Floodplains within the DeKalb planning area are generally
associated with the Kishwaukee River branches and associated creek corridors. On
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the Flood Insurance Rate Maps, the 100-year floodplains are designated “A Zones.”
It is the purpose of this overlay district to restrict or prohibit uses which are
dangerous to health, safety, and property due to water, erosion, or flood heights or
velocities. It is also the intent of this overlay district to control the alteration of
natural floodplains or stream channels, and to control filling, grading, dredging, and
other development activity which may increase erosion or flood damage.
 “SAGRC” South Annie Glidden Road Corridor Overlay District. This overlay district
grew out of the South Annie Glidden Road Corridor Plan was established by the
Council in 1990. The purposes of the District are as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

To ensure that the Corridor’s future land uses and residential densities
are appropriately located and mixed to reflect the types, styles and
densities of land uses already established.
To ensure that South Annie Glidden Road remains a safe gateway to the
City;
To encourage all new construction to develop in a visually and
aesthetically pleasing manner that reinforces the District as a signature
corridor.
To preserve and protect the Corridor’s dramatic floodplain and other
natural areas from the intrusion of incompatible development.
To enhance the ability of both human-made and natural open space
areas to temporarily store the Corridor’s stormwater runoff.

Natural Features
Drainage

The Kishwaukee Kiwanis Bike Path runs along the Kishwaukee River.

Much of the DeKalb topography gently
slopes toward the Kishwaukee River
which, along wit its tributaries, drains
the area in a northwesterly direction
toward the Rock River system. The
area topography varies from flat to
gently rolling as a result of pre-historic
moraines or accumulations of earth
and stones deposited by glacial action.
The majority of the planning area
ranges in elevation from 860 to 910
feet above sea level, with the highest
point approximately at 914 feet, and
the lowest point at 821 feet.
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Wetlands
Wetlands provide natural flood control, support diverse flora and fauna, and provide
stormwater purification. Less than 1 percent of DeKalb County’s land area contains wetlands. In
the DeKalb area wetland sites comprise about 2.2% of the land area (about 243 acres) scattered
near the Kishwaukee River.
Most of the wetlands can be described as march land where water is at or near the surface with
a dominance of herbaceous vegetation.

Schools
Public Schools
The DeKalb Community Unit School
District No. 428 covers approximately
107.8 acres and principally serves the
DeKalb planning area. The District
offers six elementary schools, two
middle schools, and one high school
within the corporate limits:
DeKalb High School
Grades 9-12
Clinton Rosette Middle School
Grades 6-8
Huntley Middle School
Grades 6-8
Founders Elementary School
Grades K-5

Students work together at Lincoln Elementary School.

Gwendolyn Brooks Elementary School

Grades K-5

Jefferson Elementary School

Grades K-5

Lincoln Elementary School

Grades K-5

Littlejohn Elementary School

Grades K-5

Tyler Elementary School

Grades K-5

The District also operates elementary schools in Malta and Cortland, and the DeKalb Early
Learning and Development Center (Pre-K). The following table describes recent enrollment
trends by grade level:
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School Year

2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021
*Opening of Fall semester

Recent DeKalb C.U.S.D Enrollments*
PK-5
6-8
9-12

3,252
3,330
3,333
3,307
3,326

1,333
1,351
1,349
1,471
1,414

1,747
1,825
1,916
1,940
1,864

Total
6,332
6,506
6,598
6,718
6,604

With respect to school facilities, very extensive community planning has been conducted since the last Comp Plan
was adopted in 2005. The following table highlights the current enrollment capacities of each school within the
DeKalb corporate limits:

School

School Capacity and Actual Enrollment
DeKalb High School

Number

Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment

400,000
2,500
1,843

Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Huntley Middle School (Early Learning & Development Center)
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Founders Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Gwendolyn Brooks Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Jefferson Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Lincoln Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Littlejohn Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment
Tyler Elementary School
Square Feet
Operational Capacity
Enrollment

85,174
624*
613

Clinton Rosette Middle School

230,732
1680*
911 (238)
86,617
652
588
43,000
360
340
37,300
392
325
25,928
336
312
39,190
459
389
33,820
330
298
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*Source: DeKalb School District FY 2021 Annual Comprehensive Report. Current capacity may differ based on
programming.

Private Schooling
1. Parochial School. St. Mary’s Catholic Church opened St. Mary School in a new building in
1913 with an opening enrollment of about 90 students. The parish relocated their
instructional classes to the former Notre Dame facility on Gurler Road in 1994. Today,
the school has about 200 students enrolled in elementary classes.
2. Cornerstone Christian Academy. This faith-based academy is located at 355 N. Cross
Street in Sycamore. It offers pre-school through 12th grade with a current enrollment of
276 students, principally from the DeKalb/Sycamore area.
3. Home Schooling. It is estimated by public school sources that less than one percent of
the households in DeKalb County are involved in home schooling. Parents who offer inhome curricula for their children are not required to register with the regional school
superintendent but are invited to do so.
Kishwaukee Community College
Kishwaukee College sits on a
120-acre campus located in
a rural setting six miles west
of DeKalb in Malta, Illinois.
The College was founded in
1968 and serves a diverse
community college district
comprising DeKalb,
Sycamore, Rochelle and
other communities totaling
100,000 in population and
six public high school
systems. The College offers
more than 70 degree or
certificate programs along
with short-term training,
continuing education,
Diesel power technology is one of the course offerings at Kishwaukee College.
personal enrichment and
dual credit courses. The
mission of the College is to improve lives through a quality, affordable education. Nearly 60% of
all enrolled Kishwaukee College students are “first-generation college students.”
The College enrollment in the fall of 2021 was about 4,000 credit students and 201 non-credit
students.
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Northern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University has its roots in the Northern Illinois State Normal School chartered
by the Illinois Legislature in 1895. The state Legislature enhanced Northern’s status with its
recognition as the Northern Illinois State Teachers College in July, 1921, and again as Northern
Illinois State College in 1955. On July 1, 1957, the Legislature conferred university status on
Northern. The University is a world-class, research-focused public institution that attracts
students from across Illinois, the country and the world. “NIU” has nearly 250,000 alumni
worldwide. Fifty percent of NIU’s graduating classes are transfer students.
NIU has seven (7) degree-granting colleges with a total of 43 academic departments, 66
undergraduate majors, 70 undergraduate minors, 96 emphases, 7 pre-professional programs,
93 graduate programs (excluding Law) and 72 specializations. The student-to-faculty ratio in
2021 was 16:1. The total enrollment in the Fall of 2021 was 16,234:
•
•
•

Undergraduate:
Graduate:
College of Law:

11,834
4,079
321

The University supports 1,144 instructional faculty, 411 administrative and professional staff,
and 1,448 operating staff.
The average high school GPA of new freshmen was 3.34 in the Fall of 2021. The average age of
undergraduates in 2021 was 22; the average age of graduates was 33.
The ethnic and racial breakdown of the University’s students in the Fall of 2021 was as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

White: 49.24%
Latinx: 19.21%
Black: 17.03%
Asian: 5.80%
Other: 8.73%

In the Fall of 2021, 743 international students from 111 countries were enrolled at NIU.

Parks and Open Space
The DeKalb Park District
Before there was a DeKalb Park
District, the park system in DeKalb
was owned and operated by the City
of DeKalb. In 1935 the city owned
four parks: Annie's Woods, named
after Annie Glidden, the niece of barb
wire inventor Joseph
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Glidden; Huntley Park, named after the first settlers of the village of DeKalb, and designed to
be the town square with the first bandstand; Liberty Park, the site of the second bandstand and
located on the near north side of DeKalb; and Hopkins Park, named in honor of Judge Hopkins,
who donated this 32 acre tract of land which became the crown jewel of the system.
In the early 1930's, the League of Women Voters campaigned for a separate park district, as in
Sycamore. According to historical accounts of the time, the League argued that an elected park
board could identify and pursue its own goals, with resources that might be raised with bonds
issued by the board for capital improvements.
In 1935, the DeKalb Park District was organized. The first significant improvement project
opened that summer was a new community swimming pool in Hopkins Park. By 1960, the
district had eight parks; by 1970 there were twelve public parks.
In 1970, the Park District hired its first full time executive director. By 1980 the district had
rebuilt the swimming pool, acquired Haish Gymnasium and a nine-hole golf course (Buena Vista
Golf Course), which was donated by the DeKalb Ag Foundation. In 1985, the Park District
purchased a second nine hole golf course (River Heights Golf Course), which was developed
into an 18-hole course over the next 10 years.

In addition to parks, swimming and golf, the District gradually offered new programming. By
1983, the Park District operated year-round athletic and recreation programs. These programs
included summer day camps, adult softball leagues, swimming lessons, golf lessons and many
others. Winter programs included adult basketball leagues and fitness classes. As DeKalb
experienced substantial residential growth in the 1990s the District was invited by the City to
participate in subdivision planning and with the City’s cooperation was able to acquire new
subdivision park donated to the District by developers. By 1992, 24 parks existed within the
district and by 1998, 40 parks totaling over 700 acres.
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Many of these new parks had been acquired as conservation areas in order to preserve
floodplain lands and wildlife habitat. Other parks were active recreation facilities designed to
serve all types of recreational needs. Combining this system of parks with the Kishwaukee
Kiwanis pathway system totaling 8 miles in length, connecting DeKalb with Sycamore and the
Great Western Trail to the east.
Other facility improvements of the 1990's included creation of the Hopkins Park Community
Center in 1989, which was a 10,000 square foot social and community center addition to the
Hopkins Swimming Pool Facility. Hopkins Park Community Center Terrace Room serves as a
setting for wedding receptions, parties and meetings. The second floor of the Community
Center houses the DeKalb Park District administration offices.
Similar to the manner in which the existing Hopkins Pool was expanded to a community center,
in 1992 Haish Gymnasium was expanded. Acquired from the school district in the mid-1970's in
exchange for land to build a new neighborhood school (Gwendolyn Brooks), Haish Gym was
expanded with a second gymnasium to accommodate growth in indoor winter athletic
programs.
In January 2000, the indoor Sports and Recreation Center was opened. Adjacent to the former
DeKalb High School (now Huntley Middle School), the center contains two additional
gymnasiums, locker rooms, activity and dance rooms, as well as a full acre of open space under
a 45-foot roof. This acre of open space offers two parallel soccer fields, a football field or an
indoor softball/baseball field, depending on how it is set up on a weekly basis.

DeKalb Public Library
The DeKalb Public Library
features a collection of more than
150,000 physical items, including
books, CDs, DVDs, periodicals,
and an expansive collection of
digital materials and electronic
resources. The Library is a
member of the PrairieCat
consortium which provides library
patrons with access to over
1,000,000 items. The Library also
regularly provides its patrons with
wifi, computer access, and
computer training.
The Library is run by the Director,
who is hired by the Library Board
Children read to dogs for the Read to Rover story time program at the DeKalb
of
Trustees. The nine members of
Public Library.
the Board of Trustees are
appointed by the Mayor to serve three-year terms. The Library is divided into six departments:
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Administration, Facilities, Public Relations and Events, Adult Services, Youth Services, and
Access Services. The manager of each department reports to the Director. The Library has
approximately 16 full-time and 33 part-time employees.
The DeKalb Public Library was organized in the 1880s as a reading room of donated books that
was staffed by volunteers. In 1893 the City Council established a public library in a room on the
second floor of City Hall, which was then located at 125 South Second Street. By 1895 the
library was growing in popularity but lacked adequate funds to serve the public and nearly
closed down. To avoid a shutdown, Annie Glidden and the ladies of the Library Whist Club
began to donate a portion of their card winnings to the library—a partnership which continues
to this day.
Although the library had a home (adjacent to the city jail), it moved in 1923 to the second floor
of the Daily Chronicle building at 114 East Lincoln Highway, which also housed a roller skating
rink on the third floor. Because of the noise from the skates the library was forced to drastically
reduce its hours.
On February 15, 1931, the Haish Memorial Library Building at 309 Oak Street was dedicated.
Built on land provided by the city and financed by a bequest of $150,000 from barbed-wire
millionaire Jacob Haish, the striking building with its Indiana Bedford limestone facade soon
gained national recognition through an article in Architecture magazine. In 1934, the library
received a mural by Gustaf Dahlstrom from the Works Progress Administration Federal Art
Project. The mural is installed over the fireplace in the main reading room of the Haish building.
Through the years the building has seen many changes. In the 1960s an art gallery in the east
wing was made into a children’s room and the stacks were expanded upward. In the period
1978-79 a two-story addition on the south side provided for a reference room and a lower-level
children’s room. In 1980, the Haish Memorial Library Building was added to the National
Register of Historic Places. In January 2016 the first phase of a major expansion project was
completed, adding 46,000 sq. ft. to the building. In September 2016 the second phase was
completed with the re-opening of the remodeled Haish building.

Utilities
DeKalb’s Water Distribution
The City’s Public Water System is a modern, state-of-the-art
water supply serving a population of over 40,000 residents
including Northern Illinois University. The source of water
provided to the residents of DeKalb comes from six deep wells
drawing water from deep sandstone aquifers, and three
shallow wells that draw water from sand and gravel aquifers.
A Public Works employee replaces a
warning light on top of the west water
tower.
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Groundwater is treated at one of five ion-exchange/iron removal water treatment plants. The
treatment process produces a high quality water supply by reducing the amount of hardness
and iron in the water.
Before passing through the treatment plant, the groundwater is treated with chlorine and
phosphate to ensure the safety of the water supply within our distribution system. In addition,
fluoride is added to the water to promote the development of strong teeth.
After treatment, the water enters the distribution system for use or is stored in one of the City’s
four elevated water towers. The four towers have the ability to store a total of 5.75 million
gallons. The elevated towers provide storage and maintain system pressures for fire
protection.
The City’s Utility Division is a unit of the Public Works Department. The Utility staff maintain over
180 miles of water main making up the City’s water distribution system. The distribution system
includes over 2,500 hydrants, 3,000 valves and 11,000 service lines and water metered accounts.
Ensuring all these assets are adequately maintained is critical to a safe, uninterrupted water
supply to our community and the ability to always provide fire protection.
Utility Staffing Level
Total

FT
PT Seasonal

FY2020
9
1
10

FY2021
10
1
11

FY2020
10
1
11

The primary source of funding for the Water Operations Fund and Water Capital Fund is water sales,
accounting for over 95% of the total revenue to these two funds. The Water Department experienced
an increase in water sales of 4.1% in 2021. This is the first increase in water sales since 2016. Overall,
water sales have decreased an average of 1% annually over the past 10 years. Water use is expected to
stabilize or moderately increase over the next few years because of new development to the area. This
includes the new Ferrara, Facebook, and Project Barb facilities as well as additional water demands
expected as a result off DeKalb Plaza, Isaac Suites, Home2 Suites, Agora Towers, and Johann Suites to
name a few.
The following chart depicts the number of gallons billed to DeKalb residents annually over the past ten
years (Note: 2021 water sales are projected based on sales-to-date):
1,150,000,000
1,100,000,000
1,050,000,000
1,000,000,000
950,000,000
900,000,000

Annual Gallons Billed

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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Sanitary Sewer System—The Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District
The treatment of DeKalb’s sanitary sewage is conducted by a separate regional unit of small
government, the Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District (KWRD). The District is the authority for
planning, collection, treatment, and ultimately disposal of all sewage generated in the City of DeKalb,
NIU, the Village of Malta, Kishwaukee College, and unincorporated properties located in DeKalb County.
It maintains one treatment facility, 180 miles of public sewer, eight pumping stations, and a biosolids
storage facility. The District has three trustees that are appointed to revolving three-year terms by the
DeKalb County Board.
From the laying of the first sanitary mains in the late nineteenth century until the late 1920s, the DeKalb
area sewage was conveyed, untreated, to the Kishwaukee River. Pollution in the river led to a “Kleen the
Kish” movement organized by the Isaac Walton League in 1927-1928. A public referendum followed,
and the DeKalb Sanitary District was formed by the will of local voters. It was incorporated under the
Sanitary District Act of 1917 and charged with collection, treatment, and disposal of the area’s sewage
before discharge to the Kishwaukee River. With the organization of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in 1970 and the promulgation of the Clean Water Act in 1972, a rational system for the oversight
of wastewater treatment facilities evolved. In a few years, all publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs)
were required to meet water quality standards under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES). The DeKalb Sanitary District received its NPDES permit (#IL0023027) in short order. In
1987, the District and the City of DeKalb agreed that the District would thereafter assume the
responsibility for the construction, repair, and maintenance of the sewer mains and manholes within the
corporate limits of the City.
In 2017, the District was renamed the Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District to better reflect its
mission to reclaim clean water and recover the valuable resources from the sewage it receives. The
same year, the District began a $55 million upgrade of its reclamation facility at 1301 Sycamore Road.
The District’s state of the art facility is now positioned to provide advanced wastewater treatment for
the Kishwaukee River Watershed for decades to come. The purpose of these improvements is to
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Replace treatment infrastructure beyond its useful life.
Improve biological treatment to ensure regulatory compliance with current and future
water quality standards.
o Improve water quality for existing contaminates.
o Remove Phosphorus and Nitrogen which cause algal blooms.
Improve hydraulic efficiency.
Addition of resource recovery and creation of electrical power from sewage and other
renewable resources to be a “net-zero” facility by 2025.
Create a facility footprint for the next 50 years.
Improve site safety and security.
Increase excess flow (wet weather) treatment capacity.

At the most basic level, the KWRD treats wastewater discharged from homes and businesses conveyed
through underground sewers to the “headworks” of the treatment facility. The waste stream flows
through heavy screens that remove the large objects and garbage that should not be flushed. Grit
(sand, rock, etc.) is captured and heavier, organic solids (sludge), are settled out in primary clarifiers.
The sludge is sent to anaerobic digesters where an environment is created for microorganisms to digest
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the organic solids. Harmful pathogens are destroyed, and fully digested sludge is dewatered with
centrifuges. The dewatered biosolids are then land-applied as fertilizer by local farmers. The liquid
treatment consists of an Enhanced Biological Nutrient Removal (EBNR) process that eliminates nutrients,
ammonia, BOD, with further solids reduction. The effluent from this process is exposed to high intensity
ultraviolet light (UV disinfection) to eliminate the threat of fecal coliform or E coli reaching the
Kishwaukee River. The District’s daily laboratory testing confirms treatment standards are met and
reports daily results to the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.

Refuse Removal
Household wastes and recyclables in the City of DeKalb are collected by a private scavenger
service under a multi-year contract and removed to a privately-owned landfill. Landscape
wastes are collected by the same scavenger service from April 1 through November 1 each
year. Additionally, electronic goods are removed by a private contractor at specified times
during the year.

Transportation
Primary Arterials
Such roadways may have from two to six lanes and typically provide regional access with
posted speed limits between 35 and 55 mph, depending upon the nature of adjacent uses.
Primary arterials provide local access to the regional road system that includes state-marked
routes and the federal interstate (I-88). Primary arterials serve large trucks and typically have
signalized intersections with commercial and industrial driveways at permitted locations.
Average daily traffic (ADT) volumes typically range from 10,000 to 25,000. In DeKalb, examples
include Illinois Route 38 and Illinois Route 23.
Minor or Secondary Arterials
Such roadways provide access and circulation for all land uses within a community and often
connect adjacent communities, serving limited regional or county-wide travel. Speed limits vary
from 30 to 55 mph, depending on the nature of adjacent land uses. Driveway and intersection
spacing are restricted by local policy and, ideally, residential driveways are not located on such
roadways. Peace Road is a secondary arterial serving DeKalb and Sycamore. Average daily
traffic (ADT) volumes may range from 5,000 to 15,000.
Collector Street. Collector streets are usually built using a grid system that penetrates
neighborhoods with all types of land uses and collects local street traffic for direction to the
arterial system. There are residential, commercial and industrial collector streets. Excluding
space for bikeways, minimum rights-of-way are typically 66 feet with 36-foot street widths
(measured back-to-back of curb). The structural design will vary with the expected traffic loads.
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Industrial collectors have a minimum base of 18 inches of compacted crushed limestone with
an 8-inch bituminous concrete surface course installed in three lifts, while residential collectors
have a minimum base of 12 inches of compacted crushed limestone plus a three-inch
bituminous surface course installed in two lifts. Speed limits are usually posted in the 25 to 35
m.p.h. range, depending on surrounding land uses. Traffic volumes may range from 1,000 to
5,000 “trip-ends” daily on a two-lane residential collector to 14,000 vehicles daily in primarily
commercial areas.
Minor Street. Minor or local streets provide access to abutting properties and typically connect
to the collector system rather than arterial streets. In DeKalb, the rights-of-way and minimum
street widths of minor public streets are identical with those of collector streets to provide
parking on both sides. Speed limits are usually not posted but are enforced at 25 m.p.h. in
residential areas. Minor streets serve daily traffic volumes of less than 1,000 ADT.
Cul-de-sac. The purpose of cul-de-sacs is similar to that of minor streets. The rights-of-way,
street widths, and minimum pavement construction are identical with minor streets, except the
right-of-way and street width of the “bulb” at the end of cul-de-sacs are 131 feet and 100 feet,
respectively.
Mass Transit

Huskie Line buses are used by both NIU students and the general public.

The City of DeKalb’s
Public Transit System
operates 11 fixed routes,
1 deviated fixed route,
and 1 commuter shuttle
beyond the DeKalb
Urbanized Area. The 11
fixed routes operate on
the campus of Northern
Illinois University and
throughout the DeKalb
area including along
Sycamore Road and
around the developing
industrial area of
southern DeKalb. The

deviated fixed route operates in and around Sycamore while the one commuter shuttle travels
to and from the Metra Station in Elburn. Of the 13 routes noted above, 6 of them do not
collect or requires fares for any members of the public. These 6 routes are the routes that
operate primarily on the NIU campus which are short, express-style routes. The remaining 7
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buses do require fares, and are the routes that operate to southern DeKalb, Sycamore Road,
Elburn Metra Station, Sycamore, etc.
The City’s fixed route bus fare is one of the cheapest in the state with one-way trips for general
public passengers costing only fifty cents. Senior citizens, individuals with disabilities, and K-12
students pay a reduced fare of twenty-five cents while Northern Illinois University students and
children under the age of 5 ride all fixed route buses free of charge. A portion of NIU student
tuition is devoted to public transportation, and the university uses that portion of the tuition to
fund the annual transit contribution as agreed upon in an intergovernmental agreement
between the City and NIU.
The general public, senior citizens, and individuals with disabilities that utilize the bus service
must pay a cash fare on the fare collection routes. While most urban transit systems across the
country utilize electronic fare box collection methods, the City’s transit system has not yet
installed electronic fare boxes and instead features cylindrical glass and steel fareboxes that
allow passengers to place coins and bills within them. Bus operators are not able to make
change, so passengers must provide exact change when paying their fare. Passengers are also
able to request transfer tickets in instances where multiple buses are needed to reach a
destination. Transfer tickets aid in reducing the cost for the passenger as they only need to pay
on their first bus ride and then can ride on the second bus for free. NIU students are not
required to pay a fare and instead must provide evidence of being an active NIU OneCard
holder to confirm their status as an NIU student. OneCard holders do not need transfers as they
can access any route for free with their ID. The only route for which NIU students must provide
a cash fare is Route 12 to the Elburn Metra Station.
Based on historical ridership data, the City transit staff estimate that approximately 70% of
fixed route passengers are NIU students while the remaining 30% are residents or guests of the
DeKalb Urbanized Area. Since NIU students with active NIU OneCards ride all local fixed route
buses for free, the fares collected from the fixed route system are primarily fares gathered from
residents and guests.
During the COVID pandemic in 2020, the City collected only $19,881 in fare revenue from the
fixed route system with $14,324 collected between January 1, 2020 and March 31, 2020. The
remaining $5,556 was retrieved from fares collected on the Route 12 commuter shuttle to the
Elburn Metra Station that maintained fare collection throughout 2020. Before the pandemic,
the City was projected to receive approximately $60,000 in fixed route fare revenue if service
levels and ridership remained the same. Since March 18, 2020, the City Council has suspended
nearly all charges for transit services on the City’s fixed routes.
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Chapter Three: Goals and Objectives
Planning goals and objectives represent the community’s vision. Goals are generally broad
value statements that represent the end desires of the community. Objectives are the means
by which such goals can be achieved and are preferably tangible or measurable.
Goals and objectives have been formulated for the following elements of community
development:









A.

Community Appearance
Industrial Development
Commercial Development
Residential Development
Downtown Enhancement
Economic Development
Community Facilities
Natural Features
Transportation
COMMUNITY APPEARANCE

Regular visitors and
many residents regard
DeKalb as a town with
a university in it, rather
than a university town.
For over 125 years, the
evolving Northern
Illinois campus—its
administration, faculty
students, staff and the
outside investors they
attract—has shaped
life in the DeKalb
The NIU campus.
community. It is no
accident that political and business leaders of the brawling industrial town of the late
nineteenth century—still building its reputation as the home of barbed wire—lobbied for a
state normal school to educate future generations and to inspire future business and political
leadership well into the twentieth century. The chartering of the Northern Illinois State Normal
School in 1895 was intentional, as were later transitions to a Teachers College (1921), a State
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College (1955) and a University (1957). By the time the state legislature conferred university
status, the new Northern Illinois University had become the City’s largest employer, and the
university’s expanding enrollment impacted every corner of community life including housing,
local retail, arts and culture, transportation, and sports and recreation.
The City’s core is its downtown which has experienced a renaissance in recent years. Families
and businesses that survived the tumult of the Great Depression and the Second World War
worked, shopped, and sought relaxation in the downtown’s many stores, restaurants, taverns,
and offices through the 1960s. The rise of other commercial strips, first on Lincoln Highway
bordering the expanding NIU campus and then on Sycamore Road—the “four lane” as it was
known—moved commerce, housing, and recreation to other City locations. In the late 1970s,
the removal of diagonal parking and wider sidewalks in the downtown with the creation of a
four-lane truck route through the downtown accelerated the exodus of business from the
downtown core.
The City government is now committed to the re-creation of a walkable central business district
marked by expanded sidewalks, a reduction of driving lanes from four to three with a center
turn lane, accessible and welcoming City offices, refurbished historic facades, modern new
apartments to house a variety of age groups and lifestyles, and a variety of new services and
restaurants to serve downtown visitors and residents. In partnership with the NIU
administration, the DeKalb Chamber of Commerce, and the DeKalb Citizens Enhancement
Commission, the City government is also committed to a thematic creation of a feel and
appearance to the downtown and surrounding neighborhoods that shouts “college town.” With
most of NIU’s 250,000 alumni still living in the northern Illinois region after graduation, this
commitment has great promise for the commercial success of the downtown area and the
overall community.
Goal: Reinvigorate a College Town Identity While Promoting Expansion of the Tax Base and
Community-Oriented Services and Jobs.
Objectives:
1. Successfully complete the TIF-funded reconfiguration of IL Rt. 38 between First and
Fourth Streets. This $1,500,000 project will reduce the four-lane downtown section
to three lanes (including a center turn lane). It will widen the downtown sidewalks
by about 5-6 feet on both the north and south sides, allowing for a more pedestrianfriendly streetscape and mitigating the truck “raceway” through the heart of
DeKalb’s downtown. The wider sidewalks will afford more room for sidewalk sales,
outdoor seating, and more leisurely enjoyment of the downtown businesses. The
project also includes a parallel bike path on Grove Street, and has addressed various
IDOT technical suggestions for turn radii, etc.
2. Investigate distinctive gateway designs for the intersections at Peace Road and IL Rt.
38; President’s Boulevard at Il Rt. 38; Annie Glidden Road and Fairview Drive; Annie
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Glidden Road and IL Rt. 38; Peace Road at Fairview Drive and Gurler Road;
Sycamore Road at Oakland Drive; and IL Rt. 23 and Gurler Road.
3. Refine the desired uses at the community’s “edges” to more effectively identify
when visitors and residents are “home” in DeKalb.
4. Continue to direct residential development incrementally from the core outward,
conserving land and infrastructure costs and reinforcing the sense of entering a
community with a central place.
5. Use the City’s urban design guidelines to promote more attractive presentations for
new development or redevelopment without imposing inordinate costs.
6. More creatively regulate the appearance of accessory uses.
7. Enhance the appearance of larger dry-bottom or wet-bottom retention systems.
8. Protect residential areas from dissimilar land uses with landscaped transitional
buffers.
9. Continue to work with the DeKalb Park District to create small neighborhood parks
on scattered unbuilt or “infill” lots in older residential neighborhoods.
10. Incorporate parks and recreational space within easy walking distance of dwelling
units in new planned developments.
11. Update the City’s greenways plan that links bike paths and major open spaces within
the planning area.
12. Continue to encourage developers to minimize the physical impact of utilities by
burying overhead wires, disguising control or power boxes and antenna, etc.
B.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The Meta Data Center under construction along the south side of Gurler Road. Photo: Late Fall 2021.

The Chicago West Business Park on the north side of Gurler Road between IL Rt. 23 and Peace
Road now features Ferrara Candy Company and Amazon. Facebook/Meta lies just to the south
of the Chicago West Business Park. Park 88 features Target warehousing and 3M manufacturing
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and warehousing, among other businesses. DeKalb is truly the focus of investors,
manufacturers and Fortune 100 companies seeking communities with strong and reliable utility
infrastructure; reasonably-priced open land; acceptable tax rates; proximity to the Chicago
metropolitan area but outside its traffic congestion; an educated and expandable work force; a
comfortable community lifestyle; opportunities for educational training and advancement; and
a business-friendly environment. DeKalb residents have expressed their strong desire to retain
and attract a diverse mix of quality industrial enterprises in order to strengthen the
community’s economic, employment, and tax base.
Goal: Retain DeKalb’s quality industrial firms and continue to diversify the community’s
industrial base.
Objectives:
1. Continue networking with the DeKalb County Economic Development Corporation,
the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, the Illinois
Department of Transportation, and other agencies as needed to market DeKalb’s
industrial sites.
2. Aggressively promote the development-ready sites on the City’s southeast side,
particularly the Gurler Road corridor and the Peace Road corridor from Interstate 88
to IL Rt. 38.
3. Facilitate the development of other industrial sites for future industrial expansion.
The upgrading of Peace Road from the I-88 interchange to IL Rt. 38 with state and
local funding will make vacant land on the east side of Peace Road more attractive
for light industrial development.
4. Although much smaller than TIF #1 was, the relatively new TIF #3 which parallels
Lincoln Highway and the Union Pacific Railroad from the NIU lagoon east to about N.
11th St. and extends several blocks both north and south of the corridor, will have
some capacity to seed redevelopment on the Oak Street corridor, east of N. Seventh
Street.
5. Cooperate with the DeKalb school system, Kishwaukee College, and the Kishwaukee
Education Consortium to develop training programs that promote general
employment skills and enhance the availability of skilled labor.
6. Provide ongoing goodwill recognition for all new or expanding industrial businesses.
7. In alignment with a more comprehensive set of urban design guidelines (see Chapter
Six), industrial building design and open space standards that enhance the
appearance of industrial areas can be promoted without diminishing the
competitive pricing of DeKalb’s sites. In this regard, lift-slab and steel-sided buildings
may be preferable where building scale is large, but landscaping and screening
should soften such facades.
8. Encourage plan developments along principal corridors involving site plan review by
the Planning and Zoning Commission.
9. Encourage research facilities and other “light” industrial uses, including data centers.
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10. Provide buffers between industrial and commercial uses, not just industrial and
residential uses, to assure compatibility.
11. Incentivize redevelopment of large vacant industrial buildings and sites along
Pleasant Street between North Fourteenth Street and Peace Road.
C.

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

DeKalb’s residents
demand diversity in
commercial services
and products and
currently have to
travel out of town or
reflexively troll online sites to satisfy
many of their needs.
More diverse and
easily accessible
commercial
development will
satisfy consumer
needs and generate
needed revenues for
governmental
services.

Vacant space along Sycamore Road was remodeled for a new Old Navy store in 2021.

Goal: Promote community-oriented commercial retail and service outlets.
Objectives:
1. Cluster new commercial development at strategic arterial and collector crossroads.
In this regard, the implementation of the Annie Glidden North redevelopment plan’s
focus on the intersection of West Hillcrest Drive and Blackhawk Roads is critical.
2. Continue to support the revitalization of the downtown commercial district which is
vital to the community’s image, identity, and economic base.
3. Promote more intense retail development in existing strip commercial
developments such as DeKalb Market Square, Northland Plaza, Oakland Place, and
the DeKalb Shopping Center. Allow a variety of uses (retail and non-retail) in
shopping centers including limited residential if beneficial to the community and
compatible with adjacent uses.
4. Attract commercial redevelopment on the IL Rt. 23 (South Fourth Street) corridor
between Taylor Street and Fairview Drive. This will likely require an “overlay” zoning
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plan to anticipate office and retail needs that will logically follow the dramatic
development of the industrial uses on Gurler Road.
5. In alignment with a more comprehensive set of urban design guidelines (see Chapter
Six), encourage commercial building on a more human scale with residential-style
roof planes, creative fenestration, better entry definition, and wall articulation.
Discourage blank windowless walls. Encourage architectural finishes on highly visible
building sides. Blend accessory structures with the materials and colors of the
principal buildings.
6. Minimize the visual impact of parking areas from adjacent streets and commercial
buildings.
7. Review parking requirements to align more closely with actual parking demands by a
variety of commercial enterprises. Where an overabundance of parking stalls may
exist along the frontage of older strip centers with deep building setbacks,
encourage outlot development that is highly visible and easily accessible.
8. Retain landscaping requirements within commercial developments to soften the
“look” within parking lots and to promote “greener” storm water management
practices. Allow flexibility in the landscape standards to promote the placement of
plantings in the most beneficial locations based upon site characteristics and the
surrounding area.
9. Encourage clearly defined entry points to new commercial developments.
10. Encourage shared driveways or frontage roads for access points from public streets
to diminish curb cuts. Encourage off-street access between commercial properties
through the use of cross-access easements.
11. Periodically evaluate the list of commercial uses that are subject to special use
permits in the Unified Development Ordinance.
D.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

DeKalb should provide housing for all stages of
life so residents do not have to leave the
community as their needs change. A diversified,
quality housing stock encourages sound
economic growth.
The U.S. Census Bureau’s most recent American
Community Survey data reveal that the
proportion of owner-occupied and renteroccupied housing units in DeKalb is the reverse
of that proportion in Sycamore and the County
at large. Across DeKalb County, 57% of all
housing units are owner-occupied; in DeKalb
only 40% are owner-occupied.

Several homes were built in The Bridges of RiverMist
neighborhood in 2021.
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Goal: Promote the preservation of a safe, well-maintained, and affordable community housing
stock.
Objectives:
1. Preserve existing neighborhoods.
2. Review the density in new multifamily or high-density zoning districts. Consider
density allowances exceeding 12 units per acre to promote affordability while
encouraging open space. Open space in this context would not include rights-of-way
or parking lots but would include lawns, decorative planting areas, bikepaths, active
or passive recreational areas, fountains, swimming pools, wooded areas, water
courses, and retention areas. Developments exceeding 12 units per acre should only
be approved through the Planned Development process outlined in the UDO, which
enforces an abundance of public input.
3. Discourage the routing of traffic to and from multifamily developments through
lower density neighborhoods.
4. Link residential areas with a pedestrian/bicycle pathway system as new
development occurs. Provide sidewalks along through-streets in developed areas
where they may not already exist.
5. Again, in alignment with a more comprehensive set of urban design guidelines (see
Chapter Five), keep the scale of multifamily housing types small, with varied roof
lines and door and window shapes that replicate the architectural features of singlefamily homes. In the planning process, reduce the perceived bulk and density of
larger-scale multiple family buildings through a variety of roof lines, diversity in
finish materials, façade articulation, and the spacing of buildings on site. If
constructed next to detached or attached single family residences, make the design
of multifamily buildings compatible with the bulk and scale of surrounding
structures.
6. Integrate amenities and natural areas into the site plans of multifamily
developments. Provide sidewalk links to parking areas and building entries. Where
possible, provide bike paths to link areas with neighborhood shopping areas, schools
or parks. Situate open space and play areas at convenient distances from residences.
7. In the case of attached residences and multifamily structures, assure that garages do
not dominate the street side of the building.
8. In multifamily and townhouse developments, consider privacy in building
arrangements particularly with respect to the arrangement of bedroom windows on
adjacent buildings and the relationship of ground-level windows to parking areas.
9. Review all residential developments with appreciation for the requirements of public
safety agencies (e.g. Police, Fire, and Public Works).
10. Promote affordability in new subdivisions by encouraging the quality construction of
smaller, detached single family houses on lots nearer the regulatory minimum of
6,000 square feet. The City’s 2022-2024 Financial Plan devotes considerable attention
to the issue of affordability in DeKalb and offers policy considerations such as sitebuilt, small home (e.g. 1400 to 1600 square feet) construction in new subdivisions
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where such homes are the design choice. The City’s Financial Plan is available on the
City’s web page. Additionally, due consideration should be given to habitable
accessory structures such as “in-law” flats over garages on single family residential
lots.
11. Promote affordability in existing neighborhoods through consistent code
enforcement. Preservation and good repair are essential to sustaining affordable
house values and encouraging new investment in older residential neighborhoods.
E.

DOWNTOWN ENHANCEMENT

As noted above, DeKalb’s central business district has unique features and a historical relevance
that serve to give the community its identity. Behind the facades, a mix of uses is desirable to
keep the downtown the vital core of the community. Additionally, the “college town” theme
needs to be more than a state of mind; it has to be tangibly and visually present to be
meaningful.

Unique architectural features can be found on the historic buildings in downtown DeKalb.

Goal: Enhance the Vitality of the Downtown in Terms of Aesthetics and Commercial and
Pedestrian Activity.
Objectives:
1. Continue to support the DeKalb Chamber of Commerce in its events and
promotions.
2. Sustain high quality retail space with the support of the TIF-funded “Architectural
Improvement Program” (AIP).
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3. Support upper floor apartment development and the activities and regular foot
traffic it promotes. A greater mass of residential and professional commercial uses
within easy walking distance contributes to such pedestrian traffic.
4. Wayfinding. Announce entry into the downtown area with gateway features. The
downtown is increasingly a unique environment and a visitor’s arrival should be
signaled
5. Signage. Visitors should be guided to parking areas and other points of interest with
signs that show a “brand” unique to the downtown or the community as a whole.
6. Make parking areas more visible by installing attractive directional and lot signs.
Install low and lighted walls at public parking lot entrances to form a pleasing street
edge without diminishing visibility from the street.
7. As resources permit, extend the downtown streetscape to Locust Street and Grove
Street to remove unsightly overhead wires, reconstruct failing sidewalks, introduce
more shade trees and greenery, and generally make the downtown more appealing
to consumers. Flare sidewalk corners at intersections to form safer crossings for
pedestrians and discourage rapid turns and rolling stops by motorists.
8. Using TIF #3 funds strategically, encourage the revitalization of the intersection of N.
Third Street and Locust Street, the former McCabe’s, and other buildings in the
downtown area to promote more lively commerce on the east end of the downtown
core.
9. Expand the TIF #3 AIP program funding to multiply resources for the continuing
revitalization of the downtown extension from Fourth to Seventh Streets.
10. Complete the Lincoln Highway Lane Reconfiguration Project which will make the
Downtown area more pedestrian-friendly while providing more sales and outdoor
dining space.
F. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Local government can substantially influence
the nature and impact of economic
development by virtue of its incentives, its
land use policies and codes, and the business
“climate” it promotes. The community’s
objectives for economic development will
accordingly highlight government action but
will also attempt to influence the varied and
disconnected economic decisions of individual
businesses that define the community’s
“quality of life.”

Construction of an Amazon sortation facility in the Chicago
West Business Park began in 2021.

Goal: Stimulate the local economic climate to
ensure that DeKalb is a desirable community
in which to live, work, and conduct business.
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Objectives:
1. Maintain and actively support a positive image and identity for the community.
2. Maintain approachable and very responsive municipal services.
3. Annually update a multi-year plan for infrastructure repairs to better serve existing
businesses and residents.
4. Actively promote business retention through the Economic Development
Commission and our partnership with the DeKalb County Economic Development
Corporation and the DeKalb Chamber of Commerce.
5. Actively market available commercial and industrial sites to expand and diversify the
community’s tax base. Aggressively promote the availability of new industrial sites in
the ChicagoWest and Park 88 Business Parks, and the next generation of industrial
sites on the east side of Peace Road, north of I-88 and along the Gurler Road
corridor.
6. Work cooperatively with the DeKalb School District, Park District and Library to
promote diverse and high quality educational, recreational, cultural, and social
services.
7. Work cooperatively with neighboring municipalities and the County of DeKalb to
promote regional planning initiatives and joint planning agreements that reduce
adverse competition for new business.
8. Work cooperatively with the County of DeKalb to promote compatible development
within the city’s mile-and-a half planning jurisdiction.
9. Promote a mix of quality housing for households of all sizes and incomes.

G.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES

Managed growth requires routine
and effective coordination of all
public agencies and jurisdictions.
Well-defined objectives for
municipal, school, and park
services are critical in establishing
a compatible framework for
future development.
Goal: Provide exemplary,
efficient, and cost-effective public
services and facilities to maintain
and enhance the health, safety,
and welfare of DeKalb residents.
Objectives:

A Public Works employee stores salt for winter road clearing.
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1. Annually collaborate with other local taxing bodies in setting goals for respective tax
rates so the aggregate rate of all local taxing bodies does not discourage further
development and redevelopment.
2. Review all development proposals with attention to the long-range plans of the
Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District, the DeKalb School District, the DeKalb Park
District and DeKalb Public Library.
3. Periodically review the method for determining the fair-share of land or cash
contributions that developers ought to contribute in support of future school and
park facilities.
4. Plan and direct utility extensions that facilitate orderly, incremental growth.
5. Encourage creative design in new developments to minimize costly public
infrastructure improvements over the long term.
6. Encourage the routine sharing of data between the City, KWRD, School District, Park
District, and DeKalb Library to assist each body in long range capital planning.
Among other things, such regular cooperation may reveal ways to share resources,
and will also keep policymakers aware of overlapping debt levels.
7. Negotiate with developers to establish land for open natural areas or greenways in
addition to recreational neighborhood parks. Such amenities have recreational
functions (e.g. allowing users to hike, jog, or bike); they protect and buffer streams
and wetlands; and they can potentially link existing trails to community facilities.
8. Involve all City departments in the review of annexation proposals so that all
potential costs of municipal services in geographically expanding areas can be
assessed.
H.

NATURAL FEATURES
Agriculture is the predominant use on the periphery of the DeKalb
corporate limits and throughout the primary development area. If
open space is to continue to be a prominent feature of the DeKalb
planning area, the City of DeKalb should carefully plan for the
preservation and integration of open space in new developments,
and the preservation of a “greenbelt” at the community’s edge. In
addition, significant drainage swales and the very limited number of
major tree stands within the primary development area should be
carefully integrated with development plans.

Grain fields still surround
DeKalb on most sides.

Goal: Preserve the natural environment as much as reasonably
possible during the planning and development of urban land uses
and infrastructure.
Objectives:

1. Create an “AG” or Agriculture land use within the mile-and-a-half planning
jurisdiction where existing Ag uses are more desirable than future urban uses.
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2. Provide contiguous open space where feasible, rather than small fragments of open
space. Establish “greenway” or linear space corridors along streams, major swales,
and floodplain areas to provide environmental protection and linkages among
significant open space areas. Provide for public access through such corridors by the
use of easements and other means.
3. Prohibit building in undeveloped floodplain areas except for park and recreational
facilities.
4. Utilize corridors offered by abandoned railroad rights-of-way, utilities, or natural
features to provide a comprehensive system of bicycle and pedestrian trails.
5. Review future development with reference to the plans and policies of the DeKalb
Park District and the DeKalb County Forest Preserve District.
6. Integrate setbacks and buffer areas along Peace Road and collector streets with the
open space system.
7. Enforce the landscaping provisions of the Unified Development Ordinance
particularly with respect to buffering requirements between different land uses and
parking lot design.
I.
TRANSPORTATION
Conventional municipal transportation plans are almost exclusively focused on moving local
and regional traffic quickly from point to point. While the efficient movement of vehicular
traffic remains an abiding interest among the City’s residents, it is not the only issue. Aesthetic
concerns, pedestrian safety and comfort, and mass transit needs are among the additional
issues essential to this plan.
Goal: Reinvigorate the transportation system through a capital program that measures success
in terms of traditional transportation objectives such as uncongested traffic flow as well as
contemporary aspirations for aesthetically pleasing and pedestrian-friendly rights-of-way.
Objectives:
1. Continue to work in a dedicated and collaborative fashion with the policy and
technical committees of DSATS (the metropolitan planning council for the allocation
of federal transportation funding in the County of DeKalb).
2. Mass transit continues to be essential to transport residents to and from work, and
to and from essential local services. Canopied bus shelter locations should be
reviewed periodically and enhanced as needed.
3. The siting and the development of the first DeKalb mass transit facility is critical to
the quality of life for many of DeKalb’s residents and businesses and services they
frequent.
4. Through the subdivision review and approval process, provide for the extension of
existing collector streets to other collector and arterial streets. Avoid subdivision
designs that inhibit future adjacent developments. However, care should be given in
the design of minor residential collectors so they do not become unintended “cutthroughs” that increase the speed and congestion for homeowners along the way.
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5. Explore ways to ensure that a portion of the cost of the primary development area’s
future street network will be borne by new development.
6. Work cooperatively with the County of DeKalb to maintain limited and responsible
access to Peace Road.
7. Provide bicycle paths along major and minor arterials and to employment centers
where adequate rights-of-way already exist and where appropriate safety measures
can be incorporated at intersecting streets and driveways.
8. Minimize the impact of through traffic on neighborhoods. Continue to require traffic
impact studies as a condition of the development approval process if a concept plan
promises significant hazards or congestion.
9. Minimize the impact of commercial truck traffic on residential neighborhoods.
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Chapter Four: Land Use Categories and Plan

The attached Land Use Plan reflects the five-year objectives outlined in Chapter 3. The Plan
defines areas for the future development of industrial, commercial and residential uses, as well
as mixed uses and planned developments. Additionally, it sets aside broad areas within the
mile-and-a-half planning jurisdiction that are more desirable for agricultural uses rather than
traditional urban uses.
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The land uses fall into the following categories:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Low Density Residential. This use characteristically features 0-4 dwelling units per acre,
with primary emphasis on single-family detached units and owner-occupied, singlefamily attached units.
Medium Density Residential. This use characteristically features 4-8 dwelling units per
acre, primarily intended for small lot single-family detached units, two-family and
townhouse units, condominiums, and small (8 units or fewer) multi-family
developments.
High Density Residential. This use characteristically features 8-12 dwelling units per
acre, including the existing multi-family residential developments that exceed this
range.
Commercial. The commercial designation includes areas intended to accommodate a
wide range of retail and service needs for the consumer population of the City and the
surrounding area.
Downtown. The Central Business District or CBD is the geographic, historical, cultural,
and commercial center of the City. The Downtown area has a distinct character and
walkability with buildings constructed to the sidewalk. Retail, service uses,
entertainment, and dining are routinely found on the ground floor with residential and
some limited service uses on the upper floors. Parking is generally provided in public
spaces along public streets or in public parking lots.
Industrial. This category includes a variety of uses including manufacturing, assembly,
fabrication, warehouse and distribution, office/research parks, and “high tech”
industries such as data centers.
Institutional. This designation includes a variety of public or semi-public uses such as
governmental facilities, nonprofits, religious organizations, and public or private schools.
Open Space. Areas generally unimproved and reserved for public and private use
including parks, golf courses, natural areas, water features, wetlands, floodplains, and
low-lying farm land.
Transportation and Utilities. This category includes road and utility corridors, railroad
rights-of-way, utility rights-of-way, and the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport.
Agriculture. Includes land uses intended for crop farming, timber, orchards, horticulture,
animal husbandry, and equestrian purposes. This category also includes dwelling units
and structures associated with these uses.

In the table that follows, the proposed land uses (excluding floodplain) are compared in area
with uses identified in the 2005 Plan:
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Land Use

2005 Area in
Acres

Percent

2022 Area in
Acres

Percent

Change in
Acres

Low Density Residential

8844.6

40.0%

3153.3

11.0%

-5691.3

Medium Density
Residential

716.9

3.2%

664.9

2.3%

High Density Residential

454.1

2.1%

532.0

1.9%

77.9

Commercial

1771.3

8.0%

871.4

3.0%

-899.9

Downtown

n/a

n/a

26.2

0.1%

n/a

Industrial

5171.8

23.4%

6032.9

21.1%

861.0

Institutional

1384.7

6.3%

1462.4

5.1%

77.7

Open Space

2192.8

9.9%

1589.6

5.6%

-603.3

Transportation & Utilities

1559.8

7.1%

1637.8

5.7%

78.0

Agriculture

0.0

0.0%

12608.5

44.1%

12608.5

Total

22096.0

100.0%

28579.0

100.0%

-51.9

The attached 2022 Land Use Plan distills and pictorializes the key development trends and
opportunities outlined in Chapter Three. The Plan defines, in detail, areas for future residential,
commercial and industrial uses, as well as open space and agriculture.
The primary features of the 2022 Land Use Plan are identified below:
1. A designation of additional industrial sites on the Gurler Road axis, as well as additional
industrial sites east of Peace Road between Gurler Road and IL Rt 38.
2. Industrial development along the Peace Road axis north of IL Rt. 38 to Wirsing Parkway,
consistent with the City’s boundary agreements with Sycamore and Cortland.
3. A designation of limited, new low density residential sites at the northwest and
southwest periphery of the corporate limits, but only a parcel “out” from the existing
low density residential designations. Given the large number of preliminary and final
platted but unbuilt residential lots within the corporate limits and the few single-family
house starts in recent years (see the tables on p. 26), very measured residential
expansion seems prudent.
4. Large swaths of agricultural uses defined to the northwest and west of the corporate
limits where the preservation of farmland is merited. This approach is also consistent
with the DeKalb County Unified Future Land Use Plan, with a preference for urban
growth extending outward from the municipal core rather than leapfrogging to remote
sites.
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5. The preservation of open space largely within the Kishwaukee River branch floodplains
but also where dedicated park lands and retention areas provide both active recreation
spots as well as “passive” recreation in the form of walking and bike paths.
6. “Mixed Use” designations to highlight historic trends and current market interests. For
instance, the Village Commons property on W. Lucinda Avenue has offered a mix of
commercial retail uses for decades. More recently, there has been some development
interest in redeveloping the property with a mix of ground level commercial uses and
upper level residential uses that would assure rental incomes through market highs and
lows.
7. Institutional designations to identify the large land areas comprising Northern Illinois
University (State of Illinois property) as well as public schools, Township facilities, City
facilities, etc.
8. The updating of uses in parcel-by-parcel fashion to register changes recommended by
the Planning & Zoning Commission and approved by the City Council since 2005.
9. The redevelopment of the core of the Annie Glidden North neighborhood at W. Hillcrest
Drive and Blackhawk Road with a mixed-use center.
10. Promotion of an interdependence of land uses. Rather than promoting certain uses on
“islands” removed from normal patterns of travel, the Plan attempts to promote
“neighborhood” clusters that combine residential districts with schools, day care
centers, small markets, and other ancillary services.
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Chapter Five: Urban Design Guidelines

Introduction
“Urban Design” refers to the appearance of a community as well as the layouts and functional
relationships of our streets, neighborhoods, private and public buildings, common areas and
open spaces. Either by design or by a coincidence of unrelated private choices, our community
will leave an impression. It will be based, of course, on how people are treated when they visit
our town. The impression we leave will also be based on physical images such as the perceived
bulk and height of structures, the relationship between buildings and open spaces, the facilities
for getting around the community whether on foot or by bicycle or by motor vehicle, the
locations and layouts of shopping areas and business centers, and the appearance of our public
facilities.
During the process that led to the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan in 2005 and in
subsequent years of Planning and Zoning Commission and City Council meetings dealing with
proposed developments, local residents voiced concern for the look of the DeKalb community.
Generally speaking, most residents want to retain a small town feel while accommodating
managed growth on our periphery.
How can this be accomplished? The Comprehensive Plan proposes the following general
objectives:
•
•

a careful definition of the desired uses at the community’s “edges.”
physical “connections” between old and new parts of town in the form of sidewalks and
bike paths and open space development.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more subtle “connections” in the form of compatible architectural designs encouraged
during the Planned Development approval process.
the clustering of commercial development at strategic arterial and collector crossroads
rather than at many remote locations.
extending the downtown streetscape created in the early 2000s to downtown side streets
to strengthen the community’s “core”.
minimizing the visual impact of larger commercial and industrial buildings with residentialstyle roof planes, wall articulation, better entry definition, and landscaping.
encouraging shared driveways rather than multiple access points to commercial and
industrial subdivisions.
promoting durable exterior finishes of natural materials such as masonry or wood on larger
buildings.
developing and funding a multi-year plan for infrastructure repairs to enhance the
community’s appearance and better serve existing businesses and residences.

Chapter Three of this Plan provides a series of planning goals and objectives to achieve these
ends. This Plan also anticipates a continuing commitment to community planning that includes
the development of sub-area plans and very general design guidelines that promote an
attractive urban community.
This Chapter proposes urban design guidelines that are intended to encourage more attention
to appealing existing designs and a more creative integration of building layouts and natural
features in new developments. They are also intended to promote
 a sharper focus on the human scale, or how favorably people confront the local
built environment;
 a higher concern for the potential conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles;
 more attention to the scale and arrangement of new buildings and their
relationship to existing buildings; and
 more interest in how natural features might present opportunities rather than
development constraints.
Urban design elements include roadways, signage, parking lots, utilities, plantings, and open
spaces. A creative arrangement of such elements can lead to results that reflect the pride of the
property owners and developer as well as the community at large.

Planned Development and Subdivision Design
1. Guideline:

Provide parks and open space featuring bike paths and pedestrian paths
connecting with neighborhoods and green spaces as well as
neighborhood services (e.g., schools, neighborhood commercial districts).
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Action:

Implement through the subdivision review process. Collaborate with the
DeKalb Park District, DeKalb County, DSATS and developers to identify
major bikeway links with public easements or rights of way before logical
pathways are compromised by subdivided lot lines.

2. Guideline:

Provide attractive entry features such as masonry walls with integrated
signage and ornamental foliage, using building materials and landscaping
that will be commonly seen in the new development.

Action:
3. Guideline:

Require elevation and plan views of entry features as part of the
subdivision or Planned Development approval process.
Minimize the visual impact of utilities such as overhead wires and poles.
This will reduce visual clutter and make homes and businesses more
visible.

Action:

With the participation of local utilities, decisions can be made as the
preliminary plan and plat are being prepared for final review.

4. Guideline:

In the design of new subdivisions and planned developments, draw
attention to natural features through “viewsheds” or visual corridors.

Action:

Implement through annexation, the subdivision process or a Planned
Development.

5. Guideline:

Action:
6. Guideline:

Along new collector streets and arterials, and County and State highways,
require deeper setbacks with the provision of a wider parkway on at least
one side for a paved bike path accented with trees.
Adopt revisions to Articles 5 and 7 of the Unified Development
Ordinance.
Provide for proportional landscape buffers between various types of
uses. This would include transitions between commercial and industrial
uses, commercial or industrial and residential uses, and between
different types of residential uses. Areas featuring single-family detached
homes should be buffered from townhouse developments. A
combination of berms, walls, landscaping, and yard depths can be used to
establish a compatible “fit” between new and adjacent uses. Allow
flexibility in the landscape standards to promote the placement of
plantings in the most beneficial locations based upon site characteristics
and the surrounding area.
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Action:

Adopt revisions to Article 5.13, “Planned Development Districts,” Article
7.05, “Screening Requirements,” and Article 12.04, “Landscape
Requirements,” of the Unified Development Ordinance.

7. Guideline:

Strive for diversity in building design. In past decades, the slower
evolution of small subdivisions led to a mix of building scale, building
heights, and parcel sizes. Prior to the real estate collapse in 2008 large
farm tracts were purchased for development, upfront development costs
were enormous and there was a stronger economic incentive to build out
a property as quickly as possible. As a result, subdivisions tended to
replicate the look of developments in most metropolitan suburbs, and
the unique feel of a community was diminished.

Action:

In addition to unique entrance features, attractive landscape buffers
along arterials, and connecting links of attractive bike paths and
pedestrian walkways, more attention should be given to land use at the
community’s edges to promote a distinct image consistent with the
character of the city’s core. Some communities encourage estate belts
that invite the feeling that one is travelling toward a central core. Others
are becoming more prescriptive in terms of residential design along such
corridors.

Subdivisions can be designed to feature a variety of housing types.

Single-Family and Two-Family Residential Uses
1. Guideline:

New developments and subdivisions should feature lot areas, lot
dimensions, and housing types that are compatible with surrounding
neighborhoods.
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Action:

2. Guideline:
Action:

Implement through the review of subdivisions and planned
developments at the staff, Planning and Zoning Commission, and Council
levels. Amend the City’s UDO to assure that preliminary plans and plats
depict the sizes and dimensions of all adjacent lots around the periphery
of the proposed development for reference. Require the applicant to
provide a statement indicating how the new development is compatible
with the surrounding neighborhood.
Developments should be designed with a variety of façade and elevation
views to avoid the dominance of garages on the street side of buildings.
Work with developers to offer a variety of visual elements. Varied garage
arrangements are more achievable on wider lots or corner lots, but some
variety can be achieved on smaller lots by thrusting the living space
forward from straight-in garages.

3. Guideline:

Developments should feature variety in architectural details to
distinguish individual homes. Such variety should extend to side and rear
elevations, as well as front or street elevations.

Action:

Some developers feature a variety of front facades but repetitive rear
views in their subdivisions. A review of representative building elevations
could be a part of the staff report to the Planning and Zoning Commission
during the public hearing process. Homes next to each other with very
similar architectural styles should be avoided

4. Guideline:

Two-Family and Single-Family developments should be buffered through
such features as increased setbacks at common lot lines and landscaping.

Action:

Revise Article 5 and Article 7 of the Unified Development Ordinance.
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Wide lots and a variety of façade
and elevation views avoid the
dominance of garages on the
street side of buildings.

Multiple Family Uses
1. Guideline:

If multiple family buildings are constructed adjacent to existing
developments, their architectural designs should be generally compatible
with the scale and bulk of structures in the adjacent neighborhood(s).

Action:

Vary roof lines and use door and window shapes and sizes that replicate
the more architecturally significant features of adjacent buildings.

2. Guideline:

Provide “density with dignity.” Reduce the perceived density of attached
townhouses, condominiums, or apartment buildings.

Action:

Provide a variety of roof and building lines, a variety of exterior building
finishes and materials, varied garage arrangements, and maximal
landscaping opportunities to soften building sizes. Consider the need for
privacy in the alignment of bedroom windows in opposing buildings, and
as they may relate to parking areas.

3. Guideline:

Integrate “green” or open areas with building layouts to provide for the
convenience and recreation of residents.

Action:

Encourage pedestrian and bike paths throughout the development to link
buildings with other buildings; buildings with parking areas; and buildings
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with neighborhood parks, shopping areas, or common areas. Assure that
open spaces are located in safe, convenient, and observable locations.
4. Guideline:
Action:

Minimize the visual impact of common off-street parking areas.
Require parking to be provided in rear yards in new higher density
developments, or on wider streets. Review Article 12 of the Unified
Development Ordinance to increase the aggregate interior landscaping
for additional parking in multiple family developments when minimum
parking requirements are met. Allow flexibility to add parking spaces in
existing multi-family developments with reduced screening when the
visual Impact on adjacent properties is minimal.

Use of a variety of exterior
building finishes and materials
reduced the perceived density of
this multi-family building.

Commercial Uses
1. Guideline:

For large-scale commercial buildings, the architectural design shall
maintain a human scale through variations in wall planes, a variety of
building materials, sharpened entry definition, varying roof planes, and
the creative layout of windows and other wall openings. Windowless
walls should be avoided on front facades or sides facing public ways.
Where large blank walls are unavoidable, changes in colors and building
materials or additional landscaping should be provided to soften the
visual effect. Dominant building colors and materials should be applied to
all sides of the building.

Action:

Encourage voluntary compliance through the site plan and building
review process when property is not zoned Planned Development or is
part of a special use permit. Strengthen language in Article 5.13, “Planned
Development Districts,” and Article 14.03, “Special Use Permit,” to
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require architectural elevations for new buildings with details on
proposed materials and colors.
2. Guideline:
Action:
3. Guideline:

Action:
4. Guideline:

Action:

Minimize parking areas in front yards or corner side yards.
Revise Article 12 of the UDO.
Increase the flexibility of the placement of landscaping within commercial
developments so it is site specific and soften the visual impact of larger
buildings, longer driveways, and large parking areas. For example,
landscape buffers can be established along street frontages regardless of
the size of adjacent parking areas or other buffering requirements. In
addition, landscaped corridors can be established along entry drives and
within parking rows, rather than simply at the end of parking rows. Such
additional landscaping can be established without hindering sight lines
between streets and buildings or streets and principal signage.
Revise Article 12 of the Unified Development Ordinance.
Ensure that building improvements in the “CBD” Central Business District
are compatible with the existing pattern of historic structures and open
spaces.
In the short term, consider the formulation of more detailed design
guidelines that are unique to DeKalb’s downtown area. Over the longer
term, consider the adoption of an historic preservation ordinance and
amend the advisory review procedures of the Landmark Commission.

Variations in
wall planes, a
variety of
building
materials,
varying roof
planes, and a
creative layout
of windows
help these
commercial
buildings
maintain a
human scale.
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Industrial Uses
1. Guideline:

Provide landscaped buffer areas between different types of industrial
uses, as well as between industrial and commercial uses, or between
industrial and residential uses. For example, in the light industrial zoning
districts a variety of retail and service uses can be established along with
more traditional manufacturing and industrial uses. Such uses may not be
compatible from a design standpoint, although they may be identified as
allowable uses in the Unified Development Ordinance.

Action:

Revise Article 7 and Article 12 of the Unified Development Ordinance to
bring landscaping requirements for PD-Industrial and “HI” Heavy
Industrial districts into line with the landscaping requirements for “ORI”
Office, Research, and “LI” Light Industrial zoning districts.

2. Guideline:

Consider the adoption of design criteria for industrial buildings in specific
corridors with high public visibility.

Action:

3. Guideline:
Action:
4. Guideline:

Action:

A developer’s voluntary submittal of conceptual site and architectural
plans for buildings in such highly travelled areas for Planning and Zoning
Commission review will invite detailed suggestions. Encourage voluntary
compliance through the site plan and building review process when
property is not zoned Planned Development or is part of a special use
permit. Strengthen language in Article 5.13, “Planned Development
Districts,” and Article 14.03, “Special Use Permit,” to require architectural
elevations for new buildings with details on proposed materials and
colors.
Flexibility should be allowed for the placement of perimeter landscaping
and should be provided for all parking lots regardless of size.
Revise Article 12 of the Unified Development Ordinance.
Provide bike path links and pedestrian sidewalks to and from industrial
lots so nearby commercial and residential neighborhoods can be more
connected.
Address as part of any annexation, subdivision, re-subdivision, or planned
development review.
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Trees shown on a rendering of the Meta Data Center will provide a buffer around the facility.

Public and Institutional Uses
1. Guideline:

Public, civic, and institutional buildings should provide green space and
landscaping in excess of conventional commercial developments.

Action:

Since capital allocations for public improvements typically go through a
public hearing process, site plans for development or redevelopment of
public and civic spaces should undergo rigorous scrutiny.

2. Guideline:
Action:

New public structures should be architecturally bold and serve as
community landmarks.
Fiscal constraints will typically restrain innovation in design and
construction. However, some economies can be found in noninstitutional exterior features such as pitched roofs, residential-style fixed
or operable windows, and natural, long-lasting materials such as wood,
masonry, or brick.
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3. Guideline:

Action:
4. Guideline:
Action:

Parking areas should be more visible through attractive directional and
lot signs. Low and articulated screening walls or landscape “fencing”
around public parking lots will offer a more pleasing street edge without
creating security problems.
Try to incorporate some phased lot improvements as part of the City’s
multi-year City capital plan.
Encourage more attractive City entryways.
Install distinctive, lighted, and landscaped entrance signs along each
arterial street leading into the City. Investigate more detailed zoning
restrictions for properties along well-defined corridors, in order to
moderate conflicting uses and promote more compatible uses over time.

Storm Water Detention Systems
1. Guideline:

Action:
2. Guideline:

Action:

Wet and dry detention ponds should be landscaped features, with
minimal rip-rap on side slopes and a natural shape rather than a standard
geometric shape.
During the site review process prior to Planning and Zoning Commission
consideration, the developer should consider such a project amenity.
Avoid development impacts in floodplain or flood-prone areas.

Prohibit building in undeveloped floodplain areas except for park and
recreational facilities, or where one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the
displaced flood storage is provided in an adjoining floodplain or floodway
area as approved by FEMA.
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Detention ponds should be a landscape feature with a natural shape, not a geometric shape.

Parking Lots
1. Guideline:

Action:
2. Guideline:

Action:

Parking areas significantly affect the look of a parcel or a neighborhood.
Perimeter screening or landscaping is desirable in all zoning districts. In
addition, landscaped islands raised at intermediate points in long parking
rows are recommended in larger parking lots.
Revise Article 12 of the Unified Development Ordinance.
Wherever possible, minimize parking spaces in front yards or corner side
yards in multiple family residence districts, commercial districts, and
industrial zoning districts.
Seek cooperation during the review of individual site plans.

3. Guideline:

Take into account all four seasons when planning parking lots to account
for snow storage, heavy rains, and autumn leaves.

Action:

Developers should be encouraged to provide landscaping that is tolerant
of salt and snow; to provide green space for snow storage; to select tree
varieties that shed minimal foliage; and to minimize storm water ponding
in driving aisles after hard rains that will inconvenience motorists and
pedestrians.
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4. Guideline:
Action:

In larger lots, pedestrian safety is an issue. Provide marked crossings to
warn drivers of pedestrians.
Address during plan review process.

5. Guideline:

In larger, planned commercial developments, encourage shared lots with
internal cross-easements to provide legal access between adjacent
parcels.

Action:

Implement on case-by-case basis during site plan and subdivision review.

Perimter landscape
screening should
be required around
parking lots in all
zoning districts,
while landscape
island should be
recommended in
large parking lots.

Signage
1. Guideline:

Action:
2. Guideline:

Action:

3. Guideline:

In planned commercial developments and integrated strip centers with
more than one lot, encourage monument-style signs where tenants share
a space on the sign.
Revise Article 13 of the Unified Development Ordinance for clarity on this
point.
For signs over ten feet in height, establish a stronger relationship
between the sign and the ground with landscaping or a more solid base
of materials that match the principal buildings in the development. This
will soften the visual transition between vertical and horizontal planes.

Revise Article 13 of the Unified Development Ordinance.

In the “CBD” Central Business District, the design of wall signs shall bear
some relation to the historical architectural features of the district.
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Action:

In the short term, consider the formulation of more detailed design
guidelines that are unique to DeKalb’s downtown area.

Monument-style sings are encouraged when ground signs are permitted.

Accessory Structures
1. Guideline:

Action:

2. Guideline:

Action:

Dumpster enclosures, utility sheds and other accessory structures should
be landscaped and designed to match the architecture, finish, durability,
and color of the building(s) they serve.

Give more attention to the design of such structures during the site plan
review process. Revise Article 7 of the Unified Development Ordinance.

Loading areas, outdoor storage, refuse enclosures, HVAC equipment,
drive-through queues, and other accessory uses should be located in the
side or rear yards whenever possible.

Promote attention to such details during the site plan review process. If
voluntary compliance is not routinely achieved, some revisions to the
Unified Development Ordinance may be necessary.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Olson, Dan
Joey Moore; Barnes, Cohen; Morris, Carolyn
Nicklas, Bill
RE: Comprehensive plan
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 5:36:00 PM
image001.png

Joey,
Thanks for your time and effort in reviewing the draft Comprehensive Plan. We appreciate your
comments. Objective #2 in the Residential Goals and Objectives section does encourage higher
density projects when approved as part of a Planned Development. These higher density projects
usually result in more affordable dwelling units. In addition, Objective #11 promotes affordability in
existing neighborhoods through consistent code enforcement.
The City has a 2022-2024 Financial Plan which encourages affordable housing and has policy
statements to achieve that goal (see link below – start on page 54).
https://www.cityofdekalb.com/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_03142022-2152 2022 -2024
Financial Plan
Although the draft Plan does not call for the specific annexation of Suburban Apartments, the City is
working with the County to improve the property for the long term.
Your comments will be taken into consideration and shared with the Planning and Zoning
Commission.
Thank You
Dan Olson, AICP | Planning Director
City of DeKalb | 164 E. Lincoln Highway | DeKalb, IL 60115
Phone: 815-748-2361
Email: dan.olson@cityofdekalb.com | Website: www.cityofdekalb.com

From: Joey Moore <joey.hager.moore@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2022 3:20 PM
To: Barnes, Cohen <Cohen.Barnes@cityofdekalb.com>; Morris, Carolyn
<Carolyn.Morris@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Olson, Dan <Dan.Olson@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: Comprehensive plan

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hello City Planner Olson, Mayor Barnes and Alderman Morris,
Thank you for sharing the comprehensive plan. I found all 72 pages really interesting (not
joking!) and read through it twice. I appreciate the huge amount of work that went into the
plan, and the considerations given to families like mine. We are a transplanted family, and
have been in DeKalb for 10 years. We are homeowners, employees, and parents. We love
living here and the many amenities offered to my family. I appreciate the proactive steps the
city is taking with this plan.

What I don't see addressed in the plan is a strong push for rehousing opportunities for current
Dekalb residents that are living in absolutely terrible conditions. A strong push for more
affordable housing and redevelopment of current structures is needed. I know the city has
taken some major steps recently, which I applaud. Continuing this work does not seem to be
reflected in the plan. When residents tell me that they cannot find open section 8 apartments
and are stuck living in places that are unkempt and unsafe I know that we as a community are
not doing all that we can. Can we add language that gives value to all of our Dekalb residents
quality of life, not just homeowners and those moving into new subdivisions?

I recognize that a large development, New Suburban Apartments, is outside of incorporated
DeKalb. I also noticed there have been many parcels that have been incorporated into the city.

Can you please share more where the city is with annexing this area into the city?
Without being in the city of Dekalb these residents are left out of many important
conversations.

I would love to be able to share my concerns and questions in person, unfortunately I am not
able to attend the 2 open sessions.

I pasted in the section of the plan where I think stronger language could be added to amplify
the voices of low income residents, and address many family's current housing situations.
Thank you for consideration!

Joey Moore
219 W Royal Dr.

_________________________
Goal: Promote the preservation of a safe, well-maintained, and affordable community housing
stock.
Objectives:
1. Preserve existing neighborhoods.
2. Review the density in new multifamily or high-density zoning districts. Consider
density allowances exceeding 12 units per acre to promote affordability while
encouraging open space. Open space in this context would not include rights-of-way or
parking lots but would include lawns, decorative planting areas, bikepaths, active or
passive recreational areas, fountains, swimming pools, wooded areas, water courses,
and retention areas. Developments exceeding 12 units per acre should only be
approved through the Planned Development process outlined in the UDO, which
enforces an abundance of public input.
3. Discourage the routing of traffic to and from multifamily developments through lower
density neighborhoods.
4. Link residential areas with a pedestrian/bicycle pathway system as new development
occurs. Provide sidewalks along through-streets in developed areas where they may not
already exist.
5. Again, in alignment with a more comprehensive set of urban design guidelines (see
Chapter Five), keep the scale of multifamily housing types small, with varied roof lines
and door and window shapes that replicate the architectural features of single- family
homes. In the planning process, reduce the perceived bulk and density of larger-scale
multiple family buildings through a variety of roof lines, diversity in finish materials,
façade articulation, and the spacing of buildings on site. If constructed next to detached
or attached single family residences, make the design of multifamily buildings
compatible with the bulk and scale of surrounding structures.
6. Integrate amenities and natural areas into the site plans of multifamily developments.
Provide sidewalk links to parking areas and building entries. Where possible, provide
bike paths to link areas with neighborhood shopping areas, schools or parks. Situate
open space and play areas at convenient distances from residences.
7. In the case of attached residences and multifamily structures, assure that garages do not
dominate the street side of the building.
8. In multifamily and townhouse developments, consider privacy in building arrangements
particularly with respect to the arrangement of bedroom windows on adjacent buildings
and the relationship of ground-level windows to parking areas.
9. Review all residential developments with appreciation for the requirements of public
safety agencies (e.g. Police, Fire, and Public Works).
10. Promote affordability in new subdivisions by encouraging the quality construction of
smaller, detached single family houses on lots nearer the regulatory minimum of 6,000 square
feet.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Moore
Olson, Dan
Nicklas, Bill
DeKalb Comprehensive Plan Meeting 6/30/22
Friday, July 1, 2022 12:53:28 PM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Dear Dan,
An informative, concise, easy-to-understand presentation yesterday. Thank you. I even stayed
up late to read the excellent draft materials!
A few thoughts/comments as a 52-year DeKalb resident and retired NIU
administrator/adviser/teacher. Since 2000 I have headed up the Kishwaukee Symphony
Associates, the support group for the KSO and I have always had the quality of life in DeKalb in
my mind and heart. I am hopeful/optimistic that with your leadership team at the helm we will
see much of the comp plan coming to fruition sooner rather than "later."
Here goes:
With the demolition of abandoned and decaying buildings and the addition of green
space, parks, trails, bike paths, and interconnectivity of new and old neighborhoods,
forward movement can be realized.
Maintenance, maintenance, maintenance of properties--so important!
If NIU faculty and their families would choose to reside here, what a boon that would be
to our community and schools. Hello, NIU?
Delighted that ag will not be compromised any more than it already has been.
Building/rebuilding from the core out is definitely the way to go.
Progress has been made to reign in landlords whose interests are not in DeKalb's best
interests. Keep it up!
Opportunity DeKalb sounds like a ray of sunshine for an area that is brimming with
possibilities--minus the criminals ...
Can you really keep the semis away from downtown?
Glad that you are addressing architecture and zoning. Aesthetics, like the murals, are a
people magnet.
DeKalb offers a bucolic alternative to urban/suburban life and should be treasured and
promoted. Hail the corn!
Onward and upward and Happy 4th of July!
Gretchen Moore
531 College Terrace

815-758-6397

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden Hess
Olson, Dan
City Comprehensive Plan
Wednesday, July 6, 2022 11:49:39 PM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hello Mr. Olson. I would attend one of the meetings over the comprehensive plan but
unfortunately I have to work during the time of both meetings, otherwise I would certainly
attend. As I cannot attend I have elected to directly contact on you to address the clear issue
with the new comprehensive plan. It lacks possibly one of the biggest issues that plagues
Dekalb, our lack of connection with Chicago. We are situated right next to one of the largest
cities in America but our only connection with the city is through car, which is a serious issue.
To ensure a strong future for Dekalb we need to bring Metra operations to Dekalb. Practically
nothing is preventing this from happening except money, which there is plenty of with all of
these pro-infrastructure floating around our government. The expansion of Metra to Dekalb
would benefit those who work in Chicago by allowing them to easily commute, NIU students
by giving them a easy connection between Dekalb and the city (where many of them reside),
and just about every other Dekalb resident by giving them a transit option that can be used for
both buisness and pleasure. To give Dekalb a secure future I urge you to look into the
expansion of the Metra train to Dekalb.
-A concerned resident.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Deck
Olson, Dan
Comment from the community
Thursday, July 7, 2022 2:22:11 PM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
HelloI read in the Chronicle you are desiring comments from the community for the comprehensive
plan. I live in Sycamore, been a resident in town for 22 years. Plus I went to NIU back in the
early ‘90’s too.
I applaud all the industry DeKalb is bringing to town. The major screw up DeKalb did, and it
did in somewhat secret, was back when Cabrini Green and Robert Taylor in Chicago was
being shutdown. DeKalb brought those residents and their gang problems to town. Hence our
gang, drug, gun, etc problems in the community/county now and especially in the Annie
Glidden North area you are trying to revitalize. I’m all for giving someone a fresh start but
when that fresh start just brings turmoil to everyone else, lets think first about what really
matters.
Keep up bringing jobs and modernization for the good. Just think everything thru before
decisions are made please. The community would appreciate it.
Thank you.

Melanie E. Deck
m.deck@me.com
Sycamore, IL

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Fischer
Olson, Dan
AGN Project
Thursday, July 7, 2022 10:31:06 AM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hello Dan,
While both plans look excellent, I would prefer the "Healthy Home" proposal because it
focuses more on permanent residents than the more transient university students.
Thanks for offering feedback opportunities.
Doug

City of DeKalb
Next Decade of Development
To:
Dan Olson
Planning Director
City of DeKalb
Dear Mr. Olson,
I appreciate having the opportunity to provide input regarding the next decade of
development for the City of DeKalb. Unfortunately, my flight gets into Midway at 3:00pm on
Thursday. So, not enough time to get back for the meeting.
Having lived in DeKalb for 34 years, my wife and I feel strongly that DeKalb has great
potential but requires the commitment of its elected officials, governmental bodies and
those of us who live and work in the community to understand what it means to secure a
dynamic, exciting and safe place in which a diverse population can live and flourish.
Obviously, looking into the future is not an easy thing to do. That said, it’s a necessary task
if we are to exert any form of influence and achieve a positive outcome.
After reading through the development draft, it seems clear that a great deal of thought has
gone into looking at what DeKalb can do to ensure that it provides a welcoming
environment for individuals and families to call “home”. I would point out, however, that
supporting an environment that seeks to elevate all of its citizens regardless of ethnicity,
religious affiliation, gender identity and sexual preference, financial wherewithal, and yes,
even political affiliation takes a great deal of courage and a profound commitment. In fact,
unless equality in concept and fact are at the very core of the city planning process,
everything that evolves in that process will be rooted in some form of exclusion or
favoritism.
I am particularly concerned that The Plan deal with the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Our apparent willingness to accept the percentage DeKalb’s population that lives at
or below the poverty line.
The lack of life-affirming, meaningful jobs.
The lack of affordable, quality rental units.
The lack of affordable homes for low and middle-income individuals and families.
Relying on a single developer to build the majority of new apartment complexes.
Allowing substandard, unsafe housing to exist anywhere within the city.
Supporting large companies whose employees work in DeKalb but can’t afford to
live in DeKalb (unless in section 8 housing).
Supporting commercial developers who undermine local entrepreneurs, then pull
up stakes once the “locals” are out of business.

Let me also address one part of the housing issue. Why do we think developers are more
interested in building homes in Sycamore versus building homes in DeKalb? Certainly, both
are lovely communities. If I am to be completely honest, I would have to say that
developers do not see communities with diverse populations as being particularly viable
for the clients they hope to attract. We need to convince them otherwise. Diversity is a
wonderful thing that needs to be celebrated and viewed as a real strength. There are lots of
people who prefer to live in homogeneous gated communities. There is a larger group of
people who want to live in an exciting environment with people of all colors and
persuasions. Let’s go after that group. That’s where the future is.
City planners have a huge effect on how communities evolve and prosper. I think DeKalb
has a great future. In order to achieve that great future, a great plan has to be devised and
implemented. Again, not an easy thing to do. Everyone has their own ideas and preferences.
That said, if all of us are willing to listen to our neighbors and put aside some of our own
self-interest in favor of seeing the larger picture, our friends, children and grand-children
will find DeKalb to be an outstanding place to live.
Sincerely,
David McCleary
12 Greenwood Ct.
DeKalb, IL 60115

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

pccallighan@comcast.net
Olson, Dan
Nicklas, Bill
2022 Land Use Plan
Monday, July 18, 2022 11:04:55 AM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hi Dan,
My compliments on the very well thought out proposed 2022 Land Use Plan presented at the
recent meeting I attended. I feel it appropriately captures the significant recent changes and
interest in industrial development along the south and east side of the city (the I-88 corridor
and Peace Road). I was pleased to see that it takes into account the significant reserve of
existing planned residential lots available in the city and suggests openness to various
approaches of construction for affordability and variety. Other highlights of interest to me
were:
Attention to entrance corridors to the city for good first impressions
Continued use of resources to address the Annie Glidden North area
Flexibility for redevelopment of older commercial areas to adapt to new trends
The “Urban Design” guideline and action section (chapter 5) with some very
specific steps to follow
I believe the update presented is a step in the right direction as DeKalb experiences significant
economic growth. I look forward to seeing a final version based on the community input you
received.
Paul Callighan
Email: pccallighan@comcast.net
Cell Phone: 815-262-6953

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Feldman
Olson, Dan
Comp Plan Workship 2 follow up
Monday, July 18, 2022 2:23:53 PM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hey Dan:
Thanks for hosting the workshops on the Comp Plan. The abbreviated time allotted only
allowed a fraction of the discussion that the plan merited -- and scheduling BOTH sessions
during common work hours certainly doesn't foster much input. Nonetheless, I'm glad we were
able to ask about a few things. I loved hearing some of the impassioned presentations on
monarch butterfly habitats and sustainable lawn care and was sad to have these
progressive ideas sluffed off as irrelevant.
The city manager indicated Thursday this was primarily a "land use" document -- does this
mean that you'll be deleting the sections on the other topics -- because there is much that
seems to be omitted or clarified -- and found in other communities' comprehensive plans.
A very wise community member observed: once the color charts hit such documents, it
suggests that no further significant input is being sought, but maybe there's time to sneak in a
few more ideas that future citizens of DeKalb will read in another 17 years!
My quick review of the P & Z Meeting Agenda for tonight failed to find a discussion of the
Comp Plan included -- despite your indication on Thursday that the commission would be
further scrutinizing the plan tonight.
If there is a delay in that presentation -- might the inclusion of written comments and questions
still remain timely?
Thanks!

Road to a Resilient Creative City of DeKalb:
Comments for the Comprehensive Plan
Discussion
Submitted by Dan Kenney
July 2022

Introduction
We cannot build a city for the 21st century and beyond with 19th and 20th century thinking. The
problems and decline apparent in our urban centers, peri-urban cities, and rural towns leave no
doubt that the urban planning approaches of the past have failed to adapt and meet the
changing needs of the present. The approach of previous generations that focused on growth
now and pay later is catching up with us. Today, generations old infrastructure is costing
today’s money to maintain long after the short-term cash gains have dwindled. Thus, previous
approaches to planning have led to increasing costs while we also have declining values leaving
the present generation holding the bag. Now, the seemingly only alternative left for the present
planners is seeking constant growth. This allows further sleep walking into the future. The
current scenario like the former scenario that got us into the present predicament is to take
today’s short-term cash gains and enables each generation to kick the cost of the past growth
down the road a little further to future generations. It is apparent we are caught in a slow
constant decline. What social commentator and author James Kunstler describes as a “longemergency,” an ongoing breakdown of the complicated mechanisms that enable modern life.
The 2022 comprehensive plan that is adopted should seek to harness the people’s imagination
and talents. It is an opportunity to move beyond definitive answers to an “ideas bank” of
possibilities from which innovations can continually emerge.
Part of the faulty planning of the past is where the public sector leads, and everything is built to
a finished state. When we build all at once to a finished state, and when public sector takes the
risk and leads the way on new development, then what is “built is designed to decline.” This
approach leads to projects that lack adaptability. In complex ecosystems growth is
incrementally, not in sudden bursts.
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For example, the current major apartment building projects are built for the current trends and
needs, however they are not built for the future environment. They also lack in creativity and
flexibility to allow for adaption to changing needs. They are in the mold of the old. What if there
were requirements in place for the use of solar panels, or public gathering spaces that are not
tied to a business or require purchase or rent to make use of. History has taught when cities
and neighborhoods have thriving public spaces, residents have a strong sense of community.
What if the DeKalb Plaza or the new Agora had a public fountain with trees and benches, and
tables for any one to gather, without having to be a resident or a customer? What if the
buildings were designed with a sense of aesthetics instead of cookie cutter design that is
planned for the bottom line?
The development of a city is a journey without an endpoint. This type of path and approach is in
tension with some individuals, organizations, businesses who are in it for their short-term gain
which conflicts with the long-term objective of the community. If the city is to endure, the
individual competing objectives must be harmonized so they do not undermine the community.
Again, the ecosystem provides a model for our issues related to development. Nature is all
about the long-term survival of its micro- ecosystem.
“Problems have solutions and predicaments have outcomes.” Wrote economic researcher and
author of The Crash Course. He continues, “The situation (of current municipalities) has moved
beyond a problem into a full-blown predicament. We need to stop trying to come up with
solutions and instead shift to a conversation about managing the outcomes.”
Our current complex system of municipal co-habitation limits our abilities to predict the future.
Yet, modern public policy and urban planning relies on predictions. Nassim Taleb, a wall street
trader and author and philosopher writes in his book, The Black swan, “with complex systems,
interdependencies are severe. You need to think in terms of ecology. “
Macro and micro ecosystems teach there are no large answers from outside the system, only
innumerable small gradual adaptions to ever changing circumstances. And so, it is with our city.
The problems we face, the predicaments we find ourselves in, is so intertwined and
multifaceted they must be approached incrementally and from within each community and not
imposed from the outside.
Thus, the following suggestions are humbly submitted to the comprehensive plan discussion in
hope of instilling a seed of perspective that will help guide the effort toward a successful
flexible open plan that enables future generations to adapt it to the changing world and enable
them to not only endure but prevail.
July 22, 2022
“Successful blocks beget successful neighborhoods. Prosperous neighborhoods make up
a prosperous city. A strong and stable state is an assembly of strong and stable cities.”
-

Charles L. Marohn
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Land Use and Policies
Land is a finite resource that we need to steward. Land is an ecological resource, but it is also a
social resource. Land should not be treated simply as a private commodity.
Please consider these possible policy or guiding approaches to land use:
•

•
•

•

The land at our city edges and any redevelopment which takes place within the city
boundaries must be used productively. This means the activity taking place on the land
needs to be able to produce enough wealth to support the infrastructure and services
needed for that place to continue to exist and thrive in the long-term. Just as in a
natural ecosystem nothing is wasted, and every inch is always involved in producing and
adding to the whole.
In-fill should be a prioritization over expansion on the edges of the City.
When making city owned land available for potential development, whether inside the
existing city or on the outskirts, special attention should be paid to making it available to
all levels of investors. Making small plots available for small investors instead of selling
off very large tracts that only a few investors could afford to purchase.
Sprawl should be avoided at the city edges. Many studies show that even at the most
conservative level, Harvard scholars Alan Altshuler and Jose Gomez-Ibanez, found that
sprawl development at the edge of cities typically will be about 5 to 10 percent more
expensive than well planned more compact developments. (Regulations for Revenue.
Washington D.C., Brookings Institution, 1993, 62-76)

•

Focus should be on walkability and urbanism which are about fitting as much as possible within
walking distance. The City of DeKalb should treat land as the most precious resource. Never
waste land or street space. Build real parks instead of just greenspace. Create a place that is
enjoyable and interesting, a space that encourages entrepreneurship.

•

Preserving land for productive greenspace such as urban gardens, sculpture gardens,
street art, and arboretums.

Include Food Systems Planning and Other Plans
I urge the City of DeKalb to include the existing plans into the comprehensive plan rather
than as stand-alone reports. The Annie Glidden Neighborhood Revitalization Plan should be
a chapter in the comprehensive plan. Also, the Citizen’s Environmental Commission
Sustainability Plan should be a part of the over all comprehensive plan for the city.
Also, the County Food Security Council will be developing a Local Food Security System Plan
which should be included as an addendum or chapter in the comprehensive plan.
3

Land use policies, social connectivity, health and well-being of City residents should include
a section of the plan for food systems planning.
Food system planning is concerned with improving a community’s food system. A food
System is usually understood to be a chain of activities connecting food production,
processing, distribution, consumption, and waste management. Food is a necessity; along
with air, water, and shelter. Yet only in recent years have food systems been a focus of
serious professional planning interest.
An article in a recent Journal of the American Planning Association, entitled “Planning for
Regional Food Equity” (Vol. 87, No. 3), relates findings of a study that examined how 47
regional plans address food equity.
Drawing on a sample of 549 regional plans resulting from a national search, just 47 met the
criteria of the authors. These 47 were the only plans that described future land use and
issues related to food systems. However, those like the Chicago Metropolitan Planning
Association have included food security and food systems in their plans.
Community food systems planning is the collaborative planning process of developing and
implementing local and regional land-use, economic development, public health,
transportation, and environmental programs and policies to:
1) Preserve existing and support new opportunities for local urban agriculture.
2) Promote sustainable agriculture and food production practices.
3) Support local and regional food value chains and related infrastructure involved in the
packaging and distribution of food.
4) Facilitate community food security, or equitable physical and economic access to safe,
nutritious, culturally appropriate, and sustainably grown food at all times across a
community, especially among vulnerable populations.
5) Support and promote good nutrition and health.
6) Facilitate the reduction of solid food related waste and develop or manage a reuse,
recovery, recycling, and disposal system for food waste and related packaging.

Healthy, sustainable local and regional food systems bring economic, environmental, and social
benefits to local communities. Planning for local food systems helps maintain and grow
economic opportunities in the food sectors through jobs and production, food processing, food
transport, marketing, distribution, retail, and other food related areas.
Planning to promote better access to and availability of healthy, fresh food impacts health at
both the individual and community level, as does attention to community food security and
equitable food access issues. Educating and engaging local residents in community food
systems can improve health outcomes, increase social capital, strengthen sense of place and
community character, and offer entrepreneurial opportunities.
4

The inclusion of food issues in a comprehensive plan helps connect food systems with land use,
transportation, economic development, natural resources, health, and other elements of local
policy and planning.
Three zoning changes that boost local food security include:
1) Use explicit agricultural terms in zoning code to permit food production. The national
Healthy Food Project has created a draft guide for municipalities to assist in articulating
agricultural terminology for zoning codes.
2) Allow temporary and small structure buildings for agriculture. Such as permitting
greenhouses, hoop houses, and other smaller structures intended for urban and
semiurban farming and small animal husbandry is crucial for the efficient use of farming
spaces.
3) Permit on-site sale of produce. On-site sale of produce significantly improves food
access for consumers and helps food producers access to markets without costly
transportation fees and equipment. Kansas City’s zoning code, for example, allows the
direct sale or donation of “whole, uncut fresh food and / or horticulture products grown
in home gardens, community gardens, and land managed under community supported
agriculture model.” Clarifying zoning codes regarding food sales significantly decreases
uncertainty and concern among food producers about violating zoning laws and
encourages more urban agriculture and food-secure communities.
- Adapted from a 8/5/2021 article by Gina Hervey
Of the American Planning Association

Closing
Many of the challenges we see today can be attributed to land use planning and engineering
mistakes made in America throughout the 20th century. Those decisions have dislocated our
workplaces and daily routines from our neighborhoods and home lives. Our transportation
systems and public spaces over time come to reflect our societal values and then set those
values for future generations.
The future challenges of cities are not just about the advent of high-tech vehicles, apps, or even
traditional transportation. The ground is shifting beneath us, and whether we’re talking about
energy or healthcare or climate, the landscape is evolving more quickly than we can even begin
to anticipate. This is why we can not follow technology just for the sake of technology alone.
We must use the momentum of technological change as a force to help us create places that
celebrate life.
We need to look wholistically at what cities and their systems will look like by 2032 and beyond.
There are many things we do not know, and innovations and new business models we’re not
aware of, from biosynthesis to virtual reality and holographic imaging to three dimensional (3D) printing, food printing, and artificial intelligence. All of these innovations will have profound
5

effects on how people live, work, and play in the future, as well as the amount of time that is
spent on these activities.
Looking at technological trends in some major areas of potential disruption – renewable
energy, urban aquaponic and vertical food production, local 3-D printing of products, online
education, or automation of today’s more mundane human jobs and tasks – there are a few
common threads. We continued trends toward dramatically increased efficiency, decentralized
production, and smaller carbon footprints. Together, these trends have the potential to
decentralize production of goods, food, and energy, allowing for less travel and more local
investment, and even greater self-sufficiency.
So what will our lives look like in 2032 and beyond? After reading and listening to a lot of
futurists, economists, and theorists, and urbanists, it seems that we will lead very different lives
day-to-day, and they may be more fulfilling and fun. The production of many “things” will likely
decentralize to our homes and communities through the 3-D printing of cloud -based technical
schematics that rely on locally produced raw materials. Humans will no longer drive cars in
cities, making all forms of transportation safer, especially biking and walking. Energy production
will shift from today’s utility-driven model with central production and distribution to
predominantly decentralized renewable energy production, especially solar, at the point of
usage. Batteries will allow storage off-peak and the ability to meet demand at peak through a
peer-to-peer electrical grid in each neighborhood.
These predictions become less absurd because we can see nascent versions of these
innovations already rapidly taking hold, and many are on the cusp of becoming integral to our
daily lives. For example, a recent visit to the Meta Construction site, as I walked up to the
building there were about 8 Teslas lined up and all plugged into charging stations. Or with
energy, we are now seeing more money being invested in renewable energies than the
traditional fossil fuels. The International Energy Agency estimates that solar will be the largest
source of energy by 2050. I think it may be sooner.
It's easy to see the future as an over-whelming technological ecosystem, as complex and
unwieldy as it is incomprehensible.
In the near future, social entrepreneurs in the public and private sectors will need to partner
more than ever before for the sake of positive change and for the public good, rather than
exploitive profiting. This shift will require more open-minded people in positions of power, less
dogma and more data, fewer silos, and instead a focus on public service.
Now is the time for us to stretch our abilities and expectations, grab on to the change that is
happening, and have the courage to push and mold that change for the greater good. Working
together with intentionality, creatively, and with a sense of fearlessness and risk-taking can we
harness the best of what humans are capable of to forge a better future for all our children.
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Resources and References
101 Small Ways You Can Improve Your City - Smart Growth Online
American Planning Association. www.planning.org

The Timeless Way of Building and A Pattern Language by Christopher Alexander
Making a Place for Community: Local Democracy in a Global Era by Gar Alperovitz,
David Imbroscio, Thad Williamson.
The Just City by Susan S. Fainstein
Asset Building and Community Development by Gary Paul Green and Anna Haines 3rd edition
Third-Sector Development: Making Up for the Market by Christopher Gunn
The Town That Food Saved: How One Community Found Vitality In Local Food by Ben Hewitt
Start-up City by Gabe Klein
The Creative City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators by Charles Landry 2nd Edition
Caught In the Middle: America’s Heartland In the Age of Globalism by Richard C. Longworth
The Divided City: Poverty and Prosperity in Urban America by Allan Mallach
Strong Towns: A Bottom-Up Revolution to Rebuild American Prosperity by Charles L. Marohn
Celebrating the Third Place: Inspiring Stories about the “Great Good Places” at the Heart of
Our Communities by Ray Oldenburg
How to Turn a Place Around: A Handbook for Creating Successful Public Spaces by Project for
Public Spaces, Inc.
The Local Economy Solution: How Innovative, Self-Financing “Pollinator” Enterprises Can
Grow Jobs and Prosperity by Michael H. Shuman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Fischer
Olson, Dan
Re: AGN Project
Monday, August 1, 2022 11:35:12 AM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Hi Dan,
I've finally gotten around to viewing the Comprehensive Plan presentation. Very well done.
My input is to provide built in Chess tables in parks and public spaces. There's one at that nice
park
over by Cornerstone School and public works property (sorry, don't know the name, it has a
paved path around a lake). The seats are not oriented properly with the built in board table.
I hear this is very popular in New York. It's a fun, challenging game and involves/promotes
mental health.
It's also an opportunity to get people of different generations together. And of course it fits
well with the academic aspect of Dekalb.
Certainly nothing critical, but perhaps this could be incorporated into the plan.
Thanks, in advance, for your consideration.
Best Regards,
Doug
On Thu, Jul 21, 2022 at 5:18 PM Doug Fischer <reachdougfischer@gmail.com> wrote:
Dan, thanks for the information. Unfortunately I have another meeting that night. I did see
though that the open houses were recorded so I’ll be sure to check those out. Stay awesome!
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 21, 2022, at 2:52 PM, Olson, Dan <Dan.Olson@cityofdekalb.com>
wrote:

Doug,

The City Council will be having a public discussion of the NW corner of
Blackhawk Rd. and Hilcrest Dr. and the AGN area next Monday at 6:00PM at
the Library. I provided a link below to the agenda (agenda item, J.1).

https://www.cityofdekalb.com/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_072520222213

Dan Olson, AICP | Planning Director
City of DeKalb | 164 E. Lincoln Highway | DeKalb, IL 60115
Phone: 815-748-2361
Email: dan.olson@cityofdekalb.com | Website: www.cityofdekalb.com

<image001.png>

From: Olson, Dan
Sent: Thursday, July 7, 2022 4:48 PM
To: Doug Fischer <reachdougfischer@gmail.com>
Cc: Nicklas, Bill <bill.nicklas@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: RE: AGN Project

Doug,

Thanks for your e-mail. The update to the Comprehensive Plan incorporates the
recommendations of the AGN Plan. Your comments will be shared with the
Planning and Zoning Commission.

The City Council will be scheduling some workshop sessions in the next few
weeks to discuss the redevelopment of the Hillcrest/Blackhawk Area. There will
be opportunities for public input at that time. Check our website for
announcements on those workshops. https://www.cityofdekalb.com/

Dan Olson, AICP | Planning Director
City of DeKalb | 164 E. Lincoln Highway | DeKalb, IL 60115

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maylan Dunn-Kenney
Olson, Dan
Comprehensive Plan (comment)
Thursday, August 11, 2022 9:01:00 AM

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT CLICK on links or
open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
I would like to see the City of DeKalb be more environmentally conscious by observing the state law pertaining to
Natural Resources Inventory and by passing more ordinances supporting green infrastructure (clean energy, bike
paths, etc.).
Maylan Dunn-Kenney
DeKalb resident

Sent from my iPhone

RE: Comments for Public Hearing re City of DeKalb Comprehensive Plan
TO: City of DeKalb
FROM: Anita Zurbrugg, DeKalb Township, DeKalb IL anitamzurbrugg@gmail.com
DATE: August 11, 2022
In my cursory reading of the preliminary draft of the City of DeKalb 2022
Comprehensive Plan Update, I am disappointed to find that the Plan Update does
not include valuable information and recommendations from the 2020 Upper
South Branch Kishwaukee River Watershed Improvement Plan. This plan was
created with input from the City of DeKalb and formally approved by the City of
DeKalb in 2020. The City of DeKalb falls within the Upper South Branch
Kishwaukee River Watershed.
The Watershed Improvement Plan includes an Action Plan with programmatic and
site-specific recommendations that are directly pertinent to the City of DeKalb. To
that end, I strongly encourage that the City’s Comprehensive Plan Update does
the following:
• Include considerations and recommendations that are pertinent to the City
of DeKalb from the Upper South Branch Kishwaukee River Watershed
Improvement Plan.
• Encourage and incorporate green infrastructure planning, conservation
design and low impact development
• Encourage and incorporate ordinance and policy recommendations
The Upper South Branch Kishwaukee River Watershed Improvement Plan
Executive Summary can be found here:
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/ad72b24c-4f7e-4d77-82303eb531c0b945/USB%20Kishwaukee%20Executive%20Summary.pdf
The full watershed plan can be found here:
https://dekalbcountywatersheds-il.org/upper-south-branch-plan
For additional information, feel free to contact me or Dean Johnson, DeKalb
County Soil & Water Conservation District, 815-756-3234, ext 3;
dean.johnson@il.nacdnet.net

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT
August 11, 2022
TO:

DeKalb Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Dan Olson, Planning Director

RE:

Text Amendments to Chapter 23 of the Municipal Code - Unified
Development Ordinance – Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm)City of DeKalb

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
The City of DeKalb is proposing text amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance
(UDO) to add solar energy generation facilities (solar farms) into the code. The use is
proposed to be added as a special use in the “HI” Heavy Industrial District. In addition,
amendments to Article 7.16 “Solar Energy Systems” are proposed to create a definition
for solar energy generation facilities (solar farms) and also establish development
standards.
The specific amendments to the UDO are as follows:
1. Amend Article 5.12 “HI” Heavy Industrial District to add “solar energy generation
facility (solar farm)” as a special use.
The proposed amendment adds “solar energy generation facility (solar farm)” to
the list of special uses in the “HI” District. The use is consistent with the other
special uses in the “HI” District and less intrusive than many. The solar farm
approved along the north side of Gurler Road, east of S. 1st in 2021 was included
in the Planned Development (PD-I) Ordinance approved for the site. The staff
believes it is appropriate to establish the use in the UDO and create associated
standards since there may be additional requests in the future.
2. Amend Article 7.16 “Solar Energy Systems” by creating the use “Solar Energy
Generation Facility (Solar Farm)” and adding the following definition: A Solar
Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm) is a commercial facility that converts solar
energy into electrical energy for the interconnection with the power grid primarily

for off-site energy consumption. A solar energy generation facility (solar farm) is
the principal land use for the parcel on which it is located.
The definition of “Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm)” is distinguished
from other solar energy systems already established in the UDO which are
intended for producing electrical energy for on-site use (e.g. homes and
businesses).
3. Add Article 7.16.15 Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm) and the
following standards:
a.

All aspects and components of a solar energy generation facility (solar
farm), except fences and overhead transmission lines, shall be setback a
minimum of 50 feet from any property line or street right-of-way. A minimum
setback of 100 feet shall be maintained to any residential zoned property.

b.

All aspects and components of a solar energy generation facility (solar
farm), except overhead transmission lines, shall have a maximum height of
15 feet.

c.

Fencing is not required however if installed it shall not exceed eight (8) feet
in height and may be located in any yard. Barbed wire fencing is not allowed.

d.

Any lighting shall be installed for security and safety purposes only. All
lighting shall be shield so that no glare extends beyond the boundaries of
the facility.

e.

All areas occupied by the solar farm that are not utilized for access to
operate or maintain the solar farm shall be planted and maintained with
native grasses or other vegetation for the purpose of soil stabilization or
other method recommended by the City Engineer. The solar farm
owner/operator shall provide for weed control in a manner that prevents the
spread of weeds onto adjacent agricultural land.

f.

A Decommissioning Plan shall be provided and include, but not limited to,
the following requirements:
1. The Decommissioning Plan shall be triggered and complied with at any
point that the solar panels are not actively generating energy being
transmitted to the electrical grid for a period of at least one hundred and
eighty (180) consecutive days.
2. Upon the occurrence of the first requirement, the owner/operator shall
have six (6) months to comply with the Decommissioning Plan and to
fully remove the solar energy generation facilities from the property.
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3. Provisions for removal of all structures and foundations, and the
restoration of soil and vegetation to usable farmland.
4. An engineer’s estimate of probable cost (“EOPC”) for the costs
associated with decommissioning.
5. Provision of sufficient security (i.e., a bond, irrevocable letter of credit,
or escrow posting) in the form and content acceptable to the City
Manager to secure the costs of decommissioning and site restoration.
These standards were developed after review of other solar energy
ordinances (e.g. DeKalb County and Rochelle) along with the standards for
the approved solar farm along Gurler Road and the language in the lease
approved for the City-owned site along Pleasant St.
RECOMMENDATION
Sample Motion:
Based on the submitted petition and testimony presented, I move the Planning and
Zoning Commission recommend to the City Council approval of text amendments to the
Unified Development Ordinance regarding solar energy generation facilities (solar farms)
as indicated in Exhibit A of this staff report.
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EXHIBIT A

5.12 “HI” Heavy Industrial District
5.12.01 Purpose and Intent
This section contains the district regulations of the “HI” Heavy Industrial District. These regulations are
supplemented and qualified by additional general regulations appearing elsewhere in this Ordinance which are
incorporated as a part of this section by reference. The “HI” Heavy Industrial District is intended to be located
in selected areas so that its permitted and special uses' noise, vibration, smoke, dust, toxic or noxious
materials odors, fire, explosive, glare, heat, and other hazardous characteristics are not detrimental to the rest
of the community.
5.12.02 Permitted Land Uses and Developments of the “HI” Heavy Industrial District
The following land uses are permitted in this district:
Any use permitted in the “LI” Light Industrial District;
Accessory uses;
Any use whose primary purpose includes the heavy manufacturing, fabrication, assembly (does not
include disassembly), processing or treatment of goods and services, including but not limited to:
boats,
construction equipment,
containers and storage units,
motor vehicles and engines,
paints, inks,
stoneware, earthware;
Data Center;
Railroad switching yards; and
Self-service storage facility, exterior unit access (see Article 7.21) (2022-002);
Self-service storage facility, interior unit access. (2018-008)
5.12.03 Special Land Uses and Developments of the “HI” Heavy Industrial District
The following land uses and developments may be permitted under conditions and requirements specified in
Article 14, “Permits.”
Animal slaughtering, meat packing, or rendering facilities;
Any use whose primary purpose includes the heavy manufacturing, fabrication, assembly, disassembly,
processing or treatment of goods and services, including but not limited to:
concrete, asphalt, cement,
motor vehicles and engines,
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Bulk fuel distribution or storage;
Distillery;
Extraction of raw materials from the earth and processing thereof;
Firearm Retailers / Firearm Dealers - regardless of size (See Article 7.19 regulations);
Firing Range, both indoor or outdoor (See Article 7.19 regulations);
Junkyards, salvage yards, vehicle wrecking yards conducted within an enclosed building or surrounded
by a solid sight-proof fence not less than ten (10) feet in height, or the height of the materials being
screened, whichever is greater, and where no materials shall be piled or stacked to a height in excess of
fifteen (15) feet above the ground level.
Manufacturing and processing of flammable liquids, gases, explosives, chemicals, acids, fertilizers;
Penal, correctional, and other institutions necessitating restraint of inhabitants;
Petroleum refining or storage;
Recycling centers;
Retail Tobacco Stores (see Article 7.17);
Sanitary landfills, solid waste transfer stations, composting, energy reclamation facilities, recycling
plants, incinerators, and similar solid waste management facilities, but excluding hazardous or
radioactive waste disposal;
Solar energy generation facility (solar farm) (see Article 7.16)
Steel mills, foundries, forges, and smelters;
Storage of hazardous substances as the principal use of the property; and
Sulfur and rubber reclamation plants.
5.12.04 Density and Dimensional Regulations of the “HI” Heavy Industrial District
1. Minimum Lot Area: Except as required for residential dwellings, no minimum lot area is established
for permitted and special land uses in the HI District, however, lot dimensions shall be sufficient to
meet other requirements of this Section and Article 12, “Off-Street Parking and Loading
Requirements.”
2. Building Setback Requirements: Except as provided for in Article 7, “Supplementary District
Regulations,” the following setback requirements apply to buildings in the HI District.
a. Front Yard: No principal building shall be allowed within forty (40) feet of any front lot line or a
street right- of-way line.
b. Side Yard: No building setback is required from a side lot line, except for a lot which abuts a
residence district or upon an alley separating this lot from a residence district. Under these
circumstances, no principal building shall be allowed within one hundred (100) feet of the side
lot line. See Article 7, “Supplementary District Regulations” for screening requirements.
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c.

Rear Yard: No building setback is required from a rear lot line, except for a lot which abuts a
residence district or upon an alley separating this lot from a residence district. Under these
circumstances, no principal building shall be allowed within one hundred (100) feet of the rear
lot line. See Article 7, “Supplementary District Regulations” for screening requirements.

3. Maximum Site Coverage: There is no limitation on site coverage in the HI District.
4. Building Height Limitations: No building shall exceed six (6) stories or seventy-five (75) feet in height,
except as provided in Article 7, “Supplementary District Regulations,” and as provided in paragraph
5 below.
5. Building Height Exceptions: By Special Use Permit (see Article 14, “Permits”), or as part of a
“Planned Development,” buildings may exceed building height limitations, subject to the following
building setback requirement:
a. Front Yard: The required building setback shall be increased by one (1) foot for each two (2)
feet, or portion thereof, of increased building height, provided, however, that no setback from a
front lot right-of-way line need ever exceed 150 feet.
b. Side Yard: The required building setback shall be increased by one (1) foot for each two (2) feet,
or portion thereof, of increased building height, provided, however, that no side yard setback
need ever exceed fifty (50) feet.
c.

Rear Yard: The required building setback shall be increased by one (1) foot for each two (2) feet,
or portion thereof, of increased building height, provided, however, that no setback from the rear
lot line need ever exceed fifty (50) feet.

5.12.05 Other Development Regulations for the “HI” Heavy Industrial District
The following list references the appropriate Articles of this Ordinance which specify the other regulations
governing development in this district.
1. “Overlay District Regulations”: Article 6
2. “Supplementary District Regulations”: Article 7
3. “Streets, Sidewalks and Subdivision Design”: Article 9
4. “Utilities”: Article 10
5. “Floodways, Floodplains, Storm Drainage and Erosion”: Article 11
6. “Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements”: Article 12
7. “Signs”: Article 13
5.12.03 Conditions of Use
Depending on sewage collection and treatment requirements, a developer or business shall verify the
adequacy of said system with the Kishwaukee Water Reclamation District prior to applying for a building or
occupancy permit.
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7.16 Solar Energy Systems (SES) Ordinance
7.16.01 Purpose and Intent

1. This ordinance is intended to promote the safe and efficient construction, installation, and operation
of solar energy systems as alternative means of renewable energy production in the City of DeKalb.
The ordinance also seeks to protect the health and well-being of those residing or working in close
proximity to solar energy systems.
2. This ordinance applies to all newly constructed, installed, substantially modified, or relocated solar
energy systems after the effective date of the ordinance. It shall apply to all solar energy systems
as defined herein and located in all zoning districts within the City.
7.16.02 Definitions
1. Solar Energy System (SES): A Solar Energy System is a structure or device designed to collect
the sun’s radiant energy (solar radiation) for conversion into electrical or thermal energy for practical
purposes. Excluded from this definition are passive structures, such as windows or greenhouses;
solar farms, which are massive collections of solar systems covering extensive land areas; and
public utilities, which are regulated by the State. For the purpose of this ordinance, there are two
major types of SESs as defined below.
a. Photovoltaic System (PVS): A Photovoltaic System is one that converts solar radiation into
electrical energy using photovoltaic cells.
b. Solar Thermal System (STS): A Solar Thermal System is one that heats water or other liquids
directly or indirectly using solar radiation. This type of system is often used for space heating
as well as to heat water or generate electricity.
2. Building-Mounted Solar Energy System (B-M SES): A Building-Mounted Solar Energy System is
one that is attached to an existing building or other free-standing structure. This definition includes,
but is not limited to, roof-mounted and side-mounted SESs on buildings or other structures as well
as those mounted on light poles, towers, etc.
3. Ground-Mounted Solar Energy System (G-M SES): A Ground-Mounted Solar Energy System is
one that is attached to the ground and not affixed to an existing building or other free-standing
structure.
4. Substantially-Modified Solar Energy System: A Substantially-Modified Solar Energy System is one
that has been physically modified so that its size, type, or components is different from that of the
original system. Replacement of existing equipment with comparable components is not
considered substantial modification.
4.5. Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm): A Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm) is
a commercial facility that converts solar energy into electrical energy for the interconnection with
the power grid primarily for off-site energy consumption. A solar energy generation facility (solar
farm) is the principal land use for the parcel on which it is located (see Article 17.16.15).
7.16.03 Permits
1. It shall be unlawful to install, substantially modify, relocate, or operate a SES within the City of
DeKalb without a valid permit. Permits may be granted in all zoning districts within the City.
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2. Upon application for a permit, the applicant shall provide the City with detailed plans for the
construction, installation, or operation, or substantial modification or relocation, of the proposed or
existing SES. The plans shall clearly show the major components of the system and their intended
or existing locations. A sketch detailing all other structures and property lines within a two hundred
(200) foot radius of the proposed SES shall also be provided. If the owner/leaseholder of the SES
intends to connect the system to a utility’s grid, written confirmation and approval from the utility is
required.
7.16.04 Design Requirements
1. All solar energy systems used in the City of DeKalb shall be manufactured and designed to comply
with applicable industry standards, including the American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
Underwriters Laboratories (UL), the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), and other
appropriate certifying organizations. In addition, all SESs shall comply with applicable City codes,
including City height and location requirements for buildings or other structures. Where City height
or location requirements for buildings or other structures in a given zoning district are more
restrictive than those covered in this ordinance, the former requirements shall apply.
2. Solar energy systems shall be constructed, installed, operated, and located to minimize potentially
adverse impacts on nearby properties or individuals. A SES shall not present a significant nuisance
due to solar glare, bright colors, or protrusion onto another property. Building-mounted systems
that blend into the structural design of buildings or other structures and ground-mounted systems
that can be partially or completely obscured from outside view (e.g., by use of fencing, trees, or
other vegetation) are highly encouraged. Advertising is strictly prohibited on SESs except for
unobtrusive manufacturer labeling.
7.16.05 System Height
All SESs shall comply with the applicable height limits shown in Table 1 (hereafter) except as noted in item
1a of this section. Height limits for G-M SESs apply at minimum design tilt.
Table 1: Maximum Height Limits
Type of System /
Zoning District
a. Roofmounted
Buildingmounted

b. Sidemounted

Ground-Mounted

Residential
a. 1 foot above
the roof surface
of the building
b. 1 foot above
the highest level
of the given
structure
10 feet

Commercial
a. 2 feet above
the roof surface
of the building
b. 2 feet above
the highest level
of the given
structure
12 feet

Industrial
a. 3 feet above
the roof surface
of the building
b. 3 feet above
the highest level
of the given
structure
15 feet

Public
a. 3 feet above
the roof surface
of the building
b. 3 feet above
the highest level
of the given
structure*
15 feet

*SESs mounted on City-owned monopoles or towers may extend to a maximum of 5 feet above the height
of the monopole or tower. SESs mounted on non-City-owned monopoles or towers are subject to the height
requirements stated in Table 1 except as noted in Section 7.16.04.01
7.16.06 System Location
1. General
a. Building- and ground-mounted SESs shall be located so as to conform to the design
requirements and recommendations outlined in Section 7.16.04.02 of this ordinance.
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b. Ground-mounted SESs shall not be located in wetlands or habitats of protected species of
animals or plants. In addition, G-M SESs shall minimize local water retention by restricting
impervious surfaces to the foundations anchoring the systems to the ground and by maintaining
grass or other suitable penetrable media below all elevated components so as to permit
adequate infiltration and percolation of precipitation into the ground.
2. Setbacks
a. Building-Mounted Solar Energy Systems. In addition to required building or other structure
setbacks, roof-mounted systems shall not extend beyond the exterior perimeter of the building
or other structure. External piping for solar hot water systems may be allowed to extend beyond
the perimeter of the building or other structure on a side yard exposure. Side-mounted systems
shall be allowed to extend beyond the perimeter of the building or other structure as long as
the system components are within applicable building or other structure setbacks for the given
zoning district.
b. Ground-Mounted Solar Energy Systems. Ground-mounted SESs shall be set back a distance
equal to one (1) times the maximum height of the system when oriented at minimum design tilt
or a minimum of six (6) feet, whichever is greater. Setbacks shall be measured as the distance
from the outer edge of the system to the adjacent property line. Ground-mounted systems in
residential and commercial zoning districts shall not extend into front or side yards. All exterior
electrical and plumbing lines shall be buried below ground and placed in suitable conduits or
otherwise protected from the elements.
7.16.07 Safety
1. The installation of a SES shall be conducted by a qualified installer.
2. All electrical and plumbing connections in a SES shall comply with applicable City and State codes.
3. Building-mounted SESs shall meet all applicable fire prevention and building code requirements.
In addition, all solar-related conduits, electrical panels, and disconnects on B-M SESs shall be
easily identifiable by fire protection personnel.
4. Where storage batteries or electrical transformers are employed as part of a SES, they shall be
clearly labeled with warnings and securely enclosed or otherwise contained so as to minimize
potential electrical shock, fire, or explosion.
7.16.08 Abandonment and Removal
1. If the City receives a complaint regarding an apparent non-functioning SES, it shall inspect that
system. If the inspection reveals that the SES is not in good working order and has been so for a
continuous period of 12 months, the system shall be considered abandoned. The City may issue a
Notice of Abandonment to the permit holder where the system is located, and the permit holder
shall be responsible for having the system completely removed from the property within six (6)
months.
2. Within 30 days of a Notice of Abandonment the permit holder may request that the City delay its
designation of abandonment by submitting satisfactory documentation that the system has not
been abandoned, as defined in this ordinance, along with a specific date by which the system will
be fully operational and in good working order. If the request is satisfactory upon examination of
the supporting documents and an onsite inspection, the Notice of Abandonment shall be rescinded
by the City.
3. At least 30 days prior to commencing removal of a SES, a plan indicating how the system will be
removed shall be submitted to the appropriate City office by the permit holder. Removal of a SES
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shall be complete, including all system components together with integral electrical and plumbing
parts, and shall be conducted so as to comply with all applicable safety and building codes or
regulations. The site shall be restored to its original condition.
7.16.09 Restrictions
The installation, operation, or substantial modification of SESs shall not be unduly limited by homeowners’
agreements, covenants, or other contracts among dual or multiple party owners in any subdivision of the
City to a greater extent than the requirements contained in this ordinance.
7.16.10 Solar Easements
The right of a property owner in the City of DeKalb to create a legal agreement with one or more neighboring
property owners so as to protect access to direct sunlight essential to the effective operation of a solar
energy system shall not be restricted. Solar easements shall be entered into and filed in accordance with
applicable State and local laws.
7.16.11 Violations
It shall be unlawful for any person or entity to construct, install, operate, or substantially modify a SES that
is not in compliance with the provisions of this ordinance or with any condition contained in a permit issued
pursuant to this ordinance. Solar energy systems installed prior to the effective date of this ordinance are
exempt except when substantially modified.
7.16.12 Penalties
Anyone who fails to comply with any applicable provision of this ordinance or a permit issued pursuant to
this ordinance shall be subject to enforcement and penalties as stipulated in the City’s zoning code.
7.16.13 Waivers
Upon written request, the City of DeKalb may issue a waiver for a specific requirement of this ordinance
provided the waiver does not present an undue burden on adjacent property owners. Waivers shall not be
granted without an open hearing that takes into account the support or opposition of those affected by the
ruling. A special permit shall be required for a waiver.
7.16.14 Severability
The provisions of this ordinance are severable, and the invalidity of any section, subdivision, paragraph, or
other part of this ordinance shall not affect the validity or effectiveness of the remainder of the ordinance.
7.16.15 Solar Energy Generation Facility (Solar Farm)
1. Standards
a. All aspects and components of a solar energy generation facility (solar farm), except fences
and overhead transmission lines, shall be setback a minimum of 50 feet from any property line
or street right-of-way. A minimum setback of 100 feet shall be maintained to any residential
zoned property.
b. All aspects and components of a solar energy generation facility (solar farm), except overhead
transmission lines, shall have a maximum height of 15 feet.
c.

Fencing is not required however if installed it shall not exceed eight (8) feet in height and may
be located in any yard. Barbed wire fencing is not allowed.
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d. Any lighting shall be installed for security and safety purposes only. All lighting shall be shield
so that no glare extends beyond the boundaries of the facility.
e. All areas occupied by the solar farm that are not utilized for access to operate or maintain the
solar farm shall be planted and maintained with native grasses or other vegetation for the
purpose of soil stabilization or other method recommended by the City Engineer. The solar
farm owner/operator shall provide for weed control in a manner that prevents the spread of
weeds onto adjacent agricultural land.
f.

A Decommissioning Plan shall be provided and include, but not limited to, the following
requirements:
1. The Decommissioning Plan shall be triggered and complied with at any point that the
solar panels are not actively generating energy being transmitted to the electrical grid
for a period of at least one hundred and eighty (180) consecutive days.
2. Upon the occurrence of the first requirement, the owner/operator shall have six (6)
months to comply with the Decommissioning Plan and to fully remove the solar energy
generation facilities from the property.
3. Provisions for removal of all structures and foundations, and the restoration of soil and
vegetation to usable farmland.
4. An engineer’s estimate of probable cost (“EOPC”) for the costs associated with
decommissioning.
5. Provision of sufficient security (i.e., a bond, irrevocable letter of credit, or escrow
posting) in the form and content acceptable to the City Manager to secure the costs of
decommissioning and site restoration.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT
August 11, 2022
TO:

DeKalb Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Dan Olson, Planning Director

RE:

Pleasant St. - Special Use Permit for a Solar Energy Generation Facility
(Solar Farm) - (SunVest Solar, LLC d/b/a DeKalb Taylor Solar)

I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

A.

Purpose

Establishment of a solar energy generation
facility (solar farm)

B.

Location/Size

North side of Pleasant St., across from the
DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport/49 acres

C.

Petitioner

SunVest Solar, LLC d/b/a DeKalb Taylor Solar

D.

Existing Zoning

“HI” Heavy Industrial District

E.

Existing Land Use

Agriculture

F.

Surrounding Zoning and Land Use North:
South:
East:
West:

G.

Comprehensive Plan Designation Transportation and Utilities

“A-1” (Unincorporated); Agriculture
“HI”; Airport
“HI and A-1”; Airport, Agriculture
“A-1 and PD-R”, Single-Family
Residential and Agriculture

II.

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

The petitioner, SunVest Solar, LLC d/b/a DeKalb Taylor Solar, is requesting approval of
a special use permit for a solar energy generation facility (solar farm) located on an
approximately 49-acre site along the north side of Pleasant St. across from the DeKalb
Taylor Municipal Airport. The subject site is owned by the City of DeKalb and is zoned
“HI” Heavy Industrial District. The project will be known as “DeKalb Taylor Solar, LLC”.
On December 13, 2021, the City Council approved a land lease and solar easement
agreement (Ordinance 2021-052) with the applicant to develop a solar farm on the subject
site. The lease allows the applicant to construct a 5 megawatt (MW) solar farm. The lease
extends for 25 years from the date of construction completion with an option to extend for
another the ten-year period.
The solar farm will use the entire parcel and will generate enough renewable energy to
power approximately 1000 homes. Access to the site will be from a 25’ wide entrance
located near the center of the site along Pleasant Street. Off-street parking will be
provided for vehicles inside of the project area. Site improvements will consist of
photovoltaic solar panels installed on a single axis tracking system. The tracking system
will be supported by galvanized steel beams, pile driven 8’ – 10’ into the ground. No
concrete is anticipated to be used for the support system. The panels will be facing eastwest, thus the rows of panels will be oriented in a north-south direction and track with the
sun during the day and return to their stowed position at night. The overall height of the
system will be approximately 8” tall. A 25’ wide access drive will provide year-round
access to all major equipment throughout the array. The solar facility will be surrounded
by an 8’ tall woven agricultural “Knot” fence, with a locked gate. A minimum 50-foot front
yard setback will be provided along Pleasant Street. The balance of the solar facility will
be setback a minimum of 50’ from the property lines, with an increase to a 100’ setback
to the residential property located at the southwest corner of the property.
The entire site will be covered with diverse native vegetation specifically designed for this
site. The vegetation will be native, requiring minimal maintenance once established, and
create habitat beneficial to bees, insects, birds and other animal species. Wooden electric
support poles will be installed to transfer the power generated from the project to the local
distribution lines located along Pleasant Street. These poles will be approximately 30’
tall.
A decommissioning plan is also part of the agreement. If the facility becomes inactive for
more than 180 days, the applicant must remove all of its solar facilities including any
foundations and restore the portions of the lease space that had been used for the solar
farm to usable farmland or substantially the same condition as that which existed before
the solar construction. If the applicant should fail to remove the facilities, the City would
have the right to remove them and be reimbursed by the Company within 30 days of an
invoice from the City.
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III.

STANDARDS OF A SPECIAL USE

1.
The proposed special use complies with all provisions of the applicable
district regulations.
The proposed special will comply with all regulations of the “HI” Heavy Industrial District
and the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO). The applicant will be required to develop
the site per the plans made as an exhibit to the recommendation.
2.
The proposed special use will not be unreasonably detrimental to the value
of other property in the neighborhood in which it is to be located or to the public
welfare at large.
The proposed special use will not have a detrimental effect on the adjacent properties or
land uses. The property is zoned “HI” Heavy Industrial, and the proposed use will be
compatible with the existing and future land uses of the area. Surrounding land uses
include agriculture to the north and west, airport facilities to the east and south and singlefamily residential at the southwest corner of the property. The Comprehensive Plan
recommends Transportation and Utilities for the site.
3.
The location and size of the special use, the nature and intensity of the
operation involved in or conducted in connection with it, and the location of the
site with respect to streets giving access to it are such that the special use will not
dominate the immediate neighborhood so as to prevent development and use of
neighboring property in accordance with the applicable zoning district regulations.
The granting of the special use will not dominate the immediate area and will not prevent
development on the neighboring properties. The proposed special will operate in a
manner that is not detrimental to the surrounding area. Solar gardens do not have a
negative effect on surrounding property values. There are numerous reports and studies
that have concluded that these types of solar facilities do not impact property values of
surrounding land uses.
4.
Adequate utility, drainage and other such necessary facilities have been or
will be provided.
Water and sewer service is not required for the facility. Access to the site will be from a
25’ wide entrance located near the center of the site along Pleasant Street. The solar
facility will be surrounded by an 8’ tall woven agricultural “Knot” fence, with a locked gate
for security and safety.
5.
The proposed use, where such developments and uses are deemed
consistent with good planning practice, or can be operated in a manner that is not
detrimental to the permitted developments and uses in the district; can be
developed and operated in a manner that is visually compatible with the permitted
uses in the surrounding area; shall in all other respects conform to the applicable
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regulations of the district in which it is located; and is deemed essential or
desirable to preserve and promote the public health, safety and general welfare of
the City of DeKalb.
The proposed special use will not be detrimental to the permitted developments and uses
on the site or to the surrounding area. The proposed special use will be in compliance
with the 2005 Comprehensive Plan and draft 2022 Plan. Generally, solar gardens do not
have a negative effect on surrounding properties health and safety and do not impede the
welfare of the surrounding area.
IV.

CITIZEN RESPONSE/COMMENTS

The City received an e-mail from Pete and Beth Morgano of 2689 Pleasant St. with
several questions regarding the proposed project. City staff and the applicant put together
a response back to the Morgano’s and a copy of the correspondence is provided in the
background material.
V.

RECOMMENDATION

The proposed use will be a benefit to the community and provides a clean, emissionsfree, and renewable energy source. The City staff fully supports the request.
Sample Motion – Special Use Permit:
Based upon the submitted petition, testimony presented and findings of fact, I move the
Planning and Zoning Commission forward its findings of fact and recommend to the City
Council approval of a special use permit for a solar energy generation facility (solar farm)
per the site plan (Sheet PV-1.00) prepared by SunVest Solar LLC labeled as Exhibit A
and shall be operated per the land lease and solar easement agreement approved by
Ordinance 2021-052.
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LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE is hereby given that a public hearing will be held before the DeKalb Planning and Zoning
Commission at its regular meeting on Monday, August 15, 2022, at 6:00 p.m. in the 2nd Floor
Training Room at the DeKalb Police Department, 700 W. Lincoln Hwy. DeKalb, IL on the petition
by SunVest Solar, LLC d/b/a DeKalb Taylor Solar, LLC for a special use permit for a solar energy
generation facility located on an approximately 49 acre site along the north side of Pleasant St. across
from the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport. The subject site has Parcel Identification Numbers
(PIN’s) of 09-19-100-087 and 09-19-100-088, is zoned “HI” Heavy Industrial District and legally
described below.
The following described real estate, situated in the County of DeKalb in the State of Illinois, to-wit:
That part of Lot A of Section 19 of the Charles F. Noble Farm Plat recorded in Book “G” of Plats,
Page 32, on April 9, 1937, in Township 40 North, Range 5, East of the Third Principal Meridian,
DeKalb County, Illinois, described as follows: Beginning at the Southwest corner of said Lot A;
thence North 0 degrees 12 minutes 45 seconds East, 1,332.29 feet (1334.1 feet record) (bearings
assumed for descriptive purposes) on the West line of said Lot A to the Northwest corner thereof;
thence South 89 degrees 51 minutes 26 seconds East, 1336.97 feet on the North line of said Lot A to
the West line of a 5 acre Parcel; thence South 0 degrees 08 minutes 34 seconds West, 435.00 feet on
said West line to the South line of said 5 acre parcel; thence South 89 degrees 51 minutes 26 seconds
East, 535.79 feet on said South line to the West line of Airport Tract 15, also being the West line of
relocated Loves Road; thence Southerly, 143.96 feet on said West line on a curve to the right having
a radius of 560.00 feet, the chord of said curve bears South 12 degrees 38 minutes 07 seconds West,
143.57 feet; thence South 20 degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds West, 358.32 feet on said West line;
thence Southwesterly, 673.29 feet on said West line on a curve to the right having a radius of 560.00
feet, the chord of said curve bears South 54 degrees 26 minutes 37 seconds West, 633.47 feet; thence
South 1 degree 06 minutes 46 seconds East, 31.90 feet on said West line of Airport Tract 15 to the
South line of the North 1/2 of the North Half of said Section 19; thence South 89 degrees 15 minutes
42 seconds West, 1,208.02 feet on said South line to the point of beginning;
AND BEING the same property conveyed to The City of De Kalb, an Illinois municipal corporation
from Charles M. Winter, Sr., as trustee under the provisions of a certain trust agreement dated
February 12, 1990, and known as Trust Number 101, as to an undivided one-half interest, and Lova
L. Winter, as trustee under the provisions of a certain trust agreement dated February 12, 1990, and
known as Trust Number 102, as to an undivided one-half interest by Trustee's Deed dated November
7, 2006 and recorded November 8, 2006 in Instrument No. 2006020867.
All interested persons are invited to appear and be heard at the time and place listed above.
Interested persons are also encouraged to submit written comments on the proposal to the City of
DeKalb, Community Development Department, 164 E. Lincoln Highway, DeKalb, Illinois, 60115
by 12:00 p.m. on Monday, August 15, 2022, or by e-mail to dan.olson@cityofdekalb.com. Further
information regarding the petition is available from the Community Development Department at
(815) 748-2361 or on the City of DeKalb’s web page at https://www.cityofdekalb.com/1103/PublicHearings.
Max Maxwell, Chair
DeKalb Planning and Zoning Commission

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill French
Olson, Dan; bethmorg@frontier.com; Barnes, Cohen; Smith, Tracy
Nicklas, Bill; Riani, Renee; Gill, Zachary
RE: Pleasant Street Solar Farm Planning and Zoning Commission Request
Wednesday, August 3, 2022 8:54:22 AM
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[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Good Morning Beth,
You can certainly contact me directly should you have any questions during the CUP approval
process. Prior to construction we can have the Project Manager meet with you and discuss the
project construction expectations and provide you with his/her contact information. Once the
project is completed there will be a toll free number attached to the project that you can call at any
time if there are any issues or concerns.
Thank you for your questions and please feel free to contact me at any time should you have
additional comments or questions
Regards,
Bill French | Regional Director of Project Development

330 W. State Street, Suite 1 | Geneva, IL 60134
O: 262-547-1200 | M: 847-414-0134
www.SunVest.com | bfrench@SunVest.com
From: Olson, Dan <Dan.Olson@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 8:44 AM
To: bethmorg@frontier.com <bethmorg513@gmail.com>; Barnes, Cohen
<Cohen.Barnes@cityofdekalb.com>; Smith, Tracy <Tracy.Smith@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Cc: Nicklas, Bill <bill.nicklas@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Bill French <bfrench@sunvest.com>; Riani, Renee
<Renee.Riani@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Gill, Zachary <Zachary.Gill@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: RE: Pleasant Street Solar Farm Planning and Zoning Commission Request

This email is from an external source. Use caution with opens/clicks.

Beth,
If there are issues or questions, you can call me at 815-748-2361. You are welcome to also call the
applicant, Bill French, who is with the solar company (SunVest Solar) constructing the project. His
number is 847-414-0134 or bfrench@sunvest.com.
Dan Olson, AICP | Planning Director
City of DeKalb | 164 E. Lincoln Highway | DeKalb, IL 60115
Phone: 815-748-2361
Email: dan.olson@cityofdekalb.com | Website: www.cityofdekalb.com

From: bethmorg@frontier.com <bethmorg513@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 7:21 PM
To: Olson, Dan <Dan.Olson@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Barnes, Cohen
<Cohen.Barnes@cityofdekalb.com>; Smith, Tracy <Tracy.Smith@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Cc: Nicklas, Bill <bill.nicklas@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Bill French <bfrench@sunvest.com>; Riani, Renee
<Renee.Riani@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Gill, Zachary <Zachary.Gill@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: Re: Pleasant Street Solar Farm Planning and Zoning Commission Request

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Dan and the Zoning Committee,
Thank you so much with your prompt answers to our questions and concerns. We are grateful to
hear that our concerns were addressed and heard in a respectful manner. We also appreciate the
extra allowance between our house and the solar structures.
We have just one more question. Now that we have your assurances, and are satisfied with your
answers, who will we contact to address any concerns or complaints of any issues that may arise
that deviate from the plan once the structures are built? For instance, if it’s not being maintained as
stated, or noxious weeds become pervasive, or if we are having any other issues such as drainage in
the future?
Again, we appreciate you taking the time to address our concerns.

Beth Morgano

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
On Tuesday, August 2, 2022, 3:57 PM, Olson, Dan <Dan.Olson@CITYOFDEKALB.com> wrote:
Pete and Elizabeth,

See response below in yellow. Thanks again for your questions and comments and if
you have any more, please let us know.

1. When we purchased the land, we were told that this land was zoned light industrial,
agricultural and had not received any indication of change to Heavy Industrial. The site
has been zoned Heavy Industrial since it was annexed to the City in 2010.
2. Have you done due diligence to determine the effects of the battery storage and
solar panels on nearby residents and animals? The applicant is not requesting battery
storage. We are not aware of any negative effects of solar panels near residences.
3. According to research studies, what are the known health risks of being so near a
solar farm? There are no know health effects of solar panels near homes. These are
the same types of panels that are located on homes, schools, hospitals and businesses.
4. What will the border near our house look like? What is the actual distance between
our house and the initial solar panel? The border will be planted in native prairie
grasses. The fence is 25 feet from the property line. The nearest solar panel is
proposed at 50 feet from the property line. We have discussed with the applicant, and
they have agreed to move the setback to 100 feet from your property line (see
question #12 below).
5. What type of fencing is proposed? I noticed it is array fencing, and upon a quick
Google search, I see that there are a few types of array solar fencing. Will ours look like
the prison style fencing, with the angled barbed wire on top, or the more natural
square fencing with wood posts similar to the fencing on the solar farm on Bethany Rd,
east of Somonauk Rd? They are proposing an 8 foot tall Agricultural Knot fence, similar
to the fence at the solar farm on Bethany Road. No barbed wire is proposed.
6. How high is the fencing? 8 feet tall.
7. What will this do to our property values? Solar panels have been shown to not affect
property values of adjacent properties.
8. What will the height of the panels be? 7’-11” tall at maximum height.

9. What direction will the panels face? Are the panels stationary or will they rotate
toward the sun as the day goes on? The panels will face east and track west with the
sun during the day. Returning to east at sunset.
10. Will there be any reflection or glare into or onto our house/property? Do they
increase the temperature in the area? The panels have a non-reflective surface. They
are designed to absorb sunlight, not reflect it. Other than very localized (2-3 feet from
the panel surface) the panels will not create additional heat to the surrounding area.
11. What measures will you take to maintain the farmland aesthetics of the area make
it as nice as possible to look at? What kind of ground cover will there be inside the solar
field? Will the setback area be maintained between our two properties? Is there a plan
to maintain and upkeep the property in order to keep the noxious weeds and invasive
plants to a minimum...i.e. thistles, invasive species, shrub brush and bushes, volunteer
trees and crops, especially along our border? Will there be natural open field grasses
and wildflowers planted along the borders, especially near our property line in order to
create an aesthetic visual buffer? The project area will be planted with a deep-rooted
native prairie seed mix. Pollinator friendly native plants and grasses will be planted
around the perimeter of the site. The site will be maintained bi-annually and noxious
weeds will be spot treated as needed.
12. Can the proposed setback be pushed further away from our house and the panels a
further distance away in the area near our house? We have spoke to the applicant and
they have agreed to move the solar panels to at least 100 feet from your property line.
13. Will we be limited to what we plant on our lot line? There will be no limitation to
what you can plant on your property. Your property is in unincorporated DeKalb
County and they would have zoning jurisdiction over any structure or fence you place
on your property.
14. Is there any humming or noise emitted from any of the equipment? Inverters do
have small cooling fans and transformers do emit sound. However, these will be
located away from any adjoining homes and will be nearly inaudible. The equipment is
silent at night.
15. Are solar panels allowed this close to an airfield? What precautions are put in place
to prevent any incidents? Yes. Solar panels have been installed on airport properties
throughout the world. They will be required to adhere to any modifications and
requirements dictated by the FAA. They have passed the FAA obstruction evaluation.
16. Is there any illumination (lighting) that is proposed that may conflict with our
country-living enjoyment, especially with our bedroom facing that side? No lighting is
proposed.
17. This proposed property is a wet area, with known wet areas after heavy rainfall, will
the development of this area impact the drainage of our property? The project is
designed to avoid conflicts with storm water run-off. In addition, the project will be
subject to review and approval by the City Engineer per the City’s Ordinances.

Dan Olson

From: Olson, Dan
Sent: Monday, August 1, 2022 9:34 AM
To: Beth Morgano <bethmorg513@gmail.com>; Barnes, Cohen
<cohen.barnes@cityofdekalb.com>; Smith, Tracy <Tracy.Smith@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Cc: Nicklas, Bill <bill.nicklas@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: RE: Pleasant Street Solar Farm Planning and Zoning Commission Request

Pete and Elizabeth,

Thanks for your e-mail. I have shared your questions with the applicant and I will
respond back in the next few days to your questions. The intent of any development
that comes into the City is to make sure it is compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood and does not negatively impact adjacent properties. A copy of your email will be provided to the Planning and Zoning Commission.

Dan Olson, AICP | Planning Director
City of DeKalb | 164 E. Lincoln Highway | DeKalb, IL 60115
Phone: 815-748-2361
Email: dan.olson@cityofdekalb.com | Website: www.cityofdekalb.com

From: Beth Morgano <bethmorg513@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 31, 2022 9:45 PM
To: Barnes, Cohen <Cohen.Barnes@cityofdekalb.com>; Olson, Dan
<Dan.Olson@CITYOFDEKALB.com>; Smith, Tracy <Tracy.Smith@CITYOFDEKALB.com>
Subject: Pleasant Street Solar Farm Planning and Zoning Commission Request

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the City Of DeKalb mail system -DO NOT CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content
is safe.]
July 31, 2022

Dear Mr. Olson and the DeKalb Planning and Zoning Commission:

Thank you for your letter notifying us of the request made by SunVest
Solar, LLC to construct a solar farm on the property to the east of us. My
husband Pete and I live at 2689 Pleasant Street and are the neighbors
directly adjacent to the property listed in the request. We would be your
closest neighbors. The news of this solar farm comes with mixed
emotions. We both believe in alternative energy, but with that comes the
negative aspect of being so near to this development. With this, we have
some concerns and questions we would appreciate having addressed. We
are unable to come to the planning meeting on August 15th due to prior
commitments, but would appreciate a response to our inquiries
nonetheless, as a way to begin our proposed neighborly interactions.

Below, in no particular order, is a list of questions and concerns we have
as part of this proposal:

1. When we purchased the land, we were told that this land was zoned
light industrial, agricultural and had not received any indication of change
to Heavy Industrial.
2. Have you done due diligence to determine the effects of the battery
storage and solar panels on nearby residents and animals?
3. According to research studies, what are the known health risks of being
so near a solar farm?
4. What will the border near our house look like? What is the actual
distance between our house and the initial solar panel?
5. What type of fencing is proposed? I noticed it is array fencing, and upon

a quick Google search, I see that there are a few types of array solar
fencing. Will ours look like the prison style fencing, with the angled barbed
wire on top, or the more natural square fencing with wood posts similar to
the fencing on the solar farm on Bethany Rd, east of Somonauk Rd?
6. How high is the fencing?
7. What will this do to our property values?
8. What will the height of the panels be?
9. What direction will the panels face? Are the panels stationary or will
they rotate toward the sun as the day goes on?
10. Will there be any reflection or glare into or onto our house/property?
Do they increase the temperature in the area?
11. What measures will you take to maintain the farmland aesthetics of the
area~make it as nice as possible to look at? What kind of ground cover
will there be inside the solar field? Will the setback area be maintained
between our two properties? Is there a plan to maintain and upkeep the
property in order to keep the noxious weeds and invasive plants to a
minimum...i.e. thistles, invasive species, shrub brush and bushes,
volunteer trees and crops, especially along our border? Will there be
natural open field grasses and wildflowers planted along the borders,
especially near our property line in order to create an aesthetic visual
buffer?
12. Can the proposed setback be pushed further away from our house
and the panels a further distance away in the area near our house?
13. Will we be limited to what we plant on our lot line?
14. Is there any humming or noise emitted from any of the equipment?
15. Are solar panels allowed this close to an airfield? What precautions
are put in place to prevent any incidents?
16. Is there any illumination (lighting) that is proposed that may conflict
with our country-living enjoyment, especially with our bedroom facing that
side?
17. This proposed property is a wet area, with known wet areas after
heavy rainfall, will the development of this area impact the drainage of our
property?

We have lived here for thirty-two years and love the country life and the
benefits that come with that; the quiet, dark, peaceful days and evenings
with plenty of nature and wildlife surrounding us. We hope that, as the
DeKalb Planning Commission, you will look out for us, the longtime
homeowners and proposed neighbors in your ultimate financial decision,
and keep our aforementioned questions and concerns in mind when you
make your stipulations of the company. We know your overall mission is to
protect and maintain property values by ensuring incompatible uses are kept
apart, keeping residential neighborhoods and industrial developments
separate, so we hope you have our best interests at heart and make your best,
informed, decision. We would greatly appreciate it.

Thanks again for your consideration and we look forward to your response
to these issues. Please forward this letter to any pertinent persons you
deem necessary.

Sincerely,
Pete and Elizabeth Morgano
2689 Pleasant Street
DeKalb, IL 60115
bethmorg513@gmail.com
815-751-8848

Disclaimer: This is a transmission from the City of DeKalb that is confidential and
proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient, copying or distributing the contents
of this message is expressly prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
please destroy it and notify the City immediately. This email is the property of the City
of DeKalb and the City reserves the right to retrieve and read any message created,
sent or received, including the right to monitor messages of City employees or
representatives at any time, without notice. Freedom of Information Act Requests
should be submitted on the City’s website at http://www.cityofdekalb.com/.
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WARNING

DC JUNCTION BOX

POWER TO THIS SITE IS SUPPLIED BY
MULTIPLE SOURCES: DISCONNECT
LOCATIONS ARE SHOWN BELOW

LABEL PLACE ON DC JUNCTION BOXES
#10

(560) (25) TRACKER
(HELIENE), 144HC M10 (530W)
25' BOUNDARY SETBACK

16' INTRAROW SPACING

23'-6" CENTER SPACING

TURN OFF AC DISCONNECT PRIOR TO

(4) (25) TRACKER
(HELIENE), 144HC M10 (530W)

20' FENCE SETBACK TYP.

WORKING INSIDE PANEL
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
HIGH VOLTAGE- KEEP AWAY

EACH OF THE LOCATIONS ON THE MAP

CAUTION

LABEL PLACE ON CONDUIT, JUNCTION BOXES
#9
AND COMBINER BOXES AT EVERY 10'

FLASH HAZARD
LABEL
#4

SIGN AT EACH OF THE SITE ENTRANCES AND EVERY 200'
ALONG THE FENCE.

CAUTION: SOLAR CIRCUIT
POTENTIAL ARC

6. PROVIDE ALL ADDITIONAL LABELS AS REQUIRED PER NEC,
NESC, AND OTHER APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS

WARNING

PARCEL BOUNDARY
ARRAY FENCE

25' SETBACK
TYP.

PV ARRAY DC DISCONNECT
-ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD-

LABEL
#5

-DO NOT TOUCH TERMINALS-

PLACE AT AC COMBINER PANEL

20' PATHWAY

TOTAL AREA
INSIDE FENCE :
~39.22 ACRES

TERMINALS ON BOTH THE LINE AND LOAD
SIDES MAY BE ENERGIZED IN THE OPEN
POSITION
MAXIMUM CURRENT:
OPERATING VOLTAGE:

LABEL
#11

A
Vdc

PLACE ON DC DISCONNECTS

20' PATHWAY

118'-11" BOUNDARY SETBACK

20' FENCE SETBACK TYP.

25' ACCESS GATE
(20) SMA SHP PEAK3 125 - US
(1) TRANSFORMER
(1) MAIN DISTRIBUTION
SWITCHBOARD

ACCESS ROAD

CUSTOMER RECLOSURE POLE W GOAB SWITCH

UTILITY METER POLE
UTILITY RECLOSURE POLE

(20) SMA SHP PEAK3 125 - US
(1) TRANSFORMER
(1) MAIN DISTRIBUTION
SWITCHBOARD

APPROX. POINT OF INTERCONNECTION

DEKALB TAYLOR SOLAR
MAP OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SOURCES
DISCONNECTING MEANS
SITE DISCONNECT LOCATION PLACECARD

E-5.00

